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N preparing The Ariel of
1915', the editors have endeavored to portray the
student life at Lawrence in its
various aspects.
May it reca.Jl many happy
days at the old Alma Mater,
and the beginning of many
true friendships.
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IME'S a thief ! I trusted him
When he came to me with smiles.
I had heard that he was grim Stern and full of artful wiles.
But he seemed so frank and kind,
And so merry-hearted he,
That I wholly changed my mind.
Ah , whatboon companions we!

Time's a thief! He stole away
All before I was aware,
Gold of youth and left the gray
Of life's autumn in my hair.
Plucked the roses from my face 0, youth's roses, fair to see!
Robbed my steps of agile grace,
Fooled me so, and cheated me !
Time's a thief, I said. But stay !
After all he was my friend.
He has taken much awayHas he not made some amend ?
He has helped me climb life's steeps,
He has given me home, and lit
On its hearth a fire that keeps
All cold weather out of it.
Time, forgive me what l said.
What you took from me was dear.
What you gave me in its stead
Grows more precious every year.
Roses fade, as fade they mustFor all vanished things a sighBut O Time, I will be justGreatly in your debt am I!
-Eben E. Rexford
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President
First Vice-President
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TRUSTEES
REV. SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph.D ., LL. D ., ex officio, Appleton
TERM EXPIRES 1914
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LEWIS M. ALEXANDER
JAMES S. REEVE, A. M ., M. D ..
EDWARD A. EDMONDS, A . B.
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KARL MATHIE, S. B. .
REV. ROBERT S . INGRAHAM, A . B., D. D.
EusEBIUS B. GARTEN .
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EMMA KATE CORKHILL

When wouldst Thou have me give?
Each day, each hour, thou favored one!
From gray of dawn to set of sun!
And when the sky with stars is set
Pursue the grace of giving yet.
How wouldst Thou have nie give?
TVith joy and utter lavishness!
Keev nothing back thyself to bless!
Gladly give all, in surety
Thy wealth to find in charity.

Where wouldst Thou have me give?
And canst thou ask? A rt rich but blind?
On every hand a need thou'lt find!
A neecl for friendship, hope and vrayer,
To lift a soul up from desvair!
A need for inspiration strong
That life's dull steps may leav to song!
1V hat wouldst Thou have me give?
Is Calvary's gray cross quite forgot?
And what it brought thee-knowest thou not?
Thy service give to others free!
So shalt thou give thyself to me!

]n ilrmnriam
i.6£1 tEuuuu ilCutc C!Iorkl7ill. wfyo for .elrurn yrurs tual'i witl1 ur; u.!i a
mol'it in.£1.piring trarl11'r anh ntuhrnt frirnh, on ilrrrmbrr 13. 1913.
pus.srtl to h,rr 1•trrmtl rr1uart1. ~I7r wan mo.at ron.stant ht I1rr
lubor.s witq I1rr .stuhrntn anh tl1r furulty, in h,rr frirtttll'lqi.p.s, in I1rr
hruotion to truth. anh in qrr ahl1rrrnrr to Ql'r illral.s. i!;rr lifr among un
rrntcrrh urounh "Wqr .fflatt of Qblilrr," anh I1rr plan was to .exalt i~im
in I7rr 1uork u!i hay by huy it tlrurloprh at I7rr I7an11.
A.s a trarqrr .sqr pnfrrrrh to stuhy :rGowrll, ~qaltr.sprrr. tEmrrson .
.ffiilton, Wrowning. anh wruny.son, a.s gnat worlt1 autl7ors witl7 profounh
m1•.s.sagr.s for 1w ratl7rr tl7a11 tqr hi.storiral .sihr of lttrraturr. Wqrtr
mr!isugr.s !il7r gaur fortq witl7 rarr uiuwnrn.£1, trmprrrtl witq .surq brautiful
.spiritual mraning. lahrn witl7 .surq hrrp lifr uulur.£1 tqat tqosr wl10 wrrr
in l7rr rla!i£1r5 raugl7t !iomrtl7ing of th,r glory of a !ioul tl7at qah lrarnrtl
from ~oh th,r trur ualurll, anh th,rtr £1oul.s turn liftrh into a trurr anh
tttorr rrul meaning of lifr for tl71•m.
Not onl!l in tire dam, room, but rurrywh,rn. by worh, b!J rxamplr. by
kinhnr!i!i, by lour. by int.en.flt rxpn£1£1rh anh prourh. in joy. in £1artnr£1£1,
anh at pluy. £1l7r h,rlh up tl7r rtrrnal trutl7£1, anti gattr tl7rm fortl1 not &£1
mrrr £1rntimental fanrtr.£1, but an hignifirtl, µrartiral, rurry-hay. u5ahlr
trutl7s, tl7at rurn tqr htlliffrrrnt turn inhurrh to £11tb£1rrtbr to tl71•ir wortl7
aub influrnrr.
1Jn memory wr .srr l7rr at h,rr hr£1k a.s l7our by l7our th,rrr fall.fl from
h,rr lip.£1 tl7r most hi.srrtminating analysis of somr rh,rrt.sl7rh autl7or. or tl7r
rxpo!iition of somr far-nad7t11g trutq. i\gah1 wr frrl I7rr worhs .sink
tlrrp into our naturrs. anti tI1r ronuirtion romrs onrr mon of our mragrrnrss of h,rart anb minh. m1t1 with, sh,autrfarrbnrss we arr aroullrh from
our lrtl7argy to rrhouhlr our rffort!i, tf µrrrh,anrr to brromr nohlrr anti
purrr mrn, anb grntlrr anb morr qtgh,-minbr.b womrn.
®ur !llltinfl C!Iorkh,il1 l7afi gonr from tt!i, but sh,r iii with, us yet in l7elpful mrmory an.b inflpiring influrnrr. i!;rr rxamµlr an.b l7rr wor.b.£1 liur 011.

Jn mcmatf ot
Mrs.

Vaughn

Beloved wife of Dr. John I!;. Vaughn
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.ilf ees and ~hange
"Sing a little song to 'Yne,"
Of her lover pleaded she ,
"If I sing I 'rnust be paid,"
Said this lover to the maid.
"And I fix the price at thisEvery verse is worth a kiss ."
"Sing, and I will pay," said she,
"Your extremely modest fee .
"And,-coimt this as lucky chancel will 71ay you in advance
For the first verse." Then the maid-Honest creature!-smiled-and paid!
Then he sang, and when he ended
Rare good luck his skill attended.
"For you sang so well," said she,
"You have earned a double fee!'
And she laid another kiss
On those willing lips of his.
"Extra value," whispered he,
"On the last kiss, but you see
I am honest. I will render
Proper change in legal tender."
And it took-I thought it strange/Twenty kisses to make change!
EBEN E . REXFORD.
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Main Hall Lawrence
HE life of Lawrence in the early seventies centered around the one
building; still there today, but a different building in many ways.
It was from the first, a rugged, bare, unadorned rectangle of solid
workmanship. The deft hands of the modern architect and decorator
have touch ed it up here and there, and the hand of Nature has draped
it in a filmy mantle of living green. These changes that have come
over the building with the passing of the years may well represent
t he changes that have characterized the college as a whole,-a growth in grace, beauty,
and dignity.

Discipline was severe and uncomplimentary. We dare not exercise the 1ights of
natural selection in strolling about. Special permits were granted for buggy rides or
trips up river. These were the extreme joys of a sociai nature. Still, there were the
Junior and Sophomore oratorical contests. A failure to secure a bid to one of these
constituted a distinct social failure; in fact, contained the possibility of a semi-annual
tragedy.
I am thinking now of Room A,-the big room in the southeast corner where Prof.
Faye held forth. The room of science and mysteries. I fear the entire scientific equipment could have been set out on a kitchen table. I was not on familiar terms with it.
I remember one huge glass disc with attachments that was supposed to, and perhaps
did, generate electricity. We used to stand around the room in a circle, holding hands,
to receive a "shock." This function was presided over by the instructor.
The student body of those days had no street car service, no telephones, typewriters,
dectric lights, gymnasium, nor dormitories. The girls had no rest room, no convenient
place to wait over a vacant period. Reference work was in its infancy. Fraternities
and sororities were undreamed of. On the part of the boys the Philalathean and
Phoenix societies absorbed the oratorical and forensic activities, and among the girls,
the Athena and Lawrean societies.
With the passing of the years the girls and boys of those long ago days have grown
up, and their sons and daughters now stroll about the campus and fill the class rooms.
Over this gulf of years we old ones stretch out our hands to ourselves of long ago.
ETTA POMEROY MILLER, '74.

Library
Page l 4

Conservatory of Music
N the fall of 1896 Main Hall, Ormsby Hall, and the Observatory were the only
college buildings. But Miss Eddy, with her gracious tact, met the homesick girls
and initiated them into the happy life of the Hall. How beautifully she controlled
her fifty-five girls. I often think of her Monday night talks to the girls, and their
application to life in Ormsby Hall.
Memories of a college life cluster about a few striking personalities and institutions.
Of the present faculty, Miss Eddy, Prof. Treat, Dr. Plantz, and Miss Smith were already
established. Miss Smith, indeed, had long been a fixture in the library, tormented
and loved.
Little would the student dream that the dignified Professor Treat of today was
then the Prince Charming, who married soon afterward the belle of the faculty, Miss
Parkes. While he held the chair of Science, his conduct of a classroom was a demonstration of the art of teaching. To me this skill was ever a marvel,-a delight, tempered, however, with a tormenting fear of defective preparation. Better face Cerebus
in Hades than Professor Treat with a partially prepared lesson.
Dr. Plantz, whose splendid service has placed Lawrence in the front rank of educational institutions, was then just fairly launched on his career. With a faculty of but
twenty-five teachers, it was necessary for the President to teach several classes. Courses
in Idealism, Psychology, Christian Evidences, Aesthetics, and Bible revealed the "splendid filling" of the man, and are grouped among the choicest recollections of my college
life. At graduation, a mischievous fellow said of his poignant grief in leaving Dr.
Plantz, "No matter how he scolds a fellow to his face, he always praises him to his dad ."
No institution could produce a second Professor Jones, who was then in his prime.
Determined grimly that we should know Latin as our mother tongue, the Philippics
were mild to the terms of invective he used with sardonic glee. How we feared and
hated him for the first six months, and how we loved him thereafter. There was something fitting in that he should die in his classroom after teaching Latin there for
forty-four years.

I
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Brokaw Hall
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Stephenson Hall of Science

Almost reverently I speak of Dr. Lummis. What he gave to the school was greater
than a mastery of Greek, a vision of a rare and beautiful soul. It was a liberal education to walk down the street with him, pointing out the beauty of a flower or the melody
of a bird's song. At his going the paper said, "Dead,- the best loved man in Appleton."
The functions of college life have changed greatly. I wonder frequently if the
later days of fraternities and sororities, with their more exclusive and elaborate functions, give more pleasm·e than we enjoyed in the simpler life of 1896.
College life was plentifully interspersed with pranks and fun. Who can forget
how Cole and Bright and Westcott painted the new dome,-the pride of Doc Sammy'
heart-and were given the memorable fine of $15, with appropriate remarks? How they
enjoyed earning that fine, clothed in questionable tramp's attire, cleaning walks and
beating rugs. Then what fun we had celebrating in every conceivable manner the
victory of Wescott's oration beginning majestically, "Life's greatest mystery is life!"
Of course there were parties down river to Potato Point, boat rides to Clifton,
sleigh rides to Neenah, bobsled parties down John street hill and across the railroad
Page 17
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Underwood Observatory

tracks, and many other pleasures still enjoyed today. You may wonder if we did any
scholastic wo1k Of course that was done, but the memories of college fun and friends
are among our choicest treasures.
"The golden, olden glory of the days gone by."
MABEL POTTER BARBER, '03.
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President Samuel Plantz
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:!Ira cult\l
SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph . D ., D. D., LL. D.
PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE ANO PAINE MEMORIAL PROFESSOR
OF ETHICS AND CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.
CHARLES WATSON TREAT, A. M.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS ANO PHILETUS SAWYER
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS.
EMANUEL GERECHTER, Rabbi
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF GERMAN.
ELLSWORTH DAVID WRIGHT, Ph.D .
HIRAM A. JONES PROFESSOR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE ANO LITERATURE.
JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A. M.
SALEM DAVID MANN PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY.
LEWIS ADDISON YOUTZ, Ph. D.
ROBERT MCMILLEN PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY.
EMMA KATE CORKHILL, Ph.D.
EDWARDS ALEXANDER PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
(Deceased.)
JOHN CHARLES LYMER, A. M., S . T.

B.

CHILD PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AND DIRECTOR OF THE
UNDERWOOD OBSERVATORY.
WILSON S . NAYLOR, A. B ., D. D.
EDGAR MARTEL BEACH PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE.
ALBERT AUGUSTUS TREVER, Ph.D.
GEORGE M . STEELE PROFESSOR OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
JOHN SEAMAN GARNS
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION ANO PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC SPEAKING.
OTHO PEARRE FAIRFIELD, A. l\I.
PROFESSOR OF ART AND SOCIAL ESTHETICS.
JOHN GAINES VAUGHAN, Ph.D., D. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS AND MISSIONS.
FREDERICK WESLEY ORR, Lit. B.
PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC SPEAKING.
LESTER BURTON ROGERS, A.

1\1.

PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIO ' .
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MATTHEW LYLE SPENCER, Ph. D.
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH.
ROLLIN CLARKE MULLENIX, Ph.D.
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY AND BOTANY.
RUFUS MATHER BAGG, Ph.D.
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY AND CURATOR OF THE MUSEUM.
CHARLES RAYMOND ATKINSON, Ph.D.
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS.
FREDERICK GEORGE RUFF, A. M., S. T. B.
PROFESSOR OF GERMAN.
FREDERICK VANCE EV ANS
DEAN OF THE CONSERVATORY OF Musrc AND PROFESSOR OF SINGING.
JOHN SHERMAN CUSTER, B. A.
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY.
THOMAS WOODSIDE BENTLEY CRAFER, Ph.D.
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY.
ALTA AILEEN ROBINSON, A. M.
ACTING PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
MAY ESTHER CARTER, A. M.
DEAN OF WOMEN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH.
MABEL EDDY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ROMANIC LANGUAGES
JOSEPHINE RETZ-GARNS
INSTRUCTOR IN EXPRESSION, HARMONIC GYMNASTICS, AND VOICE CULTURE.
MARK SEAVEY CATLIN, Ph. B., LL. B.
FOOTBALL COACH.
SARA PARKES TREAT
INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
AIMEE BAKER
INSTRUCTOR IN DRAWING.
ARTHUR H. ARNEKE, A.G. 0.
INSTRUCTOR IN ORGAN, PIANO, HARMONY, AND HISTORY OF M USIC.
CARL J. WATERMAN
INSTRUCTOR IN SINGING AND PUBLIC SCHOOL METHODS.
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RUBY CAMPBELL LEDWARD
INSTRUCTOR IN SINGING.
PERCY FULLINWIDER
INSTRUCTOR IN VIOLIN.
ELIZABETH CATLIN
INSTRUCTOR IN WATER COLOR AND FIGURE DRAWING.
NETTIE STENINGER FULLINWIDER
INSTRUCTOR IN PIANOFORTE, ELEMENTARY HARMONY, AND HISTORY OF MUSIC.
ADAM C. REMLEY, S. B.
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING.
OTIS MELVIN WEIGLE, S. M .
INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMISTRY.
CLARA HUDSON FAIRFIELD
INSTRUCTOR IN POTTERY AND DECORATIVE DESIGN.
GEORGINA HACKWORTHY, A. B.
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN.
ARTHUR P. THOMAS
INSTRUCTOR IN PIANOFORTE.
JENNIE FUERSTENAU, A. B.
INSTRUCTOR IN GERMAN.
ELLIS HOWARD CHAMPLIN
INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
J. G. MOHR
INSTRUCTOR IN PIANO TUNING.
XENA CADE
ASSISTANT IN RHETORIC.
WILLIAM ROBERT BRUCE
LABORATORY ASSISTANT IN CHEMISTRY.
FRANK BURTON YOUNGER
LABORATORY ASSISTANT IN BIOLOGY.
RUTH INGRAHAM
CONSERVATORY A CCOMPANIST.
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Class Officers

President
GEORGE BOUCHARD

Vice-President
LEWIS KELLNER

Secretary

Treasurer

MIN SMITH

ALBERT MILLARD
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STELLA O'BRIEN
She comes from the Emerald Isle,
And has a most lovable smile.
She says. "I must diet,
And grow thin and quiet,
Or else I wil I not be in style."

IDA MAE HUMBLE
There once was a maiden named
Humble,
W ho at table would constantly
gru m ble.
She would s:neer at the food,
No matter how good,
And mutter and murmur and
m umble.

ELMER ABRAHAMSON
\.Ye think that be will rival quite
soon,
The cow that j umped over the
moon.
But Esther declares
That nobody ca r es,
If he won't nm away with the
spoon.

ETH EL SHERMA N
If the time she has spent s ince
last fall
In writing long letters to Paul,
She wou ld spend when she crams
On her final exams,
How nice that would be, a ftcr all.
Page 27

N ORAH EXLEY
The1·e once was an out-of-town
maid.
VVho ahvays was asking for aid.
i.H elp, he lp." slle would cry,
"I shall certain ly die
If nobody helps, I'in afraid."
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WILLIAM BRUCE

EARL VAN DUSEN

Billy was
Rilly i ~
For what
Was H ,

The lines thal in public he read
Were as smooth as the top of his
head.
In dramas, well-known,
As the villain he shone,

a chemist,
no more.
he thought was l-f2 0,

SO,.

And moved with a treacherous

tread.

EDITH STUART

When wishing to banish her
gloom,

She picks up a mop or a broom.
A day never passes
But what she skips classes
To sweep, or to straighten her
room.

OLEDA SCHROTTKY

A girl with a humorous eye
Once dwelt at the house, Theta
Phi.
She could read very nicely,
Recite quite precisely,
And make a most excellent pie.

GRACE WING
"A day · is so little," she cried,
"It's a difficult tbjng to divide!
One half goes to Garns;
One half goes to Barnes;
And neither is quite satisfied."
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CHASE

SMITH

,ve sea rcely know how to begin
The tale of the diligent Min.

MIX

Our clever young manager, Mix,
Has put in some pretty good licks.
But we don't understand
How the money on hand
Has shrunk to a dollar and six.

Though of t1ttermost l1onor,
\Vhen the mood is upon her
l\fost fabulous yarns she can spin.

FLORENCE FELL

Florence fell. we don't know why,
But so her surname would imply.
Katy did, and Floi·ence fell;
.
vVhich is strangest, who can tell?

ERNEST TIEGS

BENJAMIN ROHAN

A scholar beyond competition,
A s trikingly good mathematician;
\V e were all glad to learn
Of Ernest's return,
Ile makes such a splendid addi·
lion.

It seems most decidedly queer,
But we'll have to ornjt him, I fear,
For the author can't trace Ben,
And no one can place him,He couldn't have heen here last
year.
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MARIEM SMITH

HENRIETTA LEY

Though her vojce was both pleasing and strong,
The pitch was decidedly wrong.
And her friends were so mean
That all, except Gene,
Would flee when she struck up a
song.

"'' maiden hath dark and entrancing,
Possessed o{ a fondness for
dancing;
\ Vith a heart that is kind,
A logical mind.
,\nd a tongue much inclined to
romancing.

CLYDE EWERS

We wonder if it would be mean
To say that be struck us as Keene.
For he keeps on his light
Till all hours of the night.
And rises at 7 :1 :;.

CARRIE PECKHAM

A lady of olive complexion,
With a natural bent for correction.
They say she's a shark,
She can't keep it dark,
So she makes not the slightest
obj ection.

BERTHA MORSE
Her temper is qu i te uncontrolled,
She has a great longing to scold.
But in classes she shines
And in several Jines;
lier heart is the purest of gold.
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LAURA GODFREY

ELSIE KOPPLIN

Th e wee li ttle t own w h ence she
came
"''as nothi n g at a ll bu t a name;
B ut since she arrived,
It 's not only r ev ived,
But a lso has gathered some fame .

She has a re markable mind ,
.\s all of the facu lty find .
She is prompt and efficient,
.\nd almos t omniscient,
..:\nd, moreover, unfailingly kind.

LEWIS KELLNER
A man there was, and a maid he
111

!!;

Even
you and I.
He made a footba ll trip to Marquette
And the m aiden told him with
mu ch 1·egr et.
T hat he m ust leave her and soon
forget;
Even as yon and I.

MILTON BOASE
There once was a fellow named
Boase,
\Vho wore most fune r eal c lothes;
Ile always wore black
And stiffened h is back,
And walked on the tips of his toes.
Page 31

HANNAH BENYAS
There is a young lady, they say,
W ho feeds upon L atin all day.
She talks and reci tes it,
She dreams it, s he writes it;
I fear he will soon fade away.
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H UG H M ISDALL

R AYMOND CRA MER
A gentleman, learned and deep.
I-Ie knows how to du.st and to
sweep.
I have oft heard it said
That his lessons were read
While rocking the baby to sleep.

Though truly a model young man,
I loved not the book room he ran.
It always most surely.
Vt/as fastened securely,
On a true penitentiary plan.

F LORENCE B EACH
The substantial young lady named
Beach,
As a nurse maid was surely a
peach.
\iVhen wishing to borrow,
Or sob out one's sorrow,
One hopes one will find her in
reach.

D ONNA J OH NS

G EORGE B OUCH ARD

Though your cheeks have a delicate bloom,
And your eyes are a light in the
gloom,
You can't meet your fate,
If you will hibernate,
And spend all your time in your
room.

I l e never is happy, they say,
l1'nless he goes fussing all day.
fl is classes all suffer,
li e knO\VS he's a duffer,
J\ncl yet he ju~t can't keep away.
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ARTHUR PETERSON

IRWIN BAKER

There once was an indigent S\'·lede,
\\'h o seldom was oIT 011 his feed.
.\s an agent in ~ummer
l le sure was a hummer.
But a ~tudent, alas. no, indeed.

A runner of no mean degree,
An excellent student is he.
\Vhen in need of a girl
He goes looking for ~[erle,
"'hom he finds it quite easy to
see.

KATHRYN KETCHPAW
Our Kitty.
Is just one
llave you
The song

as every one knows,
continual pose .
ever heard
of a hird
.\s s\\Cet as her adios"?

ALBERT MILLARD
He could play (on a good pianola),
He conlcl sing (like a ten-cent
\'ictrola);
Though his talenb were few,
l le was loyal antl true,
And thought about nothing but
Lola.
l'agc

:rn

LELA GOBLE ·
. \ maiden more mo<lest and shy,
J nc,·er was able to spy.
\\'hy i-. it at night
\\'e are silent with fright,
\\'hcnever her foohteps pass by?
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HENRY HOOLEY

ALDEN THOMPSON

A basketball player of fame
Was once made exceedingly lame;
But protests were vain;
In spite of his pain
IT e couldn't keep out of the game.

Ile is famed for the length of his
arms,
The heart of the foe he alarms.
Ile is noted at dances
For his ravishing glances,
And for all his endearing young
charms.

HELEN PORTERFIELD
"No matter how classes exert me,
And though all my friends desert
me,
I don't care a rap,
If I only have Hap.
There's nothing on earth that can
hurt me."

MARJORIE
WILLIAM JENNINGS
Our Jennings, suffice it to state,
Could tellingly preach and orate.
His glance was demure.
But his morals were sure,
And left one no room for debate.

SWEETMAN

"O catching on bobs I adore I
I scramble up trees by the sco re.
But give ;ne a phance
At any nice dance,
And I won't ask for anything
more."
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ELMER WITTH UH N

G RA N T NIGH

There was a young man named

'' \Vhere did you come from, class·
mate dear?"
"Out of the Elsewhere into the
l Jere."
"\ Vhere did you get your cred its,

\:Vitthuhn,

With a face like the full of the
moon.
Ile hate<! a pill,
But he'd ,tick close to Li ll ,
By morning, by night, and by
noon.

pray?"
"None of ,·otir business.
away~."

Go

L UCILE MARCY
Iler ta lent is surely prodigious,
But her music is all so religious.
X o one would e'er doubt
That the hymnals wear out.
Oh, pray be a bit sacriligious!

JESSIE OBERDORFER

F RA NCES HOGG

0 where is that noise leaking out,
That giggle, that clatter, that
shout?
0 why don't she cease,
And give us some peace?
,\nd what are the proctors about?

he was so exceedingly small
You scarcely could see her at all.
If ever Jocked out
She was never in doubt;
She slid in through a chink in the
wall.
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CAMILLA COUMBE

ETHEL FRAWLEY
J-Ter beauty may vanish from sight,
Ile1· friends may abandon her
quite.
But still she will say,
In the very same way,
41
Let's go to the movies tonight.,,

\\' e grieve for the lonely :Miss
Coumbe,
.\s aimlessly 'round she does
rot'mbe.
She pi11es for protection,
She longs for affection,
Site wishes her Spenny were
houmbe.

FRED ARNDT
Our expert on brushes and brooms,
The part of a salesman assumes.
'Twould be enterprising,
And good advertising.
To scrub the fraternity rooms.

MARION RICHARDSON
Poor 1\Iarion, teai-ful and pale,
All week could do nothio~ hut
\ \ 1aiJ.
"Alack and alas!
I know I won't pass,
And if I don't pa ss I will fail."

DOROTHY GREGORY

The heart that is fashioned of gold
I~ cast in imperious mould.
Let no one protest,
Because at its best,
This choicest of metals seems cold .
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OLIVE OTTO

MARY JANE STILES

There was a young Jatly named

I'm sure it is awfu]h· rare
To be blessed with Ol<l ivorv haii-.
One should a lways be pro~HI,
To be picked in a crowd,
For being exce-;sively fair.

Otro.
''There's no place like home/' was
her motto.
Hut when gone for the day,
ln the re~t room she'd stay,
Installed in her favorite grotto.

GEORGE EGGLESTON
Though sometimes a trifle effusive,
H is manners were never abusive.
11 e ofttimes would speak,
.\11 days in the week;
From Sunday to Sunday inclusive.

OCTAVIA WILKINSON
"I 'bite' every once iu a wh il e;
I frequently cause you to smile.
But remember th ough 'stung'.
,\nd repeatedly 'stung',
You never can fool me on ·~tylc'."
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EMMA HARPER

ff Emma is telling the truth,
She i, g r eatl y devoted to Ruth.
The Sigmas, "en ma sse",
.\ssi..,tcd this Jass
To make the be:5t of her youth.
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ALI CE FELDT

IDA MA CKIN

There once was a ta l kative lass
\Vho ne'er was ready for class.
Iler friends would all wait.
And make them:selve~ late.
\\'hile . \ lice con:-.uhecl the glass.

T here was a young woman of
m eans,
"W it h a fondness for Packard
m ac hines.
The Bi j ou, it seem s,
W as the j oy of her dreams,
And she liked little boys in their
teens.

LLOYD WATSON

I l e was a conceited young bird,Conceited is scarcely the word.
I re used to rej oice
To hear his own voice,
ln a manner supremely absurd.

INE Z HOOPER

IRMA ERB

Whenever dear !looper was still,
\ Ve all were afraid she was ill.
But our hope::; were rene\\.ed
\ Vhen we all understood
That she was only writing to Tiill.

There was a society ~tar
\\'ho went out to ride in her car.
She came back from the ride
W ith a man by her :side.
Now wouldn't that give you a j ar?

TfIE

FRED MCCLENEGHAN
Our newspaper man named
McCleneghan
Is back at his desk with his pen

AnIEL

HESTER COTTON
The dimpled young lady named
II ester,
Due caution forbid~ us to pester.
She has much to say,

again.

Ile is learning to edit,
\Vhich is much to his credit,

On the S H G A,
\Ve really don't care to molest her.

ROY LEUTSKER
There once wa~ a bluffer named
Roy,
•\ terribly bashful boy!
The girls would repeat,
11
0h, isn't he sweet!"
TTe looked so delightfully coy.

An<l he'll soon he in charge of his
men again.

WALTER TIPPET
\Ve wish to display for exhibit,
Our beautiful, tame Mr. Tippet.
He's a diligent, mild,
Intelligent child,
\Vith no evil traits to inhibit.
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REN A BALLARD

JESSICA NORTH

\\~ e see you ~o seldom of late,
Vle are growing quite wralhy at
Fate.
So why not stay do,\ n
..\nd stick around town,
Lest our friendship grow quite
out-of-date?

She has grown so exceedingly thin,
There is. nothing much left but a
grin.

Though she is. without doubt,
L"n::,;ubstantial without .
Let us hope there is -:;uhstance
within.

0

]uniott ~ittt

behind you; . .
· Utt
the
sunse tofsky
Gold gleams m
h eurve
your arms so fair,
Gold clasps t e throat so perfect,
Gold encii_-cle~ you:ld is your hair.
And rippling g d k above you;
us fingertips'
. .
t i our
Roses droop. i·n the
Roses faint a y ed around you,.
Roses
Audglow
rosesardeJit
ar en ; red are your lips .
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The Class of '15

A

LTHOUGH the tale of the Class of 1915 is as yet uncompleted,
it is one of achievement of which any Junior may well be
proud. It is true that both of the All-College Day meets
proved disastrous to us, the first through our inability as Freshmen
to organize quickly, and the second through our scarcity of Sophomore
men, but despite these defeats we proved our sterling worth.
In athletics the Class of 1915 has made a record which few can
equal and none can better. During our Freshman year we had six
men on the football squad, four men on the basketball squad, and five
men on the track team. We won the inter-class basketball tournament
our first year, and our team has never been defeated in the three
tournaments in which it has played . From the ranks of the Class of
1915 have come one football captain, Captain-elect Walter Tippet,
two basketball captains, Captain Hooley and Captain-elect Elmer
Witthuhn, and one track captain, Captain Abrahamson.
In the annual Pentathlon we have shown our ability to do thi ngs.
Our first year we won second place, but fai led to obtain the premier
honors. In the next two meets we easily won first place, and this year
Captain Abrahamson broke the record for high individual point winner
by annexing thirty-four points.
In other lines of college activity we have been equally deserving.
From our ranks has come one Y. M. C. A . and one Y. W. C. A. president, besides many other workers of ability in religious activities.
We have contributed to the success of forensics, and one of our members, Ernest Tiegs, was a member of the team that defeated Albion
this year. Many prominent leaders and workers in other Jines have
come from our class, and we have the distinction of having one member of Phi Beta Kappa this year, Elsie Kopplin .
The past has been bright, and it is with high hopes that we look
forward to the donning of the cap and gown.
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$unsrt
The sunlight has gone,
And forever!
Day's record for aye must be faced;
The twilight has come,
But never
Can a spot or stain be erased.
Life's day is done,
And forever!
Its defeats loom up, bit by bit:
The tomb has come,
But never
Can better or justify it.
For the record, once blotted,
Will for aye bear a mar;
And the heart, once spotted,
Will for aye hold the scar.
FRED

L.

MCCLENEGHAN.
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Senior Class Officers

Preside11t .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

CURTIS BOYCE
JOSEPHINE PECK
XENA CADE
ALFRED UPLEGGER

Page 11

EARL TIPPET, B ~ ,p, Mace
Avpleton
Lawrence Academy; Football, 1,
2, 3, 4 ; Captain Football Team, 4;
President Freshman Class; Student Senate, 4; Athletic Board, 3,
4; Basketball, 1, 3.

MARJORIE STEVENSON, A r ct
A iirora, Can.
Aurora High School; Lawrean
Literary
Society;
1914
Ariel
Board.

LOTTIE CALKINS, e r c,.
Emerald
Glenwood City High School;
President Dramatic Club, 2; VicePresident S. H. G. A., 3 ; Y. W. C.
A. Cabinet, 4; Athena Literary
Society.
ROGER BLACKMUN
West Bend
West Bend High School; Phoenix; Choral Society, 2, 3; Lawrence Union, 3, 4; President Lawrence Union, 3; Class Treasurer, 3;
President Social Service League,
3; German Club, 4; Lawrentian
Board, 3; Y. M. C. A. Deputation
Team; Delegate Y. M. C. A., Geneva Conference, 3; Secretary Y.
M. C. A., 3.
CAROLINE WINEGARD, K "{'
Green Bay
East Green Bay High School;
Oshkosh Normal.
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MARY HARRIS, A l' q:,

Mineral Point
Mineral Point High School;
Lawrean Literary Society.

BERTHA GERTRUDE BISHOP

_1

r

<I>,

e

A

Mineral Point
Mineral Point High School;
Athena Treasurer, 1, 2; Athena
Vice-President, 3; Y. W. C. A.
Treasurer, 2, 3; House Council, 3;
1914 Ariel Board; Lawrentian, 4;
Glee Club, 4.

IRWIN WITTHUHN, ~ T N

Appleton
Appleton High School; Class
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball,
1, 3, 4; Baseball, 1; Football, 4.

IRVING NIX

Winnipeg, Man.
Campbellford,
Ontario,
High
School, 1, 2; Red River Valley
University, Wahpeton, N. Dak.;
Secretary - Treasurer Expression
Club; President Expression Club;
President Dramatic Club; "Land
of Heart's Desire-" "The Marble
Arch;" "Our B~ys;" "Twelfth
Night;" "David Copperfield."
ELLEN ROWELL, A ~ II

Appleton
Lawrence Academy; Girls' Glee
Club, 3, 4; Latin Club.
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JESSIE LEE SMITH

Ap71/eton
Appleton High School;
German Club.

PAUL WINNER, ~ T X, 'l' K .\

Black River Falls
Black River Falls High School; Phoenix
Literary Society;
Lawrence-Carroll Debate Team, 1; \\'inner President's Prize
Contest, 2, 3; Dramatic Club; "Cricket
on the Hearth;" "The Bridge of the
God!.;" "As You Like It:,, Pentathlon, 3,
4; Chemistry Club, 1; Lawrence Politics
Cluh. 4; Glee Club. 3, 4; \\"inner Second
Prize Inter-Class Oratorical Contest, :~. 4-:
Board Oratory and Debate, 2, ·1; Secretary-Treasurer Board Oratory and Dchate.
2; College Cheer Leader, 3, 4; \\1 iscon~in
Delegate to Inter-State Oratorical Contest.
3;
Secretary-Treasurer \\'i~consin State
Peace .\ssociation: \Vinner Second Prize
\\'isconsin State Peace Contest, 4; State
Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest, 3, 4.
HELEN HUMPHREY, .\ 6 IT, 9 .\

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Milwaukee High School; Athena
Literary Society; Vice-President
Freshman Class; Freshman Lawrentian; Vice-President Y. W. C.
A., 4; Student Senate, 4.
OSWALD HENRY PLENSKE

Appleton
West Bend High School; State
Normal School, 1, 2; Burroughs
Club; Lawrence Politics Club;
Band; Instructor in Physiology, 4.

REXFORD BAUMAN, R ~ ii>

Shiocton
Shiocton High School; Choral
Club, 1, 2; Glee Club Accompanist,
3, 4; Lawrence Politics Club, 4.
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EUGENE SPAULDING COLVIN, B ~ <I>

Appleton
Lawrence Academy; Class Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Pentathlon, 2, 3, 4;
Football, 2, 3; Basketball, 2; Art
Editor 1914 Ariel; Burroughs Club,
3; German Club, 3; Student Senate, 4; Vice-President Wisconsin
Intercollegiate Press Association,
4; Executive Committee of the
Lawrence Politics Club, 4; Editorin-Chief Lawrentian, 4.

XENA CADE, <I> '.\[

Viroqua
Viroqua High School; Lawrean
Literary Society; Treasurer Lawrean, 4; Vice-President Lawrean,
4; Secretary Senior Class.
t. II, 8 ,\
Appleton
Lawrence Academy;
Lawrean
Literary Society; Girls' Glee Club,
1;
Secretary Freshman Class;
Lake Geneva Conference, 1; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, 2;
Lawrentian
Board, 3; Delegate to Student
Volunteer Convention, 4.
FLORENCE PLANTZ, . \

MABEL STANCHFIELD

Fond du Lac
Fond du Lac High School;
Athena Literary Society; Dramatic
Club; Expression Club; "Sunbonnets;" "Everyman."

C. BEECHER SCOTT, ~ 'l' X

Black River Falls
Colfax High School; Class Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Basketball, 2; Pentathlon, 3, 4; Track, 3, 4; Baseball,
1, 2; Treasurer Y. M. C. A., 2;
President B. H. G. A ., 2; Treasurer
Phoenix, 2; President Phoenix, 4.
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RUTH MIELKE, 0 A

Shawano
Shawano High School; VicePresident Lawrean, 3; President
Lawrean, 4; House Council, 2; Y.
W. C. A. Cabinet, 4; Choral, 4;
German Club, 3.

STEW ART WILLIAMS, R ~ <f>

Janesville
Janesville High School.

IRMA HARD

Milwaukee
South Division High School;
Athena Literary Society; Dramatic
Club; Expression Club; "Breezy
Point" 2 · "Sunbonnets" 1 · Wettengei Prize, 2; Lawrentian; 3.

ADA COLBY

Thorpe
Thorpe High School; Athena
Literary Society; German Club.

ALFRED UPLEGGER

Manitowoc
Lawrence Academy;
Winner
Saecker Scholarship, 1; Phoenix
Literary Society; Choral Club, 2,
3; Latin Club, 2; German Club,
3, 4; Treasurer Senior Class.
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KRISHNABIA TULASKER

Baroda, India
Girls' High School, Poorah, India; Boys' High School, Baroda,
India; Athena Literary Society.
MONONA CHENEY, <I> B K

Barron
Barron High School; Lawrean
Literary Society; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 2; Student Volunteer Band,
2; President Student Volunteer
Band, 4.
PAUL AMUNDSON

:::; 1' X, '£ K A, Mace

Black River Falls
Black River Falls High School;
Assistant Manager Lawrentian, 2;
Lawrence-Hamline Debate, 2; Business Manager Lawrentian, 3; Lawrence-St. Olaf Debate, 3; Board of
Oratory and Debate, 3, 4; VicePresident Board of Oratory and
Debate, 3; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
3, 4; President Student Senate, 4;
Manager Band, 4; Manager Boys'
Glee Club, 4; Lawrence-Albion Debate, 4; Vice-President Wisconsin
Intercollegiate Oratorical Association, 4.
EUGENE VANDEHEI, :::; . 1' N

Marion
Marion High School; Vice-President Phoenix; Secretary-Treasurer
B. H. G. A ., 3; Track Team, 1, 2,
3, 4; Holder of 440-yard and 1-mile
indoor records; State Collegiate
1-mile record;
Captain Track
Team,
3;
President Athletic
Board, 4; Student Senate, 4.
CHARLES PORS, :::; 1' N, T K A

Marshfield
Marshfield High School; Lawrence - Carroll Freshman Debate;
Assistant Business Manager 1914
Ariel; President Junior Class, 3;
Lawrence-Albion Debate, 3; President Board Oratory and Debate, 4;
Student Senate, 4; Lawrence-Carroll Debate, 4; President Lawrence
Politics Club, 4.
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THEODORA NORTH, .·\ .:l II
Edgerton
Edgerton High School; Student
Volunteer Band, 2, 3, 4; 1914 Ariel
Board; Choral Club, 1, 2; Lawrean
Literary Society, 1, 2, 3; Chemistry
Club, 2, 3, 4.

DUDLEY FOWLER,

~ T . '

Mace

Humbird

Humbird High School; Phoenix
Literary Society; Secretary Y. M.
C. A., 2; Vice-President B. H. G.
A., 2; Baseball Team, 2; Business
'.V Ianager 1914 Ariel; Vice-President Y. M. C. A., 3; Business Manager Lawrentian, 4; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, 4.

ERWIN SAIBERLICH
Ap7Jleton
Appleton High School.

ZELLA PELTON
Ashland
Northland College, 1, 2; Dramatic Club; Choral Club; Athena
Literary Society; "Pygmalion and
Galatea;" "Fanchon the Cricket;"
"Little Emily."
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JOSEPHINE PECK, 8 I' t'J.
Chicago, Ill.
Lake View High School, Chicago;
Lawrentian, 2, 4; Athena Literary
Society; Co-ed Lawrentian, 1, 2, 3;
Editor Co-ed Lawrentian, 4; Assistant Editor 1914 Ariel; VicePresident Senior Class; President
Pan-Hellenic, 4.

ROBERT J . WILSON, ~ TN, Mace
Markesan
Markesan High School; Editor
Freshman Lawrentian; Editor 1914
Ariel; Lawrence-St. Olaf Debate,
3; Lawrence-Albion Debate, 4;
Lawrentian, 4 ; Athletic Board, 4;
Board Oratory and Debate, 4; Manager Athletics, 4; Forensic "L."
PAULINE GILLESPIE
Ar <I>, <J, BK, 8 A

Grand Marsh
Appleton High School; Lawrean
Literary Society; Secretary Lawrean Literary Society, 3; Secretary
Junior Class; 1914 Ariel Board;
Lawrentian, 3, 4; President S. H.
G. A ., 3, 4; Secretary Student
Senate, 4; Secretary All - College
Club, 4.

CARL N. DAVIDSON, B ~ <J,
Mauston
University of Wisconsin, 1, 2;
President Chemistry Club, 4.
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MAY CLARIDGE, 8 A

Reedsburg
Reedsburg High School; Athena
Literary Society; President Athena
Literary Society; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 4.

PEARL RICHARDSON,

er

ti

Sparta
Sparta High School; Athena
Literary Society, 1, 2, 3; VicePresident Junior Class; President
Burroughs Club, 3.

ORA OOSTERHOUS

Ply11wuth

Plymouth High School; Burroughs
Club; Latin Club.

FLORENCE MARGARET HAGEN

Lake Linden, Mich.
Lake Linden High School; Albion
College, 1; Ypsilanti, 2; Michigan
State Normal, 3; German Club, 4;
Girls' Glee Club, 4.

GEORGE EVERETT REYNOLDS, B l: q,

Kaukauna
Janesville High School; Boys'
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra, 3,
4; Lawrence Politics Club, 4.
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LEAH DAVIS

Appleton

Lone Rock High School;
Whitewater Normal, 1, 2;
Burroughs Club, 3; German
Club, 3, 4.

GEORGE KUNDE

Appleton

Lawrence Academy; Phoenix Literary Society; Choral
Society; Lawrence Union;
Ministerial Association.

MARGARET SHERMAN

Appleton

ALDEN JOHNSTON, /!. I

Appleton

Appleton High School;
Northwestern University, 1.

RAYMOND KRUEGER

Appleton

Appleton High School;
Physics Club, 2.
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The Class of '14

I

T is with the knowledge of unusual collegiate achievements and
tasks well done that the Senior Class of 1914 faces Commencement
Day. Although, as Freshmen, they lost the All-College Day meet,
they were back in force the next year and proved beyond the shadow
of a doubt their ability to win when organized.
Nor has the class been lacking in athletic ability. During their
Freshman year six wearers of the blue and gold made the football
team, and their track athletes twice in succession carried off first
honors in the Pentathlon. From their ranks came two track captains,
Moses Smith and Eugene Vandehei, and the captain of the 1913 football champions of Wisconsin, Earl Tippet.
In forensics their record has been fully as bright. During their
first year they defeated Carroll by a unanimous decision; and
Amundson, Wilson, and Pors have since upheld the honor of the blue
and white in more than one intercollegiate debate. Second place in
the State Peace Contest was also won by another member of this
class, Paul Winner
In other collegiate activities their record has been fully as good.
Twice has the helm of the All-College Club been guided by the Class
of 1914 in the persons of Curtis Boyce and Paul Amundson, and other
members of the class have left their impress for good on the Athletic
Board, the Board of Oratory and Debate, The Lawrentian, the religious organizations, and the other varied activities of the College.
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President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer .

ARIEL

ALBERT FRANZKE
BERNICE

Ross

IRENE MCCOURT
AMIL ZELLMER
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Gilmour Townsend
J ohnson Ketchum
Sliter
Keene
Calkins
Went
Wittman
Riesenweber
Berry
Sugerman
Cragoe Eichman

T obey
Webb
Groos

Kurz

Johnson
Jenney
Lambert

AMES, DOROTHY-The fond owner of the perpetual smile. Dorothy is handicapped by
her loud voice, which she has unsuccessfully endeavored to modulate.
ANDERSON, LAURA-President of the "Goz" club of Lawrence. In addition to this heavy
responsibility she is assistant fashion leader of her Alma Mater.
AUSTIN, MINER-An earnest student of "German Knights" by Ritter. Well known for
his mathematical treatise, "The Influence of the Annexites in Lawrence."
BAILEY, GEORGE-Secured his degree from the Hippodrome in December. He is now
engaged in teaching skating.
BAIRD, PARKER-The man with a girl down home. There is only one person more fortunate than Parker, and that is his girl.
BAMFORD, MABEL--A hair dresser and a manicurist. Miss Bamford has started the
fashion of wearing bangs at the neck.
BARNES, HAROLD-Brought up in Battle Creek on toasted corn flakes. "Chief" never
forgets his dignity, although his thoughts often take "Wing."
BENYAS, EVA-Born in Appleton some time after the age of Aristotle-just when she
was needed to extend his good works.
BERRY, FLOYD-A gymnast of renown. He is the village gossip, keeping his fellow
townsmen informed on all the scandal of the day.
BESTOW, LEITA-A noted flashlight photographer. An all around girl, proficient in
tatting, studies, gym, and determination.
BOARDMAN, AIMEE-Famous for her bubbling giggle. She would do well to remember
that the early bird catches the worm, incidentally breakfast.
CALKINS, WILLIAM-A rabid prohibitionist who has successfully started a W. C. T. U.
in Lawrence. He and Carrie Nation are one and inseparable.
CANRIGHT, WARREN- An apostle of Karl Marx. Born in Duck Creek, Wis. Author
of four scholastic treatises, " Should She," "Would She," "She Would," and
"Then Some."
CASTLE, ETHEL--Lawrence College instructor of affectation. Miss Castle has a large
and growing class.
CAWLEY, NORMAN-An Engli shman, known to many as Demosthenes. His wonderfully
winsome smile has captured t he heart of many a judge.
CHENEY, RuSSELL--Monona's brother. He it was who said , "Wise men change their
minds; fools n ever." He is a wise man.
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Plummer

Cochrane
Hayter

Towne

Youtz
Franzke

Ross
Hurley

McCourt

Mitchell
Barnes

Zellmer

Kellman
Glaser
Bamford

Baird
Cheney

Fiske

Lund
Sh arp
Castle

COCHRANE, JESSIE-Cousin of the famous Jesse James. Author of several dime novels
about her illustrious relatives.
COLEMAN, LYLE-Although he comes from the wild west, Lawrence atmosphere has had
a quieting effect upon him. He is now thinking of entering the ministry.
CRAGOE, BESS-Oakfield prides itself in this dashing speciman of femininity. She is
exceedingly frugal,-an excellent thing in woman.
CRIPPS, EMILY-Resident of South Kaukauna. No reason known for her not getting
A grades.
DAVIS, ARTHUR-Noted in L. C. scrub basketball circles for his dry, unseemly mirth.
Art has to be watched when he goes off on little trips to Marshfield.
DAY, CHARLES-A prevaricator and student volunteer worker in Africa. He is greatly
beloved by his flock, but it is said he has one Hayter.
EICHMAN, LINDA-Famous lecturer and talker. Has many devotees as the inventor of
perpetual motion in speech.
FISKE, HOWLAND-One of those quiet yet talkative, dull yet brilliant, studious yet lazy
fellows that beggar all de cription.
FRANZKE, ALBERT-An oratorical whirlwind. Albert is a rabid reformer, and hopes to
completely subordinate woman in the future.
GAY, HENRY- An exponent of the walking theory. He has traverse:l every block in
Appleton, but has not wandered alone.
GIBSON, ELLEN-A desperate flirt. Ellen acts as etiquette book for the third floor at
Ormsbv.
GILMOUR, ROBERT-From northern Michigan have come many choice love ballads, which
Bob 's gentle sweetheart has inspired.
GLASER, LYDIA-Slow moving as her name would indicate. Will graduate in 1916 if the
professors, Lydia, and bluffs all co-operate.
GOODRICH, HARRIET- A maiden of severe tastes. A firm believer in the little saying,
"Keep to your own business and your own business will k eep you ."
GORDON, LAURA- A militant suffragette. Miss Gordon has won many converts to a
worthy cause by the enthusiastic stump talks which she has given during her
brief career.
GREEN, VERONICA-An earnest student who takes her work too seriously. The House
Council regrets that she never lived in Ormsby.
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GROOS, Louis-A famous physician and surgeon, who is a fund of medical information
to his frat brothers. The ground has covered many of his mistakes.
HAGUE, CLIFFORD--Perhaps he is better known as "Cope" from his ability to cope with
inexplicable situations. Let us remember him for his sweet, childlike expression.
HAYTER, ESTHER-Many have been the ambitions of this infant since she has become
interested in the student volunteers. She is now starring in the new drama,
"Frowsy Liz. 11
HILLS, KATHERINE-A diligent student, here on a four years' parole from Waupun.
HOGAN, VIOLET-Better known as "Tuffy." Miss Hogan was the inspiration for the
charming message which is so dear to Miss Carter, "It is not raining rain to me;
it's raining violets."
HOLBROOK, DOROTHY-A philanthropist and social worker. She helps support Ormsby
Hall by her steady patronage of the Kappa table.
HUDSON, RUTH- The girl who discovered the Hudson River. She has often been mistaken for said river in that her devious way, like flum en illud, is lined by bluffs.
HUMPHREYS, ROY-The world will never take him as seriously as he takes himself.
HUNTING, CLYDE-Noted for his bold, dashing personality. He won honor and renown
as president of the parliamentary procedure club. Some day Clyde will surprise
us by becoming famous.
HURLEY, ADDIE MAY-A Swedish maid, married to a distinguished orator, to whom she
has been a great inspiration, listening while he orates, sometimes in the cemetery,
sometimes on the street.
IEHL, WALTER-A would-be encyclopedia. He is an able critic of the Mer-Mac and Elite.
JACOBSON, MERVIN- Born in Norway. Came to this country to study at a co-educational
college. Thin, pale, and emaciated in app earance, but able to attend to his many
extra-curricular duties.
JENNEY, BLANCHE-Born in Rome, Ita ly. She is a flu ent Latinist, and converses in
English only at meal time.
JOHNSON, ARTHUR- The golden-voiced Artie has stirred our s ouls for year s. He is to
sing "You Made Me Love You " for th e Victor Company in th e n ear futur e.
JUDSON, VERNA- One of the fatal examples of what too much vanity will do for a girl.
Now occupied as la dy-in-waiting a t t h e court of Kin g Arthur.
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KAYSER, ELLEN-An only child, Ellen has found life in a dormitory very trying. Alarm
clocks are her fad.
KEENE, ZELLA-One of the third floor twins. Zella is a platform reader of some
little note.
KELLMAN, ANNA DEAN-A disciple of "What's mine is my own." Miss Kellman makes
life a terror for all who speak above a whisper in Ormsby.
KETCHUM, HELEN-The first woman to take up the profession of barber. She has
already made a success, and will be a "Shaver" of renown if she continues.
KING, JESSIE-Hails from the Berg Strom. She has no particular occupation, but is
greatly interested in society in general.
KLINE, ANNA-A near relative of the cat which was killed by curiosity. She has not
yet found out what killed the cat.
KURZ, ESTELLA-Born in the middle ages. She is now attending Lawrence, where she
is noted for her marvelous ability to talk.
KURZ, Lours-An aspirant to the state billiard championship. How well we all know it!
LAMBERT, HELEN-Famous as the only surviving relative of Zelia Ann Smith. Created
a scandal by writing Latin verses to Dr. Wright.
LEWIS, PAUL-More familiarly known as "Chick." His two hobbies are the Glee Club
and Oshkosh.
LEUCK, ELSIE--She is entirely civilized, except for that unearthly smile which she distributes lavi shly on all occasions.
LUND, FLORENCE-One of the most interesting exhibits from Winneconne. Her dignity
at times assumes gigantic proportions.
MARSH, CLARA- A veritable vest pocket edition of egotism. The winning smile of Clara
doth many a man beguile.
MITCHELL, CLARENCE- Now starring in the stirring melodrama, "Love Will Make or
Break a Man."
MCCOURT, IRENE- An admirer of Lillian Russell, and the one who runs her beauty
corner in The Tr ibuue.
McCRAY, MERLE- Mi ss McCray is an advocate of the anti-fat movement, and the promoter of the castl e walk, which she does divinely.
MACINNIS, EARL- An example for the slow and slothful. Author of "Why Spend Five
Cents for an Evening's Fussing When You Can Walk Instead."
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NELSON, CARL--Harrison Fisher, the second. N ellie is a ventriloquist, an all around
musician, one of the heterogeneous fussers of the college, and withal a perfect lady.
NEWBERT, HORTENSE-Native of the little German burg, Milwaukee, where things were
done just right. Noted for her curls and flirting.
NICHOLS, WELLINGTON-He is a baker of exceeding ability, who believes that college is
a four years' loaf.
OLESON, LAURA-Lacking the necessary qualifications for a minister, she decided to
become the next best thing,-a minister's helpmate.
OsTERHUIS, TRESTER- He is not known to have followed Ora's example, but if he calls
at Ormsby he may be able to catch up with her.
PARDEE, LYNN-A guide for Botany trips. If it were not for his thoughtful care many
a fair damsel would have been lost by the wayside.
PLUMMER, MABEL--One of the hardest working girls in Lawrence. Music a hobby.
Her one great fear is a double chin.
POTTINGER, EARL--A steeple jack by trade. Climbing the back of an opposing center
his war cry is "Hold the Fort."
RAMSDELL, GUY-A pugilist and a wrestler. He has acquired the pugilistic look and
walk; consequently he is always followed by a large throng of admirers.
RIESENWEBER, MARGUERITE-A celebrated Latin student, the friend and confidant
of Clara.
ROACH, MELBA-A fan at all athletic events. As soprano in the Glee Club she bids fair
to outdo her famous namesake.
ROELS, HARVEY-A German and French student with the tendency to get languages
mixed, "Ich aime a etudier aber walking est besser?"
ROEMER, JOHN-A lady's man. He has been known to recognize as many as two of the
fair sex a week.
RoNNENBERG, CONRAD-The di·scoverer of the principles of ventilation. As yet Lawrence
has not profited by the discoveries of her illustrious graduate.
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Ross, BERNICE-The Sophomore Boss. Her duties are to oil the Sophomore machinery.
SAECKER, CARLTON-Coal heaver, general assistant of Appleton Machine Company. He
worked into football and basketball until his pride was gratified when he was
made second sub on each of these teams.
SCHAAL, EARL -Winner of the champion broad smile contest. Smallpox made him famous.
SHARP, DORA-A felon of the worst type. Convicted of damaging church furniture.
SLY, VERA-Cool, calm maiden, and active member of the "Never Rest Club ."
SORENSON, RAYMOND-A Hottentot. Raymond has recently come to us from the sunny
isle of Borneo, but is fast assimilating our customs and dress.
SPITZ, MARION-A second Noah Webster. Her new dictionary is now being compiled.
She has a large number of new words that man has never heard before.
STAUFFER, MARGARET-A second Billie Burke. Miss Stauffer began her career in the
nickel shows, and from that lowly station has worked her way up to vaudeville.
STEVENS, KATHERINE-Hair tonic agent and author of "Advice to the Ignorant." She
could carry thirty hours.
STONE, EDGAR-He looks meek and absolutely inoffensive, but beware of the meek and
gentle, for "they shall inherit the earth."
STROUD, ANNA-This young lady, one of two students in her class to make Phi Beta
Kappa, is the author of articles on the advantages of a Methodist college.
SUGARMAN, HELEN--A native of Sweden . She came to this country in 1865 desiring to
locate at Pittsburgh, but circumstances forced her to settle at Little Chute.
SWANN, ELMER-Famous as the discoverer of the bird which bears his name.
TAYLOR, HAROLD-A harper whose music does beguile the heart of one fair maiden.
TOBEY, RUTH-By nature meek and unassuming. A rare diplomat who has difficulty
choosing between her suitors.
ToKUYAMA, SoTARO-A small person with a long name. He has a faculty for making
speeches as long as his name.
TOWN, GEORGE-A scientist greatly interested in studying the X-ray. He intends to
continue his research work after graduation.
TOWNSEND, Doms-A cynic. Doris is one of the vestal virgins watching a perpetual
blaze under a chafing dish.
WEBB, MARY-Her name has been immortalized by a well known Ba(i)rd.
WEILAND, CECILE-A masculine type of woman. She has no interest in dress nor in
the usual delights of her sisters.
WELLS, MARION-A maiden whose sole aim is to be aristocratic. Author of the popular
essay, "I Go with an Awfully Good Crowd."
WENTWOTRH, HOWARD- Once accused of visiting at Ormsby, but proved an alibi.
WHISTON, LIONEL-A famous bishop, prelate, and author. Originator of the following
bits of sentiment: "She," "My Ideal," and "Irma."
WHITING, MARION-An eminent politician. Author of "My Friends, and Questions
They Have Asked Me."
WHITMORE, ETHEL -Only living founder of the Argumentation Club . Ethel can talk
on any subject, provided she may take the opposite side.
WILKINSON, RUSSELL -Inthe year One he was married to a maiden of his native village.
In 1913 he was initiated into the honorary scholastic fraternity of Theta Phi.
WITTMAN, ARTHUR-The little hamlet of Merrill has become famous as his birthplace.
Now playing the title role of Uncle Tom with Miss Mountford as Little Eva.
WRAY, MARGARET-An eminent student of fussology. She tries many experiments and
we are confident that she will soon find a permanent reward.
WRIGHT, ALLYN-A faultless and heartless heartbreaker. Skinny has no more compunction in crushing a fair maid's aspirations than he would a caterpillar.
YOUNGER, FRANK-A peddler and a salesman. In his brief career Mr. Younger has sold
everything from shoestrings to curling-irons.
YOUNGER, GEORGE-Laboratory assistant and jail-bird. He has been arrested several
times for promiscuously stealing cats.
YoUTZ, MERRILL -Famous because of his marvelous photographic skill.
ZEPP, BERTHA-Recently took the role of "Delilah" in "Samson." Tillie has won quite
a reputation as a critic of Ormsby Hall food .
ZELLMER, AMIL--Better known as Ignatz. "Zellie" is a tailor by trade and advertises to
do hand pressing only.
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Girls' Glee Club
MELBA ROACH
FLORENCE MITCHELL
RITA ROBINSON
HAZEL STRECKENBACH
MARIE JUDISH
EDNA PARMALEE
RUTH PENDELL
VERNA KEEFE
FRANCES FREDERICKSON
KATHRYN LEDWARD

ESTHER WISHEK
BERNICE Ross
ALTA AGNER
MARIAM JONES
HAZEL KURZ
ELLEN ROWELL
AMY BECKER
RUTH HARPER
FLORENCE HAGEN
MARY BOLGER

CHLOE SPRAY
MARGARET SHURE
LILLA GIFFORD
GERALDINE HILL
EDNA AGNER
GERTRUDE BIEHN
DOROTHY MERRILL
VELMA TELINDE
HILDA THEIL
LILLIAN MUNDT
GERTRUDE BISHOP

MRS. RUBY LEDWARD .
MISS MERLE TREMBATH

Director
Accompanist

.

Alma Mater .
0 Heart of Mine
. . . . .
Come Down, Laughing Streamlet
Dinah Dolls
.
.

Dressler
Clough -Leighler
Sp1 oss
.

GLEE CLUB

Reading-Miss Deborah as a Visitor
LILLIAN MUNDT

The Night Has a Thousand Eyes .
Darkey Lullaby .
. . .

Rogers
Dvorak-Page

.

GLEE CLUB

Solo-Shoogy Shoo
. .
Solo-Candle Lightin' Time

.

Jllayhew
Coleridge-Taylor

.

RUTH HARPER

Indian Cradle Song
.
One Morning O So Early

Jllatthews
Hawley

....
GLEE CLUB

Violin Solo-Reverie

...

Vieux temps

ESTHER LARSEN

Violin Duet-Minuet

.

.

Beethoven

.

ESTHER LARSEN, RUTH PENDELL

Song at Dusk . . .
When the Roses Bloom
Year's at the Spring .

Terhune
Reichardt
Beach

. .
GLEE CLUB

]tinF\!a\t\J
March 25-Escanaba
March 26-Iron Mountain
March 27-Crystal Falls

March 28-Iron River
March 30-Crandon
March 31-Tomahawk

April
April
April

1-Merrill
2-Wittenberg
3-W eyauwega
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Girls' Glee Club
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Hill
Thiel
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ALTHEA TAYLOR
Whitewater
Junior
(Piano)

GERTRUDE BIEHN
Racine
Junior
(Public School Music)

MYRTLE GRIBBLE
Neenah
Junior
(Piano)

HILDA THEIL
Portage
Senior
(Piano)

DAVID UNRUH
Henderson, Neb.
Senior
(Voice)

MARIAM JONES
Campbellsport
Senior
(Voice)

MERLE TREMBATH
Ishpeming, Mich.
Junior
(Piano)

EDITH FROHMADER
Appleton
Junior
(Piano)

ALTA AGNER
Burlington
Senior
(Piano)

IRENE ALBRECHT
Appleton
Junior
(Piano)

EVA JERSILD
Neenah
Junior
(Piano)

MARGARET SCHAFER
Appleton
Junior
(Piano)

MARIE CORNISH
Fort Atkinson
Junior
(Piano)

HERMAN SMITH
Smithland, Iowa
Degree Course
(Voice)

FLORA PERRY
Milwaukee
Junior
(Piano)

FLORENCE RHODES
Appleton
Senior
(Piano)

VELMA TELINDE
Waupun
Junior
(Piano)

PEARL RUMPF
Appleton
Junior
(Piano)

GERALDINE HILL
Crystal Falls, Mich.
Junior
(Piano)

CARL McKEE
Two Harbors, Minn.
Special
(Voice)

HAZEL KURZ
Green Bay
Senior
(Public School Music)

ESTHER BAUMGARTEN
Neenah
Senior
(Piano)

VERNA GOLTZ
Neenah
Senior
(Piano)

BARBARA THOM
l.11 enasha
Junior
(Public School Music)

HAZEL STRECKENBACH
Green Bay
Senior
(Public School Music)
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The School of Expression

T

HE idea in mind in the founding of the "Lawrence School of Expression" was to establish a school of the Speech Arts which should give
highly specialized training in the Spoken Word, and should at the
same time furnish the basis of a Liberal Arts culture. The chief emphasis
of the training has been upon the development of Personality and Christian
Character in its students; to emphasize the mind and soul life, and not the
mere technique of the expression.
In seven years this depa1·tment has grown from two regular students
and six special and irregular ones to a present enrollment of one hundred
ten, of whom forty-five are here solely for the Expression work. And where
seven years ago the work occupied but a portion of the time of Dean Garns,
it now occupies the full time of three, and sometimes four, instructors.
From one small room in Science Hall the department has overflowed until
now it occupies practically two floors of the Main Building.
Though the school is so young, it has enrolled as students more than
450 people, and has graduated in diploma and degree courses more than
fifty people. Many of these have been placed in the very best high schools
in this and neighboring states, and a few are doing creditable work as
theatrical or lyceum entertainers.
The department has made many permanent impressions on the College,
all of which contributed in a material way towards a bigger and better
Lawrence. One precedent was introduced in the establishment of the custom
of an Open Air Play at Commencement time, one of the truly enjoyable
events of the closing week. Another precedent was in the introduction of
Literary plays. During the seven years in which the department has existed
four Shakespearean and more than twenty-five other plays, classical and
modern, have been presented. Through the agency of the Dramatic Club
about fifty performances at home and abroad over the state have been given.
A natural open air amphitheater has been built on the banks of the
Fox river and wholly paid for by Dean Garns, with the exception of a generous gift of one hundred dollars from the Class of 1911.
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F. Wesley Orr
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ij'.he Road to tlttrad\J
Oh, the road to Arcady,
Which the true heart finds I
In and out, and round a l10ut
Through the world it winds.
Through the meadow where the breeze
l'ifakes its harp among the sedges,Through the drooping willow trees,
Dri]Jping at the water's edges,
Runs the road to Arcacly.
On the road to Arcacly
Lover fallows lover
Fland in hand, across the land,
All the wide world over.
Still they pass, and still they say,
Each to each, in accents tender,
Surely none so well as they
Know the sweetness and the splendor
Of the road to Arcady.
Every merry maid and man,
Plucking blade and blossorn,
Leaves a gipsy patteran
On the earth's broad bosom.
So that he who runs may read
"There are those who passed this way."
Still they pass and pay no heed.
Still, "lVe are the first,'' they say,
"On the road to Arcacly."
-JESSICA NELSON NORTH.
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Department of Art
FACU LTY
OTHO PEARRE FAIRFIELD, A.

M.

Dean of the School of Art and Professor of A.rt History
and Social Esthetics.
AIMEE BAKER

I nstructor in Drawing and Normal Art.
ELI ZABETH CATLIN

Instructor in Water Color and Figure Drawing.
CLARA H. FAIRFIELD

l11structor in Pottery and Design.

T

HE Department of Art is an integral part of
Lawrence College and was organized for the purpose of widening the opportunities of students in
the various departments. While it still performs this
function, it is now equipped to minister to larger demands
and to meet all immediate needs of those who would specialize in art. The enlarged faculty, the specialized and
individual instruction in small classes, a more definite
articulation of the departments of study, suggest some of
the lines in which advance is being made over previous
years. There is also the opportunity to combine college
instruction in various related departments with the regular
work in art, and to receive a limited amount of college
credit,-an advantage offered by few schools anywhere.
To those who satisfactorily complete the general course
of one year a certificate of proficiency is granted. A
diploma will be conferred upon those who spend a second
year in special study in two or more of the departments
named for second year work.
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From Mrs. Fairfield's Design Class
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Work of Miss Baker's Students
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Lovers' Lane
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Coach Catlin
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TATE football champions fo1· three consecutive seasons, without having her goal
line crossed by a conference team during that time, is the enviable record made
by the Lawrence football team. Seldom, if ever, does such a record go down in
the football history of American colleges.
The season of 1913 rnsulted in a clear title to the championship. The only defeat
was by the University of Wisconsin, whose team is entirely out of our class. Marquette
was defeated, but mistakes in rulings made during the game register the score as a tie.
In addition to holding the college teams scoreless, not one Lawrence player took out
time during a game.
At the first practice twenty-two men reported to Coach Catlin. The outlook was
promising at first. Several veterans were back, and among the freshmen were a number of high school stars. Injuries, however, kept some of the old players out of the
game, and it was necessary for the coach to whip new material into shape. Not until
the Beloit game were the men in condition. New shifts and trick passes were drilled
into the squad, and at Carroll, in the last game of the season, the Lawrence team gave
one of the finest exhibitions of a football machine that is seen in colleges.
On October 4 Lawrence was defeated by the University of Wisconsin at Madison,
59 to 7. The defeat was expected . Lawrence scored a touchdown against the 'varsity
for the first time, Sampson securing the ball on a fumble and running fifty yards for
a touchdown. Sylvester and Abrahamson were out of the game with injuries. Near the
close of the first quarter, Elmer Witthuhn went out with a broken collarbone. Catlin
used eighteen men against Juneau's thirty. Captain Tippet and Taylor starred for
Lawrence.
With Abrahamson, Sylvester, Taylor, and Elmer Witthuhn out of the game, Lawrence defeated Oshkosh Normal at Oshkosh October 18, by a 14 to O score. Four inches
of mud made good football impossible. Oshkosh never had a chance to score.
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Beloit was outgeneraled, outplayed, and outclassed at Appleton October 25, the final
score being 9 to 0. The Lawrence points were made on a touchdown following a forward
pass, and on a drop kick by Sylvester. The team showed wonderful improvement.
Walter Tippet, Sylvester, and Abrahamson were stars, and the line showed up strong.
Catlin's shifts were too much for the state-liners.
The Lawrence-Marquette game at Milwaukee November 1 ended in a dispute as to
the score. According to rulings made during the game, the final score was 14 to 14, but
directly after the contest Referee Vosburg retracted his disputed decision, saying that
the score should have been 14 to 13 in favor of Lawrence. Lawrence gave conclusive
proof of their superiority when they held the Catholics for four downs on the one-foot
line. Abrahamson and Walter Tippet starred for Lawrence.
On a slippery field which undoubtedly prevented Lawrence from running up a large
score, Ripon was defeated at Appleton November 15, 12 to 0. Early in the g·ame the
Riponites outplayed the blue and white, but were held for a loss on the 5-yard line after
ten minutes of play. From then on the ball was in Ripon territory most of the time.
Wittman, Abrahamson, and Captain Tippet played great games for Lawrence.
On November 22 at Waukesha, Lawrence clinched the championship by defeating
the strong Carroll College eleven 30 to 0. A smoothness and snappiness seldom seen in
a college team marked the work of Lawrence. Owens kicked three goals from placement and made a total of twelve points with his toe.
1913 FOOTBALL RECORD

Lawrence 7
Lawrence 59
Lawrence 14
Lawrence 9

University of Wisconsin 59
Oshkosh High School
10
Oshkosh Normal
0
Beloit
0

Lawrence 14 Marquette
14
Lawrence 14 Ripon
0
Lawrence 30 Can-oil
0
Totals: Lawrence, 147; Opponents, 83
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Captain Earl Tippet

Captain-Elect Walter Tippet
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Reminiscences of Football Days
CHARLES "IKEY" BEYER

F

OOTBALL has always been the leading activity at Lawrence, and is today
occupying its full share of interest at the school. In the seven years that I
was at Lawrence-from 1905 to 1912-we had three different football
coaches. J. P. Koehler of Chicago University was finishing his second and last
season at the college the year that I entered. He was succeeded by E. V. Graves
of Nebraska, who remained for three years, and since 1909 Mark Catlin, the
present efficient coach, has been directing the football destinies of the blue and
white. Under each of these men Lawrnce has always had a team well up to the
front and carrying off the lion's share of championships,- the present team
having won the title for the third successive time.
For ten years or more Lawrence has never failed to play at least one "Big
Nine" football team, and during my first year at college we played Chicago,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. All three defeated us by large scores, seemingly
trying to outdo each other in the number of points scored.
Lack of numbers, weight, experience, and refinement of training always made
it impossible for a Lawrence team to do much against the larger institutions.
A 6 to 6 tie and a 5 to O defeat against the University of Wisconsin, and a 6 to 0
defeat against Minnesota are the best records that a Lawrence eleven has ever
been able to make, and to one who knows the real conditions they represent teams
of unusual caliber. No other college team in the state has done as well in the
last ten years.
The games against the large university teams were always a source of much
anxiety. I don't believe that there ever was a freshman played on a Lawrence
team who was not half frightened to death in the first game of this kind, and I
was no exception. Mark Catlin captained the Chicago team, which was the first
large eleven against which I ever played, and I can still see Beszdick, their fullback, come tearing through our line. I think Mark will bear me out in the statement that he came nearer resembling a human battering ram than a football
player.
My personal observations of the football teams since 1905 prompts me to say
that the 1905 team ranks among the best that Lawrence has ever produced. An
undisputed championship among the mino1· colleges of the state was its accom-
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plishment. Of course it would be difficult to compare the teams of today with
former Lawrence elevens, for the style of play varies widely, but the 1905 team
would do wonders with the new rules. With two ends like Stevenson and Aller
on the receiving end of short and long forward passes, this style of play would
be well cared for. Aller was absolutely sure on catching passes, and Steve could
never be headed by any of the present-day stars, for I believe he was one of the
fleetest men who ever donned the Lawrence co lors. Steve was also a deadly
tackler.
What team of recent years can boast of two such tackles as Bob Wolter and
Charlie Wingender, both weighing close to two hundred,-strong, fast, and heady?
With "Shorty" Sherger, John Balantyne, Louis Klaus, and John Nelson as center
and guards, Lawrence had a forward wall which goes down in history as one of
the best. In the backfield, Irwin Church, a dashing line plunger and a fine
defensive player, was at fullback. Ed Weston at left half, Emil Hinderman at
quarterback, and myself at right half made up the other backs.
Football and Lawrence forever! Will we ever forget its football teams and
the stars who have strived for the last fifteen or eighteen years to make football
history? When I entered college I heard often of old football heroes like Boyden,
Karnopp, Farley, Sorenson, Spaulding, Roesch, Peck, Cole and many others. They
tell me that Professor Farley used to be quite as expert at reeling off 50- or
75-yard runs as he is in presenting psychological facts at the present time.
It would be unfair to others to select a best player, for Lawrence has had
so many stars that it would be nigh impossible to select one head and shoulders
above the rest. It looks, however, as if Abrahamson of the present-day stars is
looming up as one of the greatest players in the history of Lawrence, his reputation being confined not alon e io this state, but spreading to neighl:oring states.
Mark Catlin says, "No better player adorns thE: teams of the big nine conference."
Chet Roberts was also a remarkable player, ranking among Lawrence's bes t
centers. Perhaps no more remarkable trio has ever been furnished to the college
by one family than the Tippets, every one of whom is a football star of the first
magnitude.
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Review of the Season

L

A WREN CE achieved another distinct triumph this year by winning nine consecutive basketball victories, and, incidentally, a clear claim to the state championship
title. It is agreed by state basketball critics that never in the history of basketball
has a Wisconsin conference basketball team showed more speed or accuracy in basket
~hooting and floor work than was displayed by the Lawi·ence team this season. Only
one team was capable of throwing anything like a scare into Lawrence, and this Ripon
did in both the games played with her. The first one, played on our own floor, ended
24 to 20, and the second one stood 26 to 19 when the final whistle blew. Not until the
last few minutes of play was either game won for the blue and white.
It is almost impossible to pick any two or three men from the Lawrence team as
individual stars. "Red" Witthuhn, who was well cho en for next year's captain, played
an exceptionally strong game th).'oughout the season. Time and time again Thompson
startled the audience with his phenomenal basket shooting. Captain Hooley, although
out of the game much of the season with a crippled knee, repeatedly demonstrated his
ability of running a team on the floor. Irwin Witthuhn was as fast as his brothe1·, and
that's saying enough. "Gag" Saecker showed his ability to put "pep" into the team
when that was the needed element for the successful termination of a game.
,THE 1914 RECORD

Lawren ce
Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawrence

38

41
24
38
51
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Oshkosh Normal
Carroll
Ripon
Whitewater Normal
Whitewater Normal

6
18

20
8

1

20
Lawrence 40 Milwaukee Normal
16
Lawrence 58 Carroll
21
Lawrence 41 Beloit
19
Lawre11ce 26 Ripon
Totals: Lawrence, 357; Opponents, 129
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Coach Champlin
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Lawrence Championship Basketball Team

Tiegs

Humphries

E. Witthuhn
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Tippet

Champlin
Thompson
Hooley
Saecker

Davis
I . Witthuhn

J ohnson
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Captain-Elect Elmer Witthuhn
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The Junior Basketball Team

Abrahamson

I. Witthuhn
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W. Tippet

Hooley (Capt.)

Thompson

Ewers
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The Junior Basketball Team

Abrahamson

I. Witthuhn
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W. Tippet

Hooley (Capt.)

Thompso·n

Ewers
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Wisconsin High School Basketball Tournament

Appleton T earn
R ESULTS

First
Second
Third

Appleton
Janesville
Fond du Lac
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"Vandy"

Rev iew of the Season

P

ROSPECTS are unusually bright for a highly successful track season, and
Captain Abrahamson and his athletes are determined to do their best to
bring home a third athletic championship for Lawrence this year.
The material that survived the final weeding out process of the coach undoubtedly includes some of the best men who have ever upheld the blue and white
on the track. In the distance runs we are unusually strong, it being expected that
Thompson, Baker, Ewers, Mihelchech, Meloney, and Macinnis will adequately
care for the one and two mile runs. Vandehei, captain of last year's team, will
run his last season for Lawrence this spring, probably confining himself to the
440 and 880 yard dashes.
Bouchard and Norris are regarded as sure point winners in the 100 yard dash,
and Scott and Saunders have been showing up well in the 220 and other sprints.
1n the field events Captain Abrahamson is a tower of strength, his specialties
being the high jump, the broad jump, the pole vault, the discus throw, and the
shot put. Two years ago he won first place in every one of these events in the
state meet, and indications are that he will duplicate the feat again this year.
Lindley shows promise of developing into a first class pole vaulter and high jumper
before the end of the season. Pat Wright has also been showing considerable
class in the latter event.
The intercollegiate field meet at Madison this spring, which was won by
Lawrence in a walk-away, is regarded as a fair criterion of what the blue and
white will do on the outdoor track.
Three meets have been scheduled for this year. May 3 we meet Ripon on
their own field, and May 16 we meet Oshkosh Normal on Lawrence Field. The
state meet will be held at Ripon May 22.
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l.1awrence Track Team

Ewers

Norris

Lindley
Scott

Bouchard

Vandehei

Humphries
Saunders
Mihelchech
Tiegs
Thompson
Champlin
Abrahamson
Wright
MacInnis
M eloney
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Junior Pentathlon Team

Thompson

Tiegs
Abrahamson

Ewers
Bouchard

n~sutts
Juniors
Seniors
SophomOl'es
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"Pink"
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Wearers of the "L"
1911
ROBERT HARNESS

DITTMAR LARSON

WALTER ECK

EARL TIPPET

LESLIE DUKET

HARRY SYLVESTER

ROBERT WILEY

WALTER TIPPET

ELMER ABRAHAMSON

EUGENE VANDEHEI

CLYDE EWERS

ROMEO COLBURN
C. BEECHER SCOTT

1912
CARLETON SAECKER

RUSSELL WILKINSON

ALDEN THOMPSON

EARL POTTINGER

HENRY HOOLEY

JUSTIN BARRY

ARTHUR WITTMAN

JOSEPH MCCLELLAND
E . WITTHUHN

1.913
EDWARD ADAMS
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GEORGE BOUCHARD

IRWIN WITTHUHN

RALPH OWENS

BURNS BEACH

ROY LEUTSKER

ROY SAMPSON

FRANK SCHNEIDER
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ROBERT J. WILSON
Manager of Athletics
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The Year 1n Forensics

A

S in the past, Lawrence has this year achieved an enviable
record in oratory and debate. With the two collegiate debates
already won, the first from Albion and the second from Carroll,
::ind with bright prospects for victory in the freshman debates against
Ripon and Beloit, Lawrence has clearly demonstrated to the other
colleges of the state her superiority in forensic activities. For the
first time in over half a decade the Lawrence orator, Norman Cawley,
carried away first honors in the state intercollegiate oratorical contest.
Mr . Cawley will represent Wisconsin at the interstate contest in May.
Paul Winner, although greatly handicapped by illness, won second
place in the state peace oratorical contest.
ALL-COLLEGE DEBATES SINCE 1909
Lake Forest-Lawrence, May 14, 1909
Hamline-Lawrence, April 8, 1910
Carleton-Lawrence, April 15, 1910 .
St. Olaf's-Lawrence, March 3, 1911 .
Hamline-Lawrence, March 10, 1911 .
Albion-Lawrence, April 4, 1911
Hamline-Lawrence, March 8, 1912
Albion-Lawrence, April 3, 1912
St. Olaf-Lawrence, March 7, 1913
Albion-Lawrence, April 3, 1912 .
Albion-Lawrence, March 12, 1913
Carroll-Lawrence, April 10, 1914
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Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Lost by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Lost by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence
Won by Lawrence

Lawrence-Albion Debate Team

Rob ert Wilson

Paul Amun dson

Ernest Tiegs

Won by Lawrence, 2 to I

QUESTION
R esolved, That in labor disputes no injunctions should be issued other than against
intimidation and acts of violence directed against physical property.
Negative supported by Lawrence.

Lawrence-Carroll Debate Team

Charles Pars

Earl Macinnis

Albert Franzke

Won by Lawrence, 2 to 1

QUESTION
Resolved, That in labor disputes no injunctions should be issued other than against
intimidation and acts of violence directed against physical property.
Affirmative supported by Lawrence.
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Lawrence-Beloit Freshman Debate Team

Leland Foreman

Edsun Hardy

John Moody
Won by Lawrence

QUESTION

Resolved, That the policy of Philippine independence as set forth in the Democratic
platform of 1912 should be carried into effect. Negative supported by Lawrence.
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Lawrence-Ripon Freshman Debate Team

Peter Mihelchech

Jules Houghtaling

Edwin Walterbach
Won by Lawrence

QUESTION

Resolved, That the policy of Philippine independence as set forth in the Democratic
platform of 1912 should be carried into effect. Affirmative supported by Lawrence.
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Wisconsin Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest

Norman Cawley
Winner First Place
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Wisconsin Peace Oratorical Contest

Paul Winner
Winner Second Place
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Wearers of the Forensic "L"

T

Forensic "L" shall be awarded to orators and debaters representing Lawrence College in Inter-Collegiate forensic contests,
subject to the following provisions:
I. The "Distinctive Forensic L" shall be awarded to any orator,
who shall have won first place in the State Oratorical Contest; or to any
debater who shall have represented Lawrence College three times as a
member of a winning All-College Inter-Collegiate Debate team.
II . The "Forensic L" shall be awarded to any orator who shall
have won either second, third, or fourth place in the State Oratorical
Contest; or to any debater who shall have represented Lawrence as a
member of two All-College Inter-Collegiate Debate teams, one of which
shall have won its debate.
III. A "Double-honor L" shall be awarded to any person winning
a "Forensic L" both in Oratory and Debate.
HE

WEARERS OF DISTINCTIVE "L"
FRANK FOOTE, '11
PAUL AMUNDSON, '14
GEORGE L. KOEHN, '12
NORMAN CAWLEY,

'16

WEARERS OF FORENSIC "L"
HARLEY NEHF,

'10
'10
'13

DELTON How ARD,
LEE C. RASEY,

SPENCER W. WOODWORTH,

'13

ARNOLD OTTO, '11
ROBERT WILSON, '14

'15
'10
WILLARD LOWE, '13
ERNEST TIEGS,

HOWARD LEWIS,

W. S.

FORD, '14

R. D. JENKINS, '11
PAUL W. IVEY, ' 12
CHARLES PoRs, '14
PAUL WINNER, '14
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"DAVID COPPERFIELD"

A drarnatization of Dickens' famous novel by Andrew Holliday.
PROF. JOHN SEAMAN GARNS, Director.
DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Ham.
Mr. Micawber
Uriah Heep .
David J. Copperfield
Daniel Peggotty
Traddles
Wickfield
Steerforth
Little Em'ly
Agnes Wickfield
Mrs. Micawber .
Betsey Trotwood
Rose Dartle
Martha .

ARTHUR HENSEL
IRVINE NIX
HAROLD D. BARNES
MILTON J. SLITER
EARL VAN DUSEN
ARTHUR HENSEL
JAMES SWENDSON
JAMES SWENDSON
LAURA GODFREY
FLORENCE LUND
BELLE LINDSAY
MARION WELLS
ZELLA PELTON
GRACE WING

SYNOPSIS

ACT I.
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Ark on the Sands.
Beach at Yarmouth.
Mr. Micawber's Lodgings.
Beach at Yarmouth.
The Interior of the Ark.
ACT II.

Scene 1.
Scene 2.

Office of Wickfield and Heep, Canterbury.
View of Canterbury.

Scene 1.
Scene 2.

ACT III.
The Return to the Ark.
The Wreck.

Scene 1.
Scene 2.

Office of Wickfield and Heep, Canterbury.
Landing· Wharf at Gravesend.

ACT IV.
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Scenes from "David Copperfield"
!'age 1~9
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Scenes from "David Copperfield"
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Lawrence Dramatic Club

Van Dusen
Anderson
Wells
Swendson

Keene
Nelson Ketchpaw
Hansen
Sliter
Lund
Pelton
Wing
Kruger
Goodrich
Orr
Mrs. Garns
Prof. Garns
Cochrane
Ley
M e rrill
Lindsay
Barnes
Godfrey
Castle

OFFICERS

First Semester
President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Program Chairman
Social Chairman

HAROLD BARNES
HENRIETTA LEY
MILTON SLITER
FLORENCE LUND
JESSIE COCHRANE

Second Semester
President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Program Chainnan
Social Chairman
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HAROLD BARNES
ETHEL CASTLE
ZELLA KEENE
OLEDA SCHROTTKY
GRACE WING
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We stand at the wide foaming vortals,
For twilight hath saddened the sea.
Achilles, my fairest of mortals,
Come, enter the billows with me!
Thy form which I fondle and cherish
· Shall fade as a flower and 7>erish
I f night bring not slumbers to thee.
So close in the waves' rest/ ul motion
I clasp thee, my child, to my heart,
That all things of Earth or of Ocean
Seem tender and sweet as thou art.
And H era's unquenchable hating,
And the sorrow and wrath of my mating,
Drift dreamlike away and depart.
No sound from the land shall molest us,
How far seerns each echoing place;
The vale, vurvle forests of Lesbos,
The shadowy mountains of Thrace;
The water's wild lyrical numbers
Shall be as a balm to thy slumbers,
Shall steep thee in musical grace.
Yet still shall they bear thee to battle,
These limbs that lie warm on my breast.
Already thou smilst at the rattle
Of arms, and the helm's nodding crest.
But here in the gentle Aegean
TVe hear not the shout and the paean,
So rest, little weary one, rest.
-JESSICA NELSON NORTH.
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Colvin

Fowler

Cass

Baird

~he J.[awttenttan $faff
Editor-in-Chief ,

EUGENE COLVIN;
Assistant Edi tor, VERA CASS; Bu siness
DUDLEY FOWLER; Assistant Business Manag er, PARKER BAIRD.

Boyce

Peck

Peterson

Wittman

Manag er ,

Wilson

associate JEditotts
Associate

Edi tors-CURTIS BOYCE, JOSEPHINE PECK, ARTHUR PETERSON,
WITTMAN, ROBERT WILSON, WARREN CANRIGHT, CHASE MIX,
EARL MACINNIS, FLORENCE PLANTZ.

Canright

Plantz

Mix

ARTHUR

MacInnis
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MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

The Lawrence Latinist
Editor-in -Chief

,

.

.

.

.

KATHRYNE DANIEL. '14

ASSOCIATE EDITORS
ELSIE KOPPLIN, '15
HANNAH BENYAS, '15

~hr J.[awttrncr J3ullrtin
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Song of bird and springing gmss
Meet you where so'er you pass
I n this April, sweetest nurseling of the year.
And the violets lift their heads
From their dreamless beds,
Glad awake, to know that Springtime sure is here.
Springing grass and song of bird
Earth and air their voices heard,
Sweet ancl full of strong young life and glad heart cheer.
Lilies of the valley white,
Like soft rays of starry light,
Breaking through a dreary, sullen sky of earth;
Dandelions, like stars of gold,
All their shining wealth unfold,
When Spring's greenness covers all of Winter's dearth.
Flowers of gold, lily pure,
Lavish empty all their store
To celebrate the soft-voiced Springtime's birth.
Lengthened clays ancl sunny hours,
Rainbows seen through falling showers,
Early prophesied by morning dewdrops sheen;
Feathered settlers, flying no·r th,
Pom· their hearts of gladness forth,
And among the budding boughs their nests are seen.
Sunny hours ancl lengthened clays,
Filled with joyful Nature's praiseSummer's coming-that is what their message means.
-EMMA KATE CORKHILL.
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The Student Senate

Gregory
Tippet

Aeschliman
Gillespie
Vandehei

Watson
Amundson
Hall

Pors

Humphrey
Van Dusen
Colvin

Kurz

Keene
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Board of Oratory and Debate

Johnson
Wilson

Tiegs

Orr

Moody
Amundson.

Franzke

Pors

Garns

OFFICERS

President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
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CHARLES PORS
PAUL AMUNDSON
ALBERT FRANZKE
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Athletic Board

E. Tippet

Champlin

Wilson

Vandehei

W . Tippet

Atkinson

OFFICERS

President
Secretary

EUGENE VANDEHEI
WALTER TIPPET
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S. H. G. A.
F IR ST SE M ESTE R

Partridge
Gillespie

Cotton
Coble

Richardson

Theil

Smith
P eckham
Cornish

Ketchum

OFFICERS

President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
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PAULINE GILLESPIE
HESTER COTTON
MIN SMITH
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S. H. G. A.
SECOND SEMESTER

Co rn ish

P ell o n
Stiles
Richardson

S t uart

Ketchum

Cotton
W ray

Fell

OFFICERS

President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

HESTER COTTON
MARY JANE STILES
FLORENCE FELL
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B. H. G. A.
FIRST SEMESTE R

B ailey

Cheney

Velte

Aeschliman

Boose

Jennings

OFFICERS

President .
Vice -President
Secre tar y-Treasurer
Socia l Chairman
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WALLACE VELTE
WILLIAM JENNINGS
MILTON BOASE
RUSSELL CHENEY
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B. H. G. A.
SECOND SEMESTER

Cheney

B ailey

Tow ne

N aylor

Unruh

Kitto

B oase

OFFICERS

President .
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Social Chairman

MILTON TOWNE
CLAUDE KITTO
KENNETH KNAPP
RUSSELL CHENEY
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Politics Club

Buckmaster Nigh
Kleist Anderson Schaal Dawley
Walterbach Canright
Berry
Winner
W. Winton Calkins Huberty
Smith J. Winton
Reynolds
Hughes
Williams
Ewers
Berry
Bo asc
Eggleston
Plenske
Mihelchech
Armen
Anderson
Coleman
Colvin
Wilson
Bouchard
Atkinson
Amundson
Scott
Tippet
Pars
Saecker
Stanton
Dawley
Houghtaling
Irish

OFFICERS

P resident
Vice-President
Secretary
Tr easurer
Advisor
E xecutive Committee

CHARLES P ORS
WARD WINTON
MILTON BOASE
EUGENE SCHAAL
PROF. CHARLES R. ATKINSON
STEW ART WILLIAMS
EUGENE COLVIN
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Chemistry Club

Armen
Stanton
Herold McFarland
H agen
Swendson
Schneider
Tiegs
Saunders
Alexander
Peterson
Utley
Hooper
Evans
Bystrom
Kitto
Davidson
Youtz Reeves
Canright
Austin
Vandehei
Youtz
Weigle

Hunting
Calkins
Ramsdell
Bruce

Baird
Heath

Thompson
Zellmer

OFFICERS

President
Vice -President
Secretar y-Treasurer
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C ARL DAVIDSON
SOTARO TOKUYAMA
L EO DAWLEY

Berry
Nichols
Tokuyama
Dawley
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Lawrean Literary Society

Partridge

Cade
Packard

Cragoe
Hudson
Symons
Kayser
Kellman
Atteln
Whiting
Keene
Beach
Williams
Lassey
Humble
Ashby
Jones
Ritter
Goodrich
Packard

OFFICERS FIRST SEMESTER

President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Trea,surer .

XENA CADE
INEZ HOOPER
EMMA HARPER
ANNA DEAN KELLMAN
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Lawrean Literary Society

Wilkinson
Wray
Ross
Oberdorfer Plummer
Eddy
Ketchpaw
Harper
Thomas
Plantz
Smith
Bestow
Feldt
Richardson Scott
Mielke
Lambert

OFFICERS SECOND SEMESTER

President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer .
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RUTH MIELKE

XENA CADE
JESSIE OBERDORFER
FLORENCE BEACH
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Athena Literary Society

O'Brien
Sharp
Daniel

Medway
Gifford
Gregory
Putney
Hard

Johns

Bamford
Ketchum
Hagen

Hirt

Stevens
Sly

Eastman

Jenny

Webb
Goble
Swinton

OFFICERS FIRST SEMESTER

President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer .

MAY CLARIDGE
KATHERYNE DANIEL
MARY WEBB
IRENE MCCOURT
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Athena Literary Society

Colby
McCourt
Ryan
B. Pinkerton
Herbst
Strube J. Pinkerton

Brown

Hazen
Anderson
Stuart
Riesenweber
Smith
R. Pinkerton

Wentworth

Hogg

Marsh

A mes

Gordon

OFFICERS SECOND SEMESTER

President
V ice-President
S ecretary
T reasurer .
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HELE N KETCH UM
STELLA O ' BRIE N
MABEL B AMFORD
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Law rence Union Council

Eggleston
Schaal
Berry

Mihelchech

Hooper
Naylor

Shaver
Huberty

Johnson
Ronnenberg

OFFICERS

President .
Secretary-Treasurer

ERWIN SHAVER
PETER MIHELCHECH
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Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer .

HELEN KETCHUM
DOROTHY GREGORY
DONNA JOHNS
MARY WEBB

CHAIR ME N OF COMMITTEES

Missionary
Devotional
Bible Study
Social Service
Social
Geneva .
Publicity

BERNICE Ross
EMMA HARPER
RUTH TOBEY
LAURA GODFREY
MARIEM SMITH
DORA SHARP
MIN SMITH
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Y . .W. C. A. Cabinet

Sharp

Ross
Johns
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Harper
Smith

Tobey
Ketchum
Godfrey

Smith

Webb
Gregory
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
OFFICERS

President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer .

ARTHUR JOHNSON
CHARLES DAY
JAMES SWENDSON
AMIL ZELLMER

CHAJRMEN OF COMMITTEES

Devotional
Social
Brokaw Hall
Missionary
Publicity
Bible Study
Recniiting
Genevct .
Deputation
Intercollegiate
Reporter

EARL MACINNIS
DUDLEY FOWLER
How ARD WENTWORTH
EMORY ROGERS
FRED MCCLENEGHAN
MERVIN JACOB SON
PAUL AMUNDSON
EDWARD AESCHLIMAN
ALBERT FRANZKE
JULES HOUGHTALING
EARL POTTINGER
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet

J acobson
Wentwotth
Houghtaling
Swendson
Naylor
Rogers
MacInnis
Franzke
McCleneghan
Amundson
Fowler
Day
Johnson
Aeschliman
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Pottinger
Zellmer
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Student Volunteers

McCray

Johnson
Peckham

Velte

Cheney

Aeschliman

North

Eichman
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Ministerial Association

Woodworth
Lane
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Reydal
Whiston

Kunde
Cramer

Hogan
H. Joh11so1i

Shaver
Cawley

A. Johnson

Jennings
J ohnson
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My father left me a large estate,
Rich and fruitful and freshly tilled.
He had labored early and late
That all my granaries might be filled.
Branch and bramble are matted over,
Blight and mildew are on the wheat.
Only the clover, the simple clover,
Blossoms wholesomely, fresh and sweet.
My mother left me a garden fair,
Slender roses and lilies white.
She had nursed them with tender care,
Trained them lovingly toward the light.
·w eeds and weevils have choked her bower,
And her roses are dull and dead.
Here and there a belated fiower,
Lifts on high a despairing head.
But the clove1·, the sweet, red clover,
Seems to say with its fragrance sweet,
"Corne, thou wilful and world-worn rover,
Here is rest for the weary feet."
-JESSICA NELSON NORTH.
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Phi Beta Kappa

I

N September, 1913, by an almost unanimous vote, a charter of Phi Beta
Kappa was granted to Lawrence by the Council of the United Chapters,
convened at the College of the City of New York. The chapter was
installed on February 20, 1914, by Dean Edward A. Birge, LL. D., VicePresident of the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa. The day was a festive
one, when a goodly number of alumni returned to be honored with the golden
key. On the following afternoon, the chapter held its first Phi Beta Kappa
banquet, a delightful occasion, and full of inspiration for the future of
Lawrence.
Too much appreciation cannot be expressed for the untiring efforts of
Dean C. W. Treat, Prof. E. D. Wright, and Dean May Esther Carter in
securing the charter. Specia l commendation is due to Dean Carter, without
whose enthusiasm, persistence, and constant application to the details of the
campaign, the real merits of Lawrence might still have remained unrecognized. These three, who brought the campaign to such a successful issue,
had the honor of becoming the charter members of the Lawrence chapter.
Later, the following were invited by them to become Foundation members,
and assist in the organization of the chapter: President Samuel Plantz
and Professors Farley, Youtz, Corkhill, Lymer, Naylor, and Trevor. On the
basis of scholarship and later professional success, these elected to membership about ninety alumni.
In these days, when the tendency is so strong to make scholarship secondary to mere student participation in college activities, when the call of
the vulgar practical tends to narrow the course of many of our students
to the bread and butter basis, when undue freedom of election is leading to
superficiality and lack of a guiding purpose in study, it is well to have in
our midst an institution with the lofty scholastic ideals of Phi Beta Kappa.
This fraternity stands for thornugh scholarship, which can be gained only
by those who are willing to pay the price. It stands for broad scholarship,
which puts the interests of the spirit first, and prepares a man, not merely
for making a living, but also and especially, for making a life. It stands
for g enuine scholarship, which scorns the dilletantism of that pseudo-culture,
gained from snap courses of the magazine variety. Phi Beta Kappa will
ever stand out on the horizon of the Lawrence student's life as a cathedral
spire, pointing the way to the lofty ideal of sane and genuine scholarship
and the fundamentals of the moral and spiritual life. It will be a constant
warning to the entering Freshman to begin right, and put first things first
throughout his course. It will be one of the greatest forces in the future
history of Lawrence to keep her moral and scholastic standards up to the
vision of her founder.
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Phi Beta Kappa

Gillespie
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Stoppenbach

Cheney

Kopplin
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Tau Kappa Alpha
CHAPTER

ROLL

COLORADO CHAPTER

DENVER UNIVERSITY

IDAHO CHAPTER .

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

INDIANA CHAPTERS

DEPAUW UNIVERSITY

BUTLER COLLEGE
{ INDIANA UNIVERSITY

MASSACHUSETTS CHAPTER

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

MONTANA CHAPTER

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK CHAPTER

j

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

I UNIVERSITY

OHIO CHAPTERS •

OF CINCINNATI
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

TENNESSEE CHAPTER

i

VIRGINIA CHAPTERS
UTAH CHAPTER .
WASHINGTON CHAPTER

RANDOLPH-MACON COLLEGE
RICHMOND COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

WISCONSIN CHAPTER

LAWRENCE COLLEGE

ARKANSAS CHAPTER

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

OREGON CHAPTER

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

.
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Active Members Tau Kappa Alpha

Cawley
Amundson
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Spencer

Wilson
Naylor

Pors

Orr

Tiegs
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Theta Alpha
Honorary Fraternity of Lawrence College

Established 1914
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
Eligibility for membership shall consist of activity
along spiritual, intellectual, social, and physical lines.
It shall consist in the completion of at least two and
one-half years of college work.
At least an average of B grade in scholarship.
The participation in one or more phases of exh:acurricular activities.
THE ROLL OF HONOR
HELEN HUMPHREY

RUTH MIELKE
FLORENCE PLANTZ

GERTRUDE BISHOP

PAULINE GILLESPIE

VERA CASS

MAY

CLARIDGE
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ACTIVE MEMBERS

Gillespie
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Mielke
Humphrey

Plantz

Bishop

Cass
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Mace ,
Honorary Fraternity of Lawrence College

Established 1911
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
No person shall be elected who has not completed two and
one-half years of college work.
A person shall not be eligible who has not obtained at least a
grade of B in sixty per cent of his studies.
A person who at any time shall have been convicted of cheating, or any dishonorable act, shall not be eligible for membership.
Men shall be elected to membership in The Mace for excellence in scholarship, in literary activities, in forensics, in athletics,
and for recognized student leadership. This shall not be interpreted to mean, however, that a person shall necessarily be elected
for excellence in any one of the above lines of activity.

THE ROLL OF HONOR
CONRAD KRANZ, '11

'11
STULFAUTH, '11

GEORGE KOEHN, ' 12

JOHN JOCKINSON,

BENJAMIN SIAS, ' 13

JOHN

LEE RASEY, ' 1 3

WENDELL KUMLEIN, '11

RALPH TIPPET, '13

FRANK FOOTE, '11

WILLARD LOWE, '13

AMER CLARE, '11

SPENCER WOODWORTH, '13

PAUL IVEY, '12

CURTIS BOYCE, '14

CHARLES BEYER, '12

PAUL AMUNDSON, '14

CHRIS lSELY, '12

EDWARD AESCHLIMAN, '14

D UDLEY FOWLER, '14
CHARLES PORS, '14
EARL TIPPET, ' 14
ROBERT WILSON, ' 14
ELMER ABRAHAMSON, '15
FRED ARNDT, ' 15
WALTER TIPPET, ' 1 5
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Kappa Upsilon
Organized in 1902
Patronesses
MRS. MARK CATLIN

MRS. C. B. PRIDE

MRS. E. H. BROOKS

MRS. J. A. HAWES

MRS. J. S. VANNORTWICK

MISS MABEL EDDY

MRS. W. H. KILLON

MRS. JOHN STEVENS

MRS. P. V. CAREY

MRS. OLIVER SMITH

MRS. W. L. CONKEY

Honorary Members
MRS. KIRBY WHITE
MRS.

U. BLACKBURN

MRS. HELEN WALDO

MRS. GEORGE KULL

MRS. HOWARD REEVE

MRS. MILLIE WORD EN

MISS CHARLOTTE WOOD

MRS . BERT PRIDE

MISS HENRIETTA WESGATE

MISS ELIZABETH WOOD

Sorores in Urbe
MISS DAISY INGOLD

MISS CALLA GUYLES

MRS. CARLTON SMITH

MRS. J . D. STEELE

Sorores in Universitate

Seniors
VERA CASS

CAROLINE WINEGARD

Juniors
CAMILLA COUMBE

IDA MACKIN

HELEN PORTERFIELD

DOROTHY GREGORY

Sophomores
LAURA ANDERSON

DOROTHY HOLBROOK

VERNA KEITH

ANNE STROUD

Freshmen
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON

NAOMI OWENS
BESSIE FISKE
MARGARET RITCHIE
DOROTHY MERRILL

Music
BARBARA THOM

HAZEL STRECKENBACH

RUTH I ' GRAHAM

FLORENCE STENHOUSE
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Fiske Gregory
Holbrook
Hutchinson
Anderson Cass
Streckenbach
Merrill
lngraham
Stenhouse
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Stroud
Coumbe
Winegard

Keefe
Ritchie
Owens
Thom
Porterfield
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Alpha Gamma Phi
Organized in 190.3
Patro nesses
MRS. HENRY ABRAHAM

MRS. JAMES REEVE

MRS. THOMAS ORBISON

MRS . PETER MCNAUGHTON

Honora ry Members
MISS MARY BERGSTROM

MRS. M. LYLE SPENCER

MISS MILDRED FA VILLE

MRS. FRANK YOUNG

MRS. N. DEC . WALKER

MRS. JAMES MCCHESNEY

MRS. CURTIS BYNUM

MRS. WILLIAM ROEMER

MRS. LESTER ROGERS

MISS MARY HARWOOD

MISS LOUISE THOMAS

MRS. BENJAMIN RUSSELL

MRS. GEORGE HEWITT

Sorores in U nive rsitate

Seniors
GERTRUDE BISHOP

MARY HARRIS

PAULINE GILLESPIE
MARGARET STOPPENBACH

MARJORIE STEVENSON

Juniors
IRMA ERB

ETHEL SHERMAN

MARY JANE STILES

Sophomores
AIMEE BOARDMAN

RUTH TOBEY

GLADYS PAUL

HELEN SUGERMAN

LAURA BARNETT

ESTHER WISHEK

Pledge
LOLA WILLIAMS
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Gillespie
Barnett
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Wishek
Erb
II arr is
Spencer
Boardman

Stiles
Tobey
Sherman
Stevenson
Bishop
Pa11l
Williams

Ogren
Stoppenbach
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Theta Gamma Delta
Organized in 1903
Patronesses
MRS. C. W. TREAT

MRS. G. M . HENBEST

MRS. PAUL KELLER

MRS. J. H. FARLEY

MRS. G. M. MILLER

MRS. G. THOMAS

MRS. H. F. HECKERT

MRS.

R. E.

MRS. W. F ADNER

MRS.

E.

MISS VERNE BENNISON

MRS. LULA MARSLAND

CARNCROSS

Honorary Members
B . ANDERSON

~1ISS ESTHER MILLER

MRS. CHARLES F. KARNOPP

MISS OLIVE PECK

MISS EDITH ISLEY
MISS RUTH WATSON

Sorores in U niversitate

Seniors
AMY BECKER

JOSEPHINE PECK

PEARL RICHARDSON

LOTTIE CALKINS

Juniors
EDITH STUART

LAURA GODFREY
MIN SMITH

Sophornores
ADDIE MAE HURLEY

ETHEL CASTLE

FLORENCE LUND

JESSIE COCHRANE
MELBA ROACH

Freshrnen
JESSIE OLDENBURG

MARIE KA UT SKY

Special
LILLIAN LAWSON
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Theta Gamma Delta

Godfrey

Castle
Conners

Lawson
Kautsky

Richardson
Oldenberg
Lund Calkins
Stuart
Smith
Pe ck
Roach

Becker Cochrane
Hurley
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Alpha Delta Pi
THETA

CHAPTER

Organized in 1.904
Patronesses
MISS WINIFRED BRIGHT

MRS. WILLIAM ARTHUR

MRS. HERMAN SAECKER

MRS. JUDSON G. ROSEBUSH

MRS. CHARLES MARSTON

MRS. OTTO P . SCHLAFER

MRS. FRED EDMONDS

MRS. SAMUEL PLANTZ

MRS. ALBERT TREVOR

MRS. NORMAN BROKAW

Sorores in Urbe
MISS RUTH HARPER

MISS VINA BRAZELTON

MISS BARBARA SCHLAFER

Sorores in Universitate

Seniors
THEODORA NORTH

HELEN HUMPHREY

ELLEN ROWELL

Juniors
MARIEM SMITH

HESTER COTTON

JESSICA NORTH

EMMA HARPER

Sophomores
BESSIE CRAGOE

ETHEL WHITMORE

MARGARET STAUFFER

MABEL PLUMMER

ESTHER HAYTER

VIOLET HOGAN

Freshman
MARGUERITE TRIPP

Music
ESTHER BAUMGARTEN

VERNA GOLTZ

MARGARET SHURE

Pledges
DORIS WOLFE

DOROTHY VOELKER
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Alpha Delta Pi

Baumgarten

Hogan
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Harper
Plummer
T. North
Hayter

Stauffer
Smith

Tripp
Cotton

Rowell

Cragoe

Goltz
Humphrey
Plantz
Shure

Whitmore
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Alpha Delta Pi
Organized at Wesleyan Female College, Macon, Georgia,
illay 15, 1851
CHAPTER ROLL
ALPHA

WESLEYAN FEMALE COLLEGE

DELTA

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

EPSILON
ZETA

•

THETA

.

"NEWCOMB COLLEGE," TULANE UNIVERSITY
SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
LAWRENCE COLLEGE

IOTA

STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

KAPPA

JUDSON COLLEGE

LAMBDA

BRENEAU COLLEGE CONSERVATORY

Mu
Nu

WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF ALABAMA .
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S COLLEGE

OMICRON

TRINITY COLLEGE

Pr .

IOWA STATE COLLEGE .

RHO

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

SIGMA

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

TAU

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

UPSILON

WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

PHI

HANOVER COLLEGE .

CHI

WITTENBERG COLLEGE .

PSI

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA .

Macon, Ga.
Aus.tin, Tex.
New Orleans, La.
Georgetown, Tex.
Appleton, Wis.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Marion, Ala.
Gainesville, Ga.
Montgomery, Ala.
College Park, Va.
Durham, N . C.
Ames, Iowa
Boston, Mass.
Champaign, Ill.
Lawrence, Kan.
Pullman, Wash.
Hanover, Ind.
Springfield, 0.
Berkeley, Cal.
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Phi Mu
Organized at Wesleyan Female College, Macon, Georgia,
1852

CHAPTER ROLL
ALPHA
BETA

WESLEYAN FEMALE COLLEGE
.

DELTA

HOLLENS COLLEGE .
NEWCOMB COLLEGE

XI KAPPA

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

KAPPA

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE .

LAMBDA

RANDOLPH-MACON

Mu
Xr .

BRENAU COLLEGE

OMICRON

BUCHTEL COLLEGE .

PI

.

COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

RHO

HANOVER COLLEGE .

SIGMA

KNOX COLLEGE

UPSILON

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY .

PHI

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

.

CHI

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

TAU

WHITMAN COLLEGE

PSI

ADELPHI COLLEGE

EPSILON

MILLSAPS COLLEGE .

IOTA

LA WREN CE COLLEGE
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Macon, Ga.
Hollens, Va.
New Orleans, La.
Georgetown, Tex.
Knoxville, Tenn .
College Park, Va.
Gainesville, Ga.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Akron, 0.
Orono, Me.
Hanover, Ind.
Galesburg, Ill.
Columbus, 0.
Austin, Tex.
Columbia, Mo .
Walla Walla, Wash.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jackson, Miss.
Appelton, Wis.
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Phi Mu
IOTA CHAPTER

Organized in 1914
Patronesses
MRS. RUFUS BAGG

MRS. LEWIS YOUTZ
MRS. GEORGE WHITING

Grand Chapter
MISS RUTH WAKEMAN

MRS. GEORGE BANTA

Sorores

10

Facultate

MISS JENNIE FURSTENAU

Sorores in Universitate

Senior
XENA CADE

Junior
KATHRYN KETCHPAW

Sovlwrnore
DORA SHARP

Freshmen
AGNES HERBST

RUTH PINKERTON

BLANCHE PINKERTON

JENNIE PINKERTON

Special
MARIETTA WALSH

LUCILE WALSH
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Sharp
L. Walsh
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J. Pinkerton

B. Pinkerton

Wray
Cade

Ross
Ketchpaw

R. Pinkerton
Herbst

Furstenau
M. Walsh
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Mu Phi Epsilon
PI CHAPTER

Organized in 1912
Patronesses
MRS. FREDERICK V. EVANS
MRS.

W.

MRS. H.

H. KILLON

W.

ABRAHAM

MRS. J. G. ROSEBUSH

MRS. MARK CATLIN

MRS. J. S. REEVE

Sorores in Urbe
HILDA EILER

ESTHER BAUMGARTEN

Active Members
MRS. RUBY LEDWARD

MRS. PERCY FULLINWIDER

VERNA GOLTZ

HAZEL KURZ

VINA BRAZLETON

ESTHER LARSON

FLORENCE RHODES

CHLOE SPRAY

FLORENCE MITCHELL

EDNA PARMALEE

MERLE TREMBATH

FLORA PERRY

EDITH FROHMADER

IRENE ALBRECHT

Pledges
MIRIAM JONES

HILDA THEIL

CHAPTER ROLL

Organized in 18.92
ALPHA
BETA

METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
.

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

GAMMA

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC .

DELTA

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

EPSILON

TOLEDO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC .

ETA

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

THETA

KROEGER SCHOOL OF MUSIC .

IOTA ALPHA

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE .

KAPPA

METROPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC .

LAMBDA

ITHACA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC .

Mu
Nu.
XI .

BRENEAU COLLEGE CONSERVATORY
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

OMICRON

COMBS' BROAD STREET CONSERVATORY

PI

LAWRENCE COLLEGE CONSERVATORY

.

MUSIC SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
.

SIGMA

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

RHO

VON UNSEHULD UNIVERSITY

.

Cincinnati, 0.
Boston, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Toledo, 0.
Syracuse, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago, Ill.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Gainsville, Ga.
Eugene, Ore.
Lawrence, Kan.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Appleton, Wis.
Evanston, Ill.
Washington, D. C.
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Albrecht
Frohmader
Kurz
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Eiler

Mitchell

Ledward
Fullinwider

Brazleton

Goltz

Rhodes
Larson
Trembath
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Theta Phi
Organized in 1897
Fratres in Urbe

A.

ROBERT E. BOYD, B. S.

JAMES A. Woon,

GEORGE P. HEWITT, Ph. B.

GEORGE W. THOM

KARL E. STANSBURY, B. S.

JOHN FAVILLE, D. D.

K.

B.

L. H. MOORE, D. D. S.

ROBERT

THOMAS R. MOYLE, B. S.

T. E. ORBISON, B. S.

H. W. ABRAHAM, M. D.

A. C. PATTERSON, A. B.

WOLTER, B. S.

PAUL F. HUNTER, A. B.

ERNEST T. INGOLD, B. S.

ROY W. JONES, B. S.

FREDERICK MOYLE

CHARLES S. BOYD, B. S.

CARLTON W. SMITH

RICHARD PATTERSON

HARRY SYLVESTER

w.

PHILETUS S. DICKINSON,

A.

B.

J. S. REEVE, M. D.

KENNETH S. DICKINSON, A.

B.

T. W. ORBISON, A. B.

GEORGE FANNON

L. CONKEY, D. E. S.

Fratres in Facultate

s.

B.,

SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph.D., LL. D., D. D.

MARK

ALBERT A. TREVOR, A. M., S. T. B.

M. LYLE SPENCER, A. M., Ph. B.

ADAM C. REMLEY, S.

B.

CATLIN, Ph.

JOHN S. CUSTER,

B.

LL. B.

A.

Fratres in Universitate

Senior
CLARENCE BYSTROM

Junior
ARTHUR PETERSON

Sophomores
JOHN ALEXANDER

WELLINGTON NICHOLS

NATHAN BERGSTROM

RUSSELL WILKINSON

Freshmen
GORDON HEATH

DOUGLAS SMITH
ROY SAMPSON

FRED HOENIG

LEROY MEHONEY

DUANE LANGE
RALPH FANNON

WENDELL MACRAE
WALLA CE WILLS
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Theta Phi

Smith

Mahoney
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Sylvester
Wilkinson
Peterson Alexander
Bergstrom
Sampson.
MacRae
W ills
Heath
H oenig
Lange
Nichols
Bystrom
Fannon.
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Beta Sigma Phi
Organized in 1901
Fra tres in U r be
DR. E . H . BROOKS

GEORGE W. JONES

J. A. HAWES

J.E. THOMAS

E.

A. EDMONDS

GEORGE

FRANK S. BRADFORD

UTZ

FRED FELIX WETTENGEL

Fratres in Facu lta te
JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A. M.

CHARLES RAYMOND ATKINSON, Ph.D.

FREDERICK VANCE EVANS

F ra tres in U ni versi tate

S eniors
EUGENE COLVIN

EARL TIPPET

CARL DAVIDSON

GEORGE REYNOLDS

REX BAUMAN

STEWART WILLIAMS

Juniors
ROY LEUTSKER

ALBERT MILLARD
WALTER TIPPET

Sophomores
WARREN CANRIGHT

ARTHUR WITTMAN

ALLYN WRIGHT

CARLETON SAECKER

CLIFFORD HAGUE

GEORGE BAILEY

Freshmen
HAROLD SHATTUCK

BURNS BEACH

EARL BEACH

JOSEPH TURNER

EARL MEATING

DELL STANTON

DAVID ANDERSON

JULES HOUGHTALING

Specials
CARL McKEE

ROBERT McKEE

Pledges
ELMER WATSON

CLARENCE HUGHES
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Beta Sigma Phi

Meating
Anderson
Bauman
Shattuck W. Tippet E. Beach
Leutsker Millard
Canright E. Tippet
Wittman
Reynolds
Saecker
Farley
Evans
R. McKee
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Wright
Stanton
B. Beach
Houghtaling
Hague
Turner Williams
C. McKee
Colvin
Davidson
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Delta Iota
Organized in 1908
Fratres in Urbe
WILLIAM HARPER

GEORGE MILLER

H. C. HUMPHREY

G.D. THOMAS

H. L. SORENSON

F. E. CLARK

H. F. HECKERT

C.

JOSEPH STEELE

JUDSON

w.

MORY

G.

ROSEBUSH

Fratres in Facultate
JOHN SEAMAN GARNS

D.R. MOORE

ELLIS CHAMPLIN

Fratres in Universitate

Seniors
ALDEN M. JOHNSTON

CURTIS BOYCE

Juniors
ELMER ABRAHAMSON

LOUIS KELLNER

CLYDE EWERS

FRED MCCLENEGHAN

HENRY HOOLEY

ALDEN THOMPSON

Sophomores
HAROLD BARNES

LOUIS GROOS

CHARLES DAY

CLARENCE MITCHELL

H. HOWLAND FISKE

CARL NELSON

ROBERT GILMOUR

AMIL ZELLMER

Freshmen
GEORGE ARNOLD

ERNEST MORSE

CLYDE BANNISTER

LEMOYNE PATTERSON

HENRY GRADY

GORDON ROACH

EARL HAGEN

WILLIAM THOMAS

C. WINTHROP METCALF

ERHART WRIGHT
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Delta Iota

Gilmour
Morse
Wright
Thompson Hagen
Groos Patterson
Thomas Bannister
Abrahamson.
McCleneghan

Barnes

Grady

Champlin

Boyce

Arnold
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Metcalf
Starkey
Garns

Kellner
Nels on
Fiske
Day
Mitchell
Roach Zellmer
Ewers
Hooley
Johnston
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Sigma Tau Nu
Organized in 1909
Fratres in Urbe
PROF. P. G.

w.

KELLER

E. F. SHIVES
C. G . CANNON

JOSEPH KOFFEND, JR.
C.

w.

DR. WILLIAM MARSH

OTTO

H.

P. W. JENKINS

REV.

HENRY W. TUTTRUP

G. E. BU CHANAN

J.

L.

A.

HETTINGER

R.

T. WILTSEE

EADS

Fratres in Facultate
PROF. J. C . LYMER

PROF. CHARLES W. TREAT
PROF.

0.

P. FAIRFIELD

Fratres in Universitate

S eniors
IRWIN WITTHUHN

CHARLES FORS

ROBERT WILSON

PAUL WINNER

PAUL AMUNDSON

BEECHER SCOTT

EUGENE VANDEHEI

DUDLEY FOWLER

Ju niors
BENJAMIN ROHAN

ERNEST TIEGS

WILLIAM BRUCE

LLOYD WATSON

GEORGE BOUCHARD

ELMER WITTHUHN

Sophomores
EARL MAClNNIS

HAROLD TAYLOR

PAUL LEWIS

ALBERT FRANZKE
WALTER JOHNSON

Freshrnen
LEO DAWLEY

VIRGIL DAWLEY

LELAND FORMAN

FOSTER IRISH

FORREST KIRKPATRICK

EDSON HARDY

RICHARD HARDY

PHILO LINDLEY

DUDLEY MACFARLAND

JOHN MOODY

EMORY ROGERS

HARVEY TIEGS
EDWIN WALTERBACH
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Sigma Tau Nu

Walterbach

E. Witthuhn
R. Hardy
Rohan
Pors
Vandehei
Johnson
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MacFarland
Buckmaster
E. Hardy
Rogers
Watson Lindley
E. Tiegs
Forman
Kirkpatrick
Maclnnis
Moody
H. Tiegs Bouchard
Fairfield
Irish
Lewis
Franzke
Lymer
Taylor
Bruce
Dawley
Winner
Wilson
I. Witthuhn
Treat
Scott
Amundson Fowler
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Moonlight on Lake Winnebago
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lllft in thr $tlll\l might
Oft, in the stilly night,
Ere Slumber's chain has bound me,
Fond Memory brings the light
Of other days around 1ne;
The smiles, the tears,
Of boyhood's years,
The words of love then spoken;
The eyes that shone,
Now dimmed and gone,
The cheerful hearts now broken.
Thus, in the stilly night,
Ere Slumber's chain has bound me,
Sad Memory brings the light
Of other days around me.
When I remember all
The friends, so linked together,
I've seen around nie fall,
Like leaves in wintry weather,
I feel like one
Who treads alone
Some banquet hall deserted,
Whose lights are fled,
Whose garlands dead,
And all b1it he departed!
Thus, in the stilly night,
Ere Slumber's chains have bound me,
Sad Memory brings the light
Of other days around me.
SIR THOMAS MOORE.
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Reminiscences

I

N 1885, when I was a Freshman, there was hardly any such thing as

science as it is now understood. Professor Foy held up to our admiring
gaze certain things which we looked at and declared them to be red or
white. But it was not until Professor Cramer came back to open up the
science work in '86 that the modern era began. We made our first attempt
at Oxford caps at this time, which was decidedly in the nature of an experiment. In '87, if my memory serves me correctly, electives were first introduced. It was extremely novel to have your program cut up into two and
three hour studies each week, instead of carrying three classes, or, in the
case of the abnormally brilliant, four classes of five hours each, and it certainly gave us a chance for more latitude and individuality than we had
known before.
We began studying astronomy in '87, that is, anything that intlc\rested
you in the stars. I believe mathematical astronomy had been there before
that, but those of us in Professor Underwood's junior astronomy class could
be seen out studying the heavens at night, or rising up long before dawn
to watch the track of a planet that showed itself only at that hour.
In '89 the great invasion came in the shape of Ormsby Hall. Such a
thing as a dormitory had been associated in many of our minds simply with
stories of boarding school life, and there was a sort of fascination on the
part of those of us who lived in town to be found in going up to visit at the
Hall. Very soon the entire stock of legends connected with girls' boarding
schools had been grafted upon the Lawrence University history. One particular advantage was the accommodation of the women's literary societies
in the building.
The Christian Associations, which had been organized in the early
eighties, began to take their place in college life. Among the most significant features were the development of the separate young men's and young
women's meetings, the introduction of Bible classes, the enlargement of the
missionary interest, and the thought of having rooms for each association.
Another invasion which the associations brought in was that of union in
efforts to make incoming students feel that the college had some real entity
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and esprit de corps, instead of 1·ealizing that he was cast between two
hostile camps, each of which was ready to rend the other in pieces, and
occasionally to tear the victim limb from limb.
Another new building that came upon the campus about this time was
the Observatory, to which some of us in the class of '90 gave the first money
we earned after graduating. And this new building helped to bring about
some of the changes in instruction that were so noticeable in the nineties.
In the fall of '94, when I came back to Appleton, it seemed that everything in the plan of instruction was changed, even the teaching of Latin
prose, which certainly to our generation had been a fixed quantity which
never would be changed. The whole teaching of literature had been vastly
enlarged and become more tangible. The modern languages had become
more modern. But the teaching of hi story was perhaps the greatest change.
Instead of having Swinton's Ancient History in the fall and Lord's Modern
History in the winter term, we had a real department. Sociology had
sprung into being, and Economics had passed beyond the point of the mastery of Wayland's classic text. The whole athletic movement had developed. Our first field day was in the spring of '84, simply a test between
the classes under the circle of maples back of the University building. By
the fall of '94 it had grown into a track team, and a baseball team, and a
football team, with their attendant aspirations and depressions. New heroes
had arisen, whose deeds were made the subject of frequent recital. Instead
of a field day where one man rode a horse and another a bicycle around the
race track in Telulah Park, we had the story of Ira AUen's famous run in
the victory over Ripon at Oshkosh; and instead of athletics belonging to
the men's half of the house we found it was the girls' presence and silver
quarters as well, that helped to awaken interest and financial courage
upon the tented field.
ELIZABETH WILSON,
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Faculty Losses

I

T was with deep and sincere regret that the student body learned this
spring of the resignation of two of the best known and most widely
loved members of the faculty, May Esther Carter, Dean of Women,
and John Seaman Garns, Dean of the School of Expression.
In varied ways Miss Carter has sought to hold the highest ideals before
the young women of the college. For the girl who needed intellectual
stimulus there was the appeal, "With your mental caliber, you have no more
right to fail of an A grade than others have of passing." For the girl who
needed moral impetus, there was the challenge to measure up to the
standard of one who believed in her.
For the girl who needed social development, there was the constant emphasis on the conventionalities which
the informality of our college life too
often tempts us to neglect. Advising,
but never interfering, suggesting, but
never dictating, she has helped the
House Council over many a difficulty
which might otherwise have proved
disastrous.
While it is in her relation with the
lives of Ormsby girls that her largest
work has been done, she is nevertheless leaving upon the entire college
an influence which shall be coexistent
with the institution itself. Among her
own alumnae, Lawrence numbers no
more loyal daughter. She has given
of her time, of her strength, and of
herself in helping win for us a place
among the leading institutions of colMay Esther Carter
lege rank.
In Professor Garns we lose not only the founder of the School of Expression, but its main bulwark and support as well. A man of the highest
ideals and lofty Christian character, of winning personality, he has broadened and made better each life with which he came in contact. His very
presence on the campus spoke volumes for the integrity and worth of the
School of Expression, and Lawrence as a whole.
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Poor Richard, improved:
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Sun and Moon
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Poor Richard Speaks

F you have tears prepare to shed them now."
Yes, 'tis true. We have waited, sometimes patiently, sometimes
otherwise, since we were Freshmen, for this hour. And now, Allah be
praised, it has come.
As Freshmen we wept and wailed at some of the things that found
their way into print concerning us and our loved cnes, and some of them
were most unkind. As Sophomores we gritted our teeth and smiled grimly,
with fond dreams of what the next twelve-month held in store for our
tormentors. And now as Juniors we sm ile complacently and with pardonable pride, for revenge is indeed sweet and we feel that our duty has been
well done, even though at the sacrifice of some of our beauty sleep.
If any of our readers feel that they have been slighted we will be glad
to have them drop in for a little chat. Our office hours are from 8 p. m.
until 3 a. m. Kindly let us know when you are coming, and we will conscientiously endeavor to be out.

* * * * * * * *
"Consider the lilies of Ormsby Hall," says Poor Richard. "They toil
not, neither do they spin. Yet I say unto you that Rex Bauman or 'Bubbles' Heath in all their glory, etc." Rex will also testify that some of these
same lilies have thorns.
* * * * * * * *
It recently came to the ears of Poor Richard that combined with his
propensity for picturesque slang Jules Houghtaling has taken to writing
songs. Properly interested in such an epoch-making event Poor Richard
called for a short interview concerning the song question.
"Yes," replied the versatile Jules, "I have developed into such a fusser
that the fellows thought that I would be a good one to write a song for
camping; something simple and homely for the theme, such as the Violet,
showing the dominant force of the feminine nature and at the same time
showing woman as claiming deep devotion."
"Have you done anything with those lines?" the Poor One queried.
"Yes! I have the finish of the chorus. It is as follows:
" 'She beaned m e with a sweep-stick,
But we cut the buck just the same.' "
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Poor Richard states that it is his fond belief that" A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the best of men."
So from these lines it would appear
That those w ho at this nonsense sneer
And curl the li7J, no matter w hen,
Are vlainly not the best of men.

* * * * * * * *
Rumor has it that a new fraternity is about to appear at Lawrence.
We understand their non de plume to be The Algamated Brotherhood of
Demons. Their charter of incorporation names the front steps of Ormsby
as the chapter room, fraternity meetings to be held every evening save
Sunday from 6 :45 to 8 :00 o'clock. Special meetings are called for Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday at the convenience of the members.
Poor Richard suggests that the faculty look into the matter. With the
Blue and White Club in full operation, backed by four fraternities and
Brokaw Hall, surely there is enough deviltry on foot.
* * * * * * * *
The editors ,humbly beg the pardon of Ethel Whitmore for not devotin g
more space to her in the succeeding pages, but we promise to give her a
full page in our next edition.

* * * * * * * *
The donation by Mr. Saiberlich of a six hundred-pound roller to the
tennis association will undoubtedly increase the efficiency of the political
steam-roller about one hundred per cent.

* * * * * * * *
Poor Richard feels very much like Carl Nelson; he has many bright
ideas, but they fail to work out in real life.
* * * * * * * *
Now that the Tennis Club has been in corporated as one of the regular
activities of the school, num erous demands h ave come to the editors that
fussing be placed on the same basis. It would materially decrease the college expenses of a large number of students.

* * * * * * * *
Our one apology to our readers is: If we've don e anything we're sorry
for, we're glad of it. Don't forget to drop in and see us when we're out.
Poor Richard is worth knowing.
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JANUARY HATH XXXI DAYS

llanuattl}
?\ ow Ja nua ry brings th e coming yeare,
.·\nd th e c hill ice is on th e fallen leav es ;
Chill a s th e g reetings ·K itto oft receives

F rom th e faire hand s of one he hold s mo~t dea re.
,\ncl winte r wind s in ev erie bu s h ancl tree
Sigh loud a s Hest er wh en s he dreams of L eigh .

Vest Pocket Essays with Apologies to
George Fitch

Tyrants
A tyrant is an odious creature comparable only to his Satanic majesty, who has
great power over people and uses it in such a way as to make the above mentioned
people pray that they may soon have the pleasure of attending his funeral.
The history of Lawrence College is infested with tyrants, from the reign of Boss
Sias to t he present iniquitous rule of the tow-headed Amundson. Bob Wilson was a
celebrated tyrant. He walked on the necks of a certain Ariel board-except one-until
the publication of his crimes compell ed him to flee to rural communi ties where quick
and expeditious movements could be made.
His shoes are now filled by a massive
Teuton, Leutsker by n ame, who has already
named his pallbearers in case of his sudden
demise.
One of the most successful women tyrants
of this institution is a certain Hester Cotton,
president of the House Council at Ormsby.
Her decrees are looked for with fear and
trembling, and her existence is the bane of
many a fusser's happiness, the only impediment in the smooth course of true love.
Sometimes Hester forgets her duties Jong
enough to worry about her hair and her
tendency to portliness. Then, and then only,
do the fussers get a respite from the watchfu lness of her "Swede-blue" eye.
The faculty has furnished innumerable
instances of tyrants to an already suffering
collegiate body, all of whom are about as
popular with their classes as a well developed case of smallpox. Their very presence
in the institution has filled the midnight
hours of more than one freshman with
nightmares compared with which the worst
cases of delirium tremens pale into insignifiHcstrr Cotton. a S11cccssf11I Wo man T_v ra 11t
cance. When a professor insists on making
a green freshman look longingly at every funeral which passes by he should be turned
over by the court to an athletic woman with a firm jaw and a good aim. Many tyrants
would be cured in this way and the rest would be killed, which would be just about
as good.
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llanuatt\1
Full 11u:iny a rose is born to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.
Full mai,y a lid is covering a bean
From whirh no barber ever clips a hair.
"Papa," said Florence, "did Harry call on you this morning?"
''Yes," answered her father, "but I couldn't make out what he said."
"Couldn't make out what he said?" returned Florence, wonderingly.
" What do you mean?"
"As near as I could understand he said he wanted to marry me; that
you had enough to support him; and that we had always loved each
other; so I told him to go home and write it in plain English."

I can't praise Dr. Marsh's eyes;
I 11ever saw his glance divine;
H e always shuts them when he prays,
And when he preaches he shuts mine.
Olin Mead: " I'll give you just three days in which to pay your board."
Metcalf: "All right. I'll take Easter, the Fourth of July, and Christmas."
Prof. Atkinson: "Mr. Bouchard, what is your greatest ambition?"
Bouchard: "To force the faculty to sign chapel slips."

Little beams of moonshine,
L ittle hug s and kisses,
Soon will make our Theo
Change her name to Mrs.
Coach Champlin had been telling hi s youngsters about the Prodigal
Son, and wished to test the attention that had been paid to hi s teachings.
"Now," he said, "who was sorry that the prodigal had returned?"
No one replied, but all seemed lost in thought. Finally the most forward youngster in the class ventured:
" The fatted calf."
THE ROUTINE GRIND
Every once in a while a click is heard and a letter is made.
at the typewriter.
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JANUARY HATH XXXI DAYS

lJanuattl}
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FEBRUARY HATH XXVIII DAYS

.\s s hort as Frances Tlogg in heelless shoes
Comes fehruarie, shortest month of alle .
. \nd the dark clouds hang over Brokaw Halle,
.\s hlue as Elsie when she has the blues.
lt brings a day to all of us most deare,
The Facultie Reception every year.

Social Rules Approved by Lawrence
Faculty
1.

Character of Social Function.
Card parties and dances suggested as the best form of amusement.

2.

Place.
All dances should be held at the Armory, Hippodrome, or any public
dance hall that omits chaperones.

8.

Hours.
These festivities should never close before 2 :30 a. m.
unteer dances may last indefinitely.

Student Vol-

4,

Tirne.
A time when recreation is needed should be chosen, such as exam time
or revival-meeting week. School nights should be chosen when possible.

5.

Expense.
We feel called upon to urge the young people not to spare expense.
One can not spend too much on such splendid forms of amusement.

6.

Notice.
No person outside the college is allowed to give a college dance. This
privilege belongs exclusively to the college organizations.

Long-absent friend of Miss Naylor's: "I presume you carry a memento
in that locket?"
Miss Naylor: "Precisely; it is a lock of my brother's hair."
Friend: "Why, Dr. Naylor hasn't departed this life, has he?"
Miss N.: "No, but his hair has."
"And what will you do when you are a man, Tommy?"
"I am going to grow a beard like Dr. Vaughn's."
"Why?"
"Because then I won't have so much face to wash."
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FEBRUARY HATH XXVIII DAYS

:!Irrbttu attl}

A little whirl,

A little girl,
A pair of wiggling, shaking shoulders;
A little dip,
A little slip,
A dive that startles all beholders.
A little leap,
A little creep,
A quick recovery as lithe panthers;
A little break,
A little shake,
You're hailed the King of Tai1go dancers.

A Partial Eclipse
"Anything I don't know about the ladies isn't worth knowing."
-WITTMAN.

"The most powerful factor in shaping- my college course is Will."
-MARIE JUDISH.

An imaginary line is the waist,
TT' hich seldom stays long where it's placed,
But ambles and skips
'Twixt the shonlders and hips,
According to popular taste.
The best epitaph most of us could hope to accumulate would be the fact
thal someone outside of the immediate family cried when we d_ied.
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O h, can it be th e wi ld i\Ia rche win de we hear ?
Or is .. \mund son at large once more?
I f so, hi s v oice is louder than be fore ;
For now it reac hes Farley's ear,
T houg h he, on so me Phil osop hic intent,
L owl ie above his labo rs now is ben t.

YE RU N E S & CHAPELLE HYMNS
APPROPR IATELY APPROPRIATED

Blow Ye the Trumpet, Blow.
Though Troubles Assail and Dangers Affright.
There Is an Eye that Never Sleeps.
True Hearted, Whole Hearted.
How Deep Thy Thoughts.
Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken.
Rouse, Ye Slumbering Sinners, Rouse.
More Love to Thee.
New Each Morning Is the Love.
The Spacious Firmament on High.
Swell the Anthem, Raise the Song.
How Beauteous Were the Marks.
How Firm a Foundation.
How Great the Wisdom.
How Pleasant, How Divinely Fair.
I Little See, I Little Know.
I Could Not Do Without Thee.
Joy Is a Fruit That Will Not Grow.
Religion Is the Chief Concern.
Safely Through Another Week.
A Broken Heart to Thee I Bring.
Rest, Rest to the Weary.
0, Let Us Stir Each Other Up.
There Was a Time When I Could Sing.
Mourn for the Lost.
Speak Gently to the Erring Ones.
0, Happy Day, That Fixed My Choice.
Alone With Thee, Amidst the Mystic Shadows.
Rescue the Perishing.
Still, Still With Thee, When Purple Morning Breaketh.

PROF. BAGG .
DR. PLANTZ •
MISS CARTER
ELSIE PLANTZ
PROF. YOUTZ
MISS EDDY

•

PROF. ATKINSON
PROF. REMLEY
PROF. CUSTER
PROF. LYMER
DEAN EVANS
PROF. SPENCER
PROF. MULLENIX
ALBERT FRANZKE
DOROTHY GREGORY
BAYARD BUCKMASTER
OB MILLARD
KATHERINE STEVENS
ART JOHNSON

•

LEMOYNE PATTERSON
CLIFFORD HAGUE
ARIEL BOARD
BOHEMIAN CLUB
VERNA JUDSON
THETA PHI

•

HOUSE COUNCIL
PROF. CRAFER
CHARLES DAY

Y. M. C. A..
LEO WHISTON
FRED McCLENEGHAN
JESSICA NORTH

/ •

l

Rest, Thou Weary Ones.
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Jllattch
Vest Pocket Essays with Apologies to
George Fitch

Smallpox
Smallpox is a short cut to fame, by means of which Freshmen, hitherto
unknown on the campus except as a name in the college catalogue, leap
suddenly into the limelight and become a seven days' source of gossip at
Ormsby Hall.
Smallpox is a very irritating affair to a masculine student who usually
has to forswear the companionship of mankind in general and his "steady"

hY
Afif\ !
A "Legion of Honor" Badge
in particular for at least two weeks, and retire with the birdies, perhaps
for the first time in his life. And it is no joke for those with whom he has
been intimate, either. They must submit to fumigation and disinfection,
and for a short time suffer the pangs of Hades as well as social ostracism.
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Jl}attch
SMALLPOX (Co ntin ued)

A sore arm is the sign of the drafted recruit in the army which the city
health sages have enlisted in the fight against this "get-famous-quick"
germ. Like Phi Beta Kappa, vaccination is little sought after, but unlike
that honor it is thrust regardless upon the many. A lack of patriotism
upon the part of some college students to join in the triumphal march of
the city fathers resulted in their being granted a three-weeks' furlough to
be spent in solitary haunts.
For several weeks "Look out for my arm" was a familiar watchword
upon the campus. More than one co-ed refused to run even though she knew
that she would be locked out if she insisted upon walking, and more than
one damsel was compelled perforce to turn down an invitation to a tango
party, even though she would "rather dance than eat".

<tome ]nto the cSpeatt ~ouse
(With apologies to T ennyson.)

Co1ne into the Spear Ho11 se, Ob,
How fast has the daylight fiown!
Come into the Spear Ho use, Ob,W e will talk by the houl' alone.
Come in, I lo ve not the vulgar mob,
I need not a chaperone.
All day has the Spear House heard
The telephone's noisy tune;
All day have the B etas loudly demurred
Because you were gone at noon,
T ill a silence fell with the sleeping bird
And a hush with the rising 11won.
I said to the Betas, " There is but one
TT'ith whom he has heart to be gay.
Oh, when will you ever leave him alone,
And why must you take him away?"
Now half to the risi1rg moon are gone,
And half to the settiug day,
So tie the bell of the te/epho11e,
You still have an hour to stay.
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APRIL HATH XXX DAYS
--- -------

Apry le a pproa ches like a mayde n coye
First , wrea th ed like lla rri e t in g urg lin g smiles .
. \ ga in, with po ur ing fl ood-; fo r miles a nd m iles
Sh e, Ji ke a proc tor. sq uelc hes a l) our j oye .
. \nd on t he ca mpu .., we behold o nce m o r e
Th e st ruggling s ,\imm e r:, to ili ng toward s t he shore.

LA WREN CE BOYS LEAVE
FOR MEXICAN BORDER
President Wilson Has Ordered 100,000 Reserves to the Front.
Olin Mead Appointed Brigadier General.

FOUR COMPANIES FORMED
Each . Fraternity Organizes Company- Ormsby Girls in Tears- Wigs and False
Teeth Left Behind - Abrahamson Commands Regim e nt.
Bau man sits weeping at t he window,
April 10.-War excitement reached
thinking of the brave brothers on the
f ever pitch today w hen 300 Lawrence
way to the front. Everyone is praystudents left for t he front on the noon
train. Four companies were formed,
ing- that Pink's hair won't bleach
Colonel Abrahamson in command.
beneath the hot southern sun.
When interviewed t his noon, GenOlin Mead, brigadier gen eral, accompanied the troops south.
er a l Mead sa id if he could only beat
The co-ed body is in tears today.
the Mexican s at a game of baseball
Grace is afraid that Chief will forget
he would be satisfied.
t o wear his rubbers when it rains.

R eady t o Go to t he F ront
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MAY HATH XXXI DAYS

Jll&\1
Come!-. ::\lay-a nd down each vernal , ~hady dell
Hemley and . _ omeone EJ s(i) e go hand in hand;
Content while gazing on the flowery land .
Jn ~tilt more Alowery word s their thoughts to tell.
.\net e ven Dr. Wright look s mild and gay,
Because, for ~oo th, it is the )lerrie 1\lay.

~he Jl}a\J l!lueen
You must wake and call me early, call rne early, A1ny dear;
Tornorrow 'll be the happiest day of all rny Senior year;
Of all my Senior year, A my, the maddest, merriest day,
F'or I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, l 'rn to be Queen of the May.
There's 1nany a bright, bright eye, they say, but none so bright as rnine;
There's Gladys and there's Dorothy, there's Peg and Caroline.
But none so bright as good old Pete's in all the land they say;
And I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, I'm to be Queen of the May.
I sleep so sound all night, Amy, that I shall never wake
Unless they ring the break/ ast bell until the rafters shake.
And I must try and do my hair in some 11ew nifty way,
For I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, I'm to be Queen of the May .
As I came over John Street bridge, whom think you I should see
But Irwin, leaning on the rail, and looking right at me?
He thou'(/ht about that letter Dick wrote me yesterday,
But I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, I'm to be Queen of the May.
They say he's dying all for love, but that can never be;
They say his heart is breaking, Amy; what is that to me?
There's many ci bolder lad 'll woo me any summer day.
And I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, I'm to be Queen of the May.
You 11mst wake and call me early, call me early, A1ny dear,
Tomorrow 'll be the happiest day of all my Senior year.
Of all my Senior year, Amy, the maddest, merriest day,
For I'm to be Queen of the May, Amy, I'm to be Queen of the May.
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Letters of a Japanese School Boy
(Apologies to Will Irwin.)
To Editor of Lawrentian who wonder why there is classes when Mariem's company is
morely enjoyable.
DEAR MISTER :-I are alone by myself now as cousinly relative Roy Leutsker are
refined in Oshkosh in those Insane Dorm trying to egscape with delirium tremens, which
is per annum disease of Editor of the Areel to enjoy. Your friend are taxedly overmuch with making joke-fun, and he muchly try to commute to the attendantly guards
that he are Bill Taft deeply retarded in size. Here are 1 joking of cousinly relative
Leutsker which I send you all dowry prepaid for space-fillup: "Why are joke-fun in
Areel like fresh eggs?" To be replied by answer that none is bad. Dearest Editor, he
tell this first to member of hisly staff, who renig "Rotten", but he asks for question
how fresh egg is so when not laid in too long cold storage.
Cousinly relative Chase Mix are also on the ties to t h usly join cousinly relative
Leutsker. Chase are muchly worried over condition of treasury, and renig that he think
it would be wisely good idea to vegetate in country for week or two. Now and then when
crowd of creditors get too muchly jammed against door-opening, Chase snuk away thru
rear opening and leave Japanese boy to face raving multitude.
Dear Editor, w hen I get finished w ith t hi s delectable inscription, Japanese boy go
for saunter over to St. Mary infirmary to see sisterly relative Jessica North. She were
made target for attack by Pariline Gilliapil for alleged libel in 1 poetry-song in Areel.
"Ha! ha!" snortle Pariline when she read May Queen poetry-song, in tone of disgusting air, "she not believe so muchly in militant sufferettes when I get finished
chiding with her."
Old maidenly relative 'Leda Schrottky are also confined to her department by ailingness. She are not at all sick, but she be afraid that her suddenly visible appearance
on campus result in her too long confinement in Appleton Pest House or Oshkosh
A sylum in close conjunction with cousinly relative Leutsker.
Brotherly relative McCleneghan are another candy-date for Matteawan. He spent
muchly time in Jim in undress attire in sledding on little boards with spools to try to
pull pump handle out of socket. I spose poor fellow is thirsty and ask a scholar who
overlook me in tone of disgusting breeziness:
"He are rowing," he retard violently.
" Queerly rowing," I commute, who thought it were to be rowed on water. "For
how long before he come to end of room?" But scholar too impolite to reply.
Hoping you are in as good condition,
"HASHIMURA" TAKUYAMA.
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To the Eclipses, 1913-1914
This year has been, and will continue to be, remarkable for the number
of Eclipses, most all of which have been visible to the naked eye. The first
occurred in September, 1913, when the planet Tobey was completely eclipsed
by the planet Smith, which passed between Colvin and Tobey in such a manner as to totally separate them. The eclipse was plainly visible to all, and
up to date the planet Tobey has failed to emerge from the shadows, giving
rise to the statement by the authorities at Yerkes Observatory that these
two planets, Colvin and Tobey, will never be seen in conjunction again.
The second eclipse occurred in January, 1914, when the evening star,
Wittman, was eclipsed by a conjunction of Hague, Hughes, Fannon, etc.,
which completely shut away from him the light of Little Eva's smile.
A third eclipse, this one but partial, occurred in January and is still
visible, t he memory of the rooming star, Win Wilson, being partly overshadowed in the heart of the planet Boyce by the immediate juxtaposition
of the bright luminary, Becker. It is not expected that this eclipse will be
permanent, though authorities differ upon the subject.
For the first five months of the current year the dog-star, Wilson, has
eclipsed all previous records in completing his dai ly orbit to and from
Ormsby. The indications are that his pace around the circuit during June
will make even the Indianapolis race course look slow.
In May, 1914, the constellation S. H . G. A. eclipsed all hope of future
delights for the two meteors, Feldt and Mountford, by shutting them away
from the light of masculine favor. This eclipse will last through June.
The last known eclipse is that of the planet, Keefe, by the conjunction
of the two bright stars, Scott and Zepp.
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.A nd "hat is rarer than a day in June?
Forsoolh. a graft with Spencer is more rare.
!\ evertheless. it does no good to swear.
\V ho know::i? Perhaps his heart will ~often soon.
I\Tow comes the granting of the spade and spoon.
!\ow comes Commencement. now comes happy June.

The Pony
Though I speak with the tongues of professors and seniors, and have
not a pony, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.
And though I have the gift of bluffing, and understand all the theories
of Secondary Ed., and all knowledge; and though I have all technique, so
that the mysteries of H2 S04 are become to me as nothing, but have not
a pony, I am nothing.
And though I lend my Psychology notes to the shiftless, and though I
donate my money and many hours of precious time to t he book room, and
have not a pony, it profiteth me nothing.
A pony lasteth forever, and weareth not out ; a pony praiseth not itself,
is not puffed up.
Does not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not to be known, is not easily
discovered, produceth no manner of evil.
Rejoiceth not in a failure at recitation, but taketh pleasure in a good
showing.
Containeth all things, teacheth all things, explaineth all things, beareth
all things.
A pony never faileth; but whether there be lectures, they shall be forgotten ; whether there be notes, they shall fail; whether there be knowledge,
it shall pass away.
For we know in part, and we bluff in part.
But when a good pony is at hand, then that which is guess-work shall
be done away.
When I was a Freshman, I spake as a Freshman, I understood as a
Freshman, I thought as a Freshman; but since I have become a Senior,
I put away verdant thing·s.
For then I answered without a pony, poorly; but now the circumstances
have altered; then I knew in part; but now I know, even as my pony knoweth, and is not known.
And now abideth knowledge, a bluff, and a pony, these three; but the
greatest of these is the pony.
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And what is so rare as a day in June?
Theu, if ever, come fussing days.
Then Carl tries his flute if it be in tune,
And over it his large ear lays.
Whether we look or whether we listen,
We hear the Fox or see it glisten.
Every class is aJ! extra bore,
An instinct within us advises rest;
And the more we skip them, we skip the nioreAnd we come out short on the monthly test.
The lone Prof sits at the door of his room,
Alert as an eagle above his prey;
And one by one, in his wrath and gloom,
He sees his students go sneakin'(J away.
The stnde smells the scent of Lovers' Lane,
And he makes for the river banks amain.
The Prof seeks victims, the stude seeks rest;
In the sight of true Justice which search is the best?
Freshman: "Is my name in the new catalog?"
Sophomore: "Certainly not; what do you think this is-a humorous publication?"
'' The doctor says I must quit smoking. One lung is nearly gone."
"Oh, dear, John, can't you hold out until we get enough coupons for that dining
room rug?"
Zellmer: " Is Mabel here tonight?"
Day: "Yes, and she's there, too."
Freshman: "What are the pledge colors of the Milwaukee LaW1·ence club?"
Sophomore: "Blue Ribbon ."
Fair Maiden: "Oh, sir, catch that man! He wanted to kiss me."
Pensive Pedestrian: "That's all right, miss. There'll be another along in a minute."
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A Defense of 1914 -A Suggested
Valedictory
If there be one Class in Lawrence, Mr. President,-and I say it in a truly boastful
spirit,-that may challenge comparison with any other for an onion-like, zealous, ardent,
uncalculating devotion to her Alma Mater, that Class is-"1914".
Sir, from the very commencement of our Freshman year, up to this hour, there is
no sacrifice, however small, she has not cheerfully made; no service that she has hesitated to reform. She has adhered to Lawrence in prosperity, and has been duly thankful
that adversity came not her way.
No matter what the condition of her internal affairs; though deprived in her Sophomore and Junior years of some of her erstwhile leaders and most loyal sons, divided by
secret organizations, or surrounded by the uncircumscribed mob of lower classmen, the
call of Lawrence has been to her as the voice of Doc Sammy. Internal discord ceased at
the sound,-every frat man forgot his differences in the common good of all; and the
sons and daughters of 1914 were seen crowding together to chapel, or bringing thei1'
tuition to the common altar of Olie's sanctuary.
What, sir, has been the conduct of 1914 during her four years' sojourn within your
walls? Has she not tamed Amundson so that he is now like unto a serpent with drawn
fangs? Has she not as many engaged maidens as any other class? Is not Irma the
most renowned fusser in Ormsby? Sir, we honor the classes which have preceded us
in their efforts to establish fussing upon a firm basis, but as great as have been their
efforts, and great as is the honor which is due them, we feel that equal honor is due to
1914. They espoused the princiJ>les of their predecessors with a generous zeal until
now they feel that Reynolds, Gillespie, Hard, and Wilson have out-Heroded Herod.
And now, driven from our college homes by the sheepskin decree of the faculty and
trustees into the impenetrable mists of the world,- even there the spirit of fussing will
survive; and 1914, sustained by the example of her Hards and her Wilsons, will prove
by her conduct that, though her members are widely separated, her spirit will, as ever,
prove invincible.
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September comes with hlue and hazie skye-. .
.r\s dim as Alexander's hopes of I leaven;
,\nd fleecie cloudes before the wind are driven .
. \s debtors flee from Ole's angrie eye~.
,\nd lo! the Freshmen. greene::it crop of allc.
\ \'ith gaping faces enter Brokaw I lalle.

rnr CAAflCrnF TA[ llUE 'VAIT£.
• Df.f'ICTINGVAfl.lN ALL

ns

GORY DflUTALITY

•

the Rippett
(With apologies to Mr. Longfell ow,
but none to Prof. Spencer.)

There is a ri7J7Jer whose name is Lyle,
And with his pencil keen
H e rips out ])aragraphs with a smile,
And sentences in between.
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"Shall we have naught that is good?" says he,
Have 11aught but this utter bosh?
Though you s7Jent two weeks on these themes,
or three,
You must write them again, b' gosh."
And the Freshman took with sobs and tears
The work of his 11iaiden ]Jen.
He knew it would take him a hundred years
To write one as good again.
Oh, not in penitence, not subdiwd,
The Freshman left that day.
'Twas in haste he left, and a wrathfiil mood,
As he took his theme away.

"Pray let me kiss your /W,nd, said he,
With looks of burning love.
"I can remove my veil," said she,
"Much easier than my glove."

The Passing Show
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He Show s His Greenness
Sept. 17, 1913.
Dear Pa, Ma, Billie, Maggie, and Pete:
I got here all right and some of the guys that have been here before met me at the
train. Gosh, I guess they must have heard tell that I was coming. They was a bunch
of girls there, too, as pretty as Susie, some of them, but don't tell her that. They didn't
come to meet the fellows at all like they do at home; they come to meet some other
girls, and the way they kept kissing and hugging each other was awful embarrassing.
I says to the other guys, "Let's get out of this, and get somethin' to eat !" You know
I was powerful hungry by the time I got here.
The fellows said, "There will be a sumptuous repast awaiting you at Brokaw, and
we want you to meet Dr. Naylor. We are representing the Y. M. C. A ., and wish to
show you about the college." Go!, I guess I made some impression on them guys the
first shot.
I didn't see no sumptuous repast, but I met Dr. Naylor, and he sure is some fine
guy. He's got a bald head just like old Si Cornhouse, only he's some better looking.
If I ever have the whooping cough again I will know what Doctor to get.
There is a lot of people in the Freshman class. I have met twenty so far, and they
say there is a lot more, which has our high school beat quite a good deal. They is one
man here with the prettiest complexion you ever see. His front name is Ju les, but his
hind name is so hard to spell that they don't much of anybody know it.
They is a man named John Alexander as is awful good to me. He said he had been
here before, but I looked in the catalog, and he is only a Freshman like me. He knows
an awful lot,-most as much as Prof. Atkinson. Mr. Atkinson is an awful funny man.
When I first saw him talk I thought he didn't have any teeth, but after a w hile I saw
that he had some but he don't show them when he talks or smiles. Some one said that
he is a Quaker, and Quakers never show their teeth. Is t hat true, Ma?
I think I will have to close now. It is half past eight, and I don't think I ought
to stay up any longer, do you, Ma? Mr. Alexander says he never goes to bed until
after ten, ·but I guess he was joking.
Your loving,
BUBBLES.
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How to Popularize Your Fraternity

Run down every other fraternity.
Go around saying that they are all bands of thieves, hypocrites, and ignoramuses.
Be sarcastic on every occasion at the expense of every other fratei·nity.
Don't admit any good of any other fraternity but your own .
Assert everything bad of every other fraternity.
Carry a chip on your shoulder. Sleep with it there.
Don't mention the other fraternities, except with sneers.
Tell all your friends on the other side that you really don't see how any one with
conscience or intelligence can belong to their fraternities.
Brag about every victory of your fraternity. Go around thrusting it under the
nose of every man of another fraternity.
Chuckle over the defeat of any rival fraternity at any place, no matter how important. Exult over the men of that fraternity whenever you run across them.
You enjoy this so much in others that you may judge what a sure way it is towards
popularizing your own fraternity.

"It's a long corridor that has no ultimate termination," remarked the absentminded Farley as he paddled patiently around in the revolving door of the postoffice.
GENIAL GIBBERISH CONCERNING GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES
There is not a fraternity man in Lawrence who can talk fluently in Greek.
Most fraternities now-a-days do not have champagne with each meal.
There was once a frat which took a man in merely because he had lots of money.
A Greek by any other name would know as little.
Some Greek letter organizations are not as secret as their constitutions would imply.
Don't study your lesson; lessen your study.
The longer the spoke the greater the tire.
He: "Let me wipe away that tear."
She: "Easy, there! That isn't a push button!"
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(Jctober brings the fruitage of the year,
\\'hen all the leaves are red as Helen's hair .
.\nd now is old .\1ain I !"all a vision faire.
Tho all too soon it shall be bare and dreare .
.\nd like Doc Naylor we shall pray in vaine
That the lost halo be restored again.

T hings T hat Erwin Knows
If yoii really think you'd like to know
How Anne Stroud does her hair;
How Kellner's nervous system
Ever stands the wear and tear;
Just why that little so and so
Didn't get-you know-that bid;
And why Dean Carter thinks the Seniors
N eecl the eleven o'clock lid;
If you wonder what the Betas
Have to pay their cook;
Or where our dear Bob Wilson
Learned to look that love lorn look;
I f you wonder who imported
Rex Bauman's English clothes;
Just ask that man named Shaver,
These are things that Erwin knows.

When you go to class unready,
Work your bluff!
Let your nerve be sure and steady;
Work your bluff!
Look the prof right in the eyes,
Take him clearly by surprise;
Shoot the con, he'll not get wiseWork your bluff.
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SOCIETY

Mrs. Ledward
October 16.-Miss Katherine Ledward announces the marriage of her mother, Mrs.
Ruby Ledward, to Carl J. Waterman of the Lawrence Conservatory of Music. The
ceremon y was performed Friday afternoon in the studio of Dean Frederick Vance Evans
by the Rev. John Faville in the presence of the immediate family of the young couple.
The bride was very simply gowned in a filmy creation of cerisse trimmed with Yale blue
and orange. Mr. Waterman wore a rose in his buttonhole and a charming smile.
Mrs. Ledward is well known in musical circles throughout the state and the greater
portion of the middle west, attaining a reputation excelled by none and equalled by few.
Mr. Waterman is one of the noted tenors of the present generation, and is thought by
many to be able to put the skids under Caruso.
Although no plans have been divulged, it is probable that the young couple will
shortly turn their attention to Grand Opera. Ait present they are enjoying their honeymoon at Atlantic City, N. J., where their happy acquaintance first began .
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medicated to li)ttofessott ~homas Woodside Bentle\J ~ttafett
IIlutt mewl\J•Wed
He criticised her pudcling,
And he criticised her cake;
He wished she'd make the biscuits
That his mother used to 11iake.
She didn't wash the dishes,
She didn't make the stew,
She didn't mend the stockings
As his mother used to do.
Oh, well, she wasn't per/ ect,
Bi~t she tried to do her best,
Until one day she thought
It time for her to lwve a rest.
So when this day hubby had growled
And whined the whole day through,
She turned around and punished him
As his mother iised to do.

~hosts fott ~attoween
PAN-HELLENIC
LITERARY SOCIETIES
ARIEL BOARD
JUNIOR CLASS SPIRI T
LAWRENCE UNION
BASEBALL TEAM
EQUAL SUFFRAGE LEAGUE
THE BAND
ROY LEUTSKER'S IDEAS
MOTHERS' MEETINGS
DEE MERRILL'S UNPOPULA RITY
GAG SAECKER'S AWE OF WOMA

KIND
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.\s when Queen Zelia from her grim domain
Drives forth the erring student to the street.
I\ ovember with her blasts of snow and sleet
Drives sternly forth what warmth doth still remain.
But Brokaw boys their ''j ol ly" house do hold,
.\nd l\ficky s ings defiance to th e cold.

·sooELCME.O !"
flTMRILLErl \N TtiflEE PAHT.5.
AH£AflTTftfl051NEVEflYITEEL.

• Pl'lffff. Tt1E.Y GO \JALKJNG INSTEAD OP •
ATTENDINCi THC

vc.o.

tv&. CONCE:.rn.

•

Ormsby Hall Directory
Verbatim ex tracts taken frorn the notebooks
which the maids have compiled to aid
them in answering the door. Can you
vick her ?
PARILINE GILLIAPIL

•

•

Boss CARGO
JOEY PICK
VERA Cuss

•

•

PART Il.

EXIT- SOCIAL fRIVTLEGE:.5.

•

/\

ii

NOOMI OWNS
EVIE MONKSFORT

t,,

•
~1)

MARY ANN SMITH
VERNAL JUGSON
DOOTIE MURRILL

•

MAREA CASSITY
COAMEL COMBS
BETSY FISH

• r'ARTfil- H(JI.I, UNDER Tf1t CincvnnAtJ(E •
CA/II P!lUUNE TtLL f'ERCY /'.lOOOT IT ?

•

MOBILE PLUMMER
ALISH FLEDT
BIRDIE ZIPP

•

EASTER HATTER
GLADIS PAWLE
PERIL RICKERSON

u

ZELIAN SMITH
URMA HEARD
MAGGERIT TIP
RUFE TOBEY

The l'assing Show
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Essay on Feet

Adam Had 'Eni
There are all kinds of feet,-small feet, medium feet, canal boats, sound feet, crippled feet, feet of wood, and feet of cork. iron, steel, and aluminum. Three feet equal
one yard, but they are not the kind of feet that are common to mankind and in the
greatest demand by them.
Feet were originally made to stand upon,-at least that is the first thing that Father
Adam did with his, as authentic records at hand declare. Since his time their original
purpose has been perverted, and we find them used for other and more ornamental purposes. The Chinese women bind up their feet so tightly that they cannot walk, and then
consider that they have gone a long ways out of their ordinary path to aid Nature.
Doubtless there is more than one man in England today who wishes that the feet of
some of the militant suffragettes could be subjected to the same treatment. In many of
the heathen or near heathen lands the juice from the grape is extracted by stamping on
the luscious fruit with the bare feet. This treatment undoubtedly accounts for the
fragrance and strength of some of the Oriental liquors.
In a crowded street car many people have developed a tendency to stand on the feet
of other passengers. While feet are made to walk upon, the fond owner firmly believes
that the privilege is reserved to him alone. More than one erstwhile happy couple have
found it necessary to travel to Reno because the partner of his or her joys insisted upon
warming his or her cold feet upon the east side of the back of the other.
Feet appeal differently to man in his various ages. In infancy he delights to look
at them, suck on them, and derives a peculiar sensation from seeing the toes thereto
attached wiggle. At least that is what we have been privately informed by "Father"
Weigle. In after years when his second childhood comes his feet generally are the
source of much pain, and he delights in seeing how long he can keep from moving.
Rheumatism is one of the serious ailments to which feet seem to be the natural-born
heirs. But the combination that has them all beaten for pain,-real, actual, and hairraising,-is rheumatism and St. Vitus dance.
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P en Pictures
Name
Swears
Grinds
Wants
HARDY ............. When he flunks ....... Out music ............ Unknown
BUCKMASTER ....... Never ................ Make him sick ....... Toning down
HAGUE . ............ At this ...... . ........ His teeth ............. A girl
WrLSON ............ Just learning ......... For Jo ............... A license
BERGSTROM ......... By Jessie King ....... Continually ....... . ... To be an angel
COLVIN ......... . .. Intermittently ........ Out hot air ........... To lose his frat pin
KELLNER ... . ....... To be true . . .......... When Irma's gone . ... The earth
NIX . .... . . . . . . . . . . Through his nose . . ... On the side ........... A hair cut
SMITH ............. In Sunday School. .... Eternally ............. One Rill
McCLENEGHAN ..... At Chase and Roy. . . . Never ................ Ethel
BARNES ............ When he has to take Out tragedy .......... Wings
a taxi.
Jessica North: "What are your views on woman's exercising the franchise?"
Timid Freshman: "Well, Mrs. Treat says that if you do your gym work faithfully
you can expand it ten inches."
Donna: "Stella ' O'Brien has padded her thesis with a lot of irrelevant material."
Katheryn: "Hum! I had my suspicions all the time."
Witthuhn: "If Doc Sammy does not retract what he said to me this morning I
shall not attend classes.
"Pete": "What did he say?"
Witthuhn: "He told me to leave school until I was vaccinated."
Margaret Wray: "I don't believe that you have the sand to propose, anyway."
Towne: "I've the sand, all right, but the trouble is that I haven't the dust."
Octavia: "Is Eva a friend of yours?"
Jessie: "Yes! What has she been saying about me?"
Florence:"What is the matter with that fellow who is holding on to the lamp post?"
Rex: "There was a time when I would have said that he was drunk, but now perhaps he's practicing a new dance."
Addie May: "All extremely bright men are conceited."
Watson: "Oh, I don't know; I'm not."
First Stu de: "Why does Roach walk up and down when he is playing that horn?"
Second Stude: "Because it makes him harder to hit."
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D ecembe r us he rs in the cl osing y ear
And brings on ce more the festive Chri stma .;. tree.
How do "e groan as each new bill we see,
.A nd crouch oeJ1i11cl our hu sy sign s in fear.
At length with so rr ow Ii.lied . of co in bereft,
\\'e see k the happy home~ which late we le ft.

Spring Fever
In the months of budding trees and blooming May blossoms, spring fever catches
the helpless college student unawares and drives his grades downward, his fussing proclivities upward, and flattens his pocket-book as effectually as if the proverbial elephant
had stepped on it.
Spring fever is more serious than other fevers, for the mere swallowing of a
calomel pill or running the tongue out in the face of the family doctor is unavailing.
When a man has the spring fever he must go to classes, a1though in deep pain and
suffering, imagining that he
is in love or has indigestion,
··1oonum OJ.STOflBRNC E
and knowing that not a single Prof. has enough pity to
OUfl\NG CtiAPEL SEflVICe~
let him out of class ten minutes early.
Spring, fever is thus named
because it takes the ordinary
self-control out of its victim,
and causes him to twitch and
spring about like a fish deprived of his native element.
Especially is this condition
noticeable in chapel, on more
than one occasion disturbing
Doc Sammy's serenity and
causing him to thunder in
stentorian tones at the balcony.
When the fever has mastered his victim completely it sits back and watches his
efforts to work with the same fiendish delight that filled the breast of the noble red man
as he watched his victim struggle to escape from the torture of the stake. Wilson,
Peterson, Ida Mackin, and innumerable others have fallen victim to the fever's poisoned
darts, and their antics under the uncanny spell are a joy to the on lookers.
Some people, as Jules Houghtaling or Ralph Wescott, are continually afflicted with
spring fever, or, in more common parlance, were "born lazy". Nor are they by any
means in a class by themselves, for the roadside is thickly studded with mushroom
growths of a similar nature.
With the advent of the last two weeks in May and final exams the fever disappears
even more rapidly than it came, the only trace of its attack being the noticeable decline
in monthly grades.
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DECEMBER HATH XXXI DAYS

mrrembrtt
Ye ? Bo x
BY YE ED I TOR

DEAR MICKIE:
No, a man need not be much taller than the girl he marries. It is quite the
fashion for the couple to be exactly the same size, and then neither one can claim to
have anything on the other. We do not think that the girl ought to object.
MR. EMORY ROGERS,
Dear Sir: In response to your inquiry as to a healthful and nourishing food,
we wou ld call your attention to Pork and "Biehns".
DEAR CHARLIE: Yours of the first inst. received and contents noted. We can
heartily recommend Pearline. It brightens the face and stimulates the red corpuscles.
DEAR BURNS: In reply to your question as to why a girl closes her eyes when
kissed, we would advise that you send us your photograph, and we may then be able
to tell you.
DEAR EARL: It has filled our hearts with grief to hear that you have been unable
to make the success socially to which your fame and face entitle you. Our one word
of advice is to take as many girls out walking as possible, but on no account to spend
any money on them.
January, 1914.
DEAR FLORENCE: Your trouble is one of the imagination, dear, and not of t he
heart. It i a very common thing for a girl to fancy that she has ceased to love a
man because he is far away. Don't worry; be patient and wait until his next trip
West.
MY DEAR GENE: From what you say I should judge that your impulsive nature
gets away with you occasionally. You are not necessarily insincere, but unless you
quell your ardent and responsive spirit people will consider you so. Tell your difficulties to your friends, and they will be glad to help you .
DEAR MERRILL: We admit that you are persevering. If the girl is not in after the
twenty-third consecutive call, however, we would be inclined to believe that you are
stung.
DEAR MISS WRAY: Fu sing is undoubtedly the most important thing in college. It
may save you the nece sity of putting your education to practical use as a teacher.
DEAR MR. BOASE: Green, orange, or melrose are far more popular colors this
spring than black, and would, in our opinion, be more suitable to your complexion.
P age 2:38
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DECEMBER HATH XXXI DAYS

T he Night Before Quizzes
'Twas the night before Quizzes, and all through the frat
Not a Beta was stirring, not even a cat.
The clock on the stair had a smile on its face
For the funnygraph seemed to be gone from its place.
When up in Roy's room there arose such a clatter
That he sprang from his chair to see what was the matter.
Behind the old dresser he flew like a flash,
The mirror fell off with a terrible crash.
But he found not a sign of conspiracy there,
And still "Too Much Mustard" corrupted the air.
So loudly he raved that his language profane
Awoke the whole frat from its slumbers again.
And Bauman his beauty sleep sadly forswore,
And Wittman resigned his continual snore.
And Ob from his dreams of dear Lola serene,
With wonderful promptness appeared on the scene.
A way to the closet, away to the hall,
Now dash away, dash away, dash away, all.
Meanwhile through the darkness, half seen and half hid,
The rising young Edison hurried and slid.
And jiist as the frenzy arrived at its pitch,
With wonderful promvtne.~H he turned o_fj the switch!
Tommy; "Mamma, have gooseberries got legs?"
Mother: "Of course not, Tommy."
Tommy: "Then I've swallowed a caterpillar."
Barnes (after the return of the Dramatic Club): "I've seen a good many stars in
my time."
Listener: "Good marksmen in your audiences, eh?"
'17;
'14:

"No woman ever made a fool of me."
"No, but they helped."
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We Understand
It was a terrible night of storm. The wind howled like a lost soul and
the snow and sleet beat against the window pane like a scared canary bird
against the bars of its gilded cage. Wonderstruck at this war of the elements, the stude pressed his nose against the glass, and peered out into
the tempestuous night.
"Gad," he muttered, as he rattled two coppers in the pocket of his dress
jeans; "what a night for a cab!"

the Battle
Now the fury of battle breaks;
There shrieks a clamor-a wild fanfare,
A thickening shower of shots rain down
Like iron sleet in heated air.
A soldier gasps his dying breath,
His eyes turned u7J toward Heaven;
The red blood stains his uniform,
Of wounds there are just seven.
And yet he says a final word,
As he grimly faces fate:
"This moving picture job," he smiles,
"Agrees with me first rate."
She was musical, quite, so she made her a gown
Of organdie, cleverly vlanned,
With accordion plaits running all uv and down,
And fluted to beat the band.
She looked truly swell, and would frequently harp
Of being high toned, and all that.
And, of course, to B natural, had to B sharp
Enough to abide in A flat.
He (kissing her) : "It's late and--"
She: "Better late than never."
Gene, who had been looking for Mariem for a long time without success: "Well,
I've been on a perfect wild goose chase all day long, but thank goodness I've found you
at last."
Elsie ( on June 5) : "And to think, dearest, fifty years from yesterday will be our
golden anniversary."
Her: "You had no business to kiss me."
Him: "It wasn't business; it was pleasure."
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A stranger in Appleton a short time ago noticed Snix Mitchell stranded high and
dry on the seat of the National Laundry wagon trying to induce old "Thousand Dollars" to move on . The horse would, after much persuasion, go slowly for a short distance, and then stop again. Thereupon Snix would have much difficulty in getting him
started. Finally the stranger approached and asked soli~itously:
"Is your horse sick?"
"Not that I know of."
'·Is he balky?"
"No, but he's so danged afraid I'll say whoa and he won't hear me that he stops
every once in a while to listen."
Doc Sammy: "Now that we have settled things, young man, perhaps you would
like to ask me some questions."
Prof. Remley: "Only one, sir, and that is, can you support me in the style to
which your daug·hter has been accustomed?"

It was midnight. The burglar entered the house as quietly as possible, but his
shoes squeaked and made a slight noise. As he reached the door of the bedroom he
heard some one moving in the bed as if about to get up, and he paused. A woman's
voice snapped out in a high treble:
"If you don't take off your boots when you come into this house," it said, "there's
going- to be a funeral in the near vicinity. Here's it's been raining for three hours,
and you dare to tramp over my clean floors with your muddy boots on. Go down to
the kitchen and take them off this minute."
He went downstairs without a word and made a bee line for the door. As he came
out into the night his watching "pal" saw a tear glistening in his eye.
"I can't rob that house," he said. "It reminds me of home."

Tastes in Smokes
With Afternoon Attire--Prince Albert.
With Dinner Attire--Tuxedo.
With Evening Array-Full Dress.
For Arctic Explorers-Polar Bear.
For the Dilettante-Sensation.
For Asphyxiation-Smokes.
For Delirium Tremens-Blue Bear.
For Miners-Lucky St1·ike.
For Insurance Agents-Velvet.
For Artists-Cube Cut.
For the Faculty-Vaporia.
For the Balkan Allies-Turkish Trophies.
For President Wilson-Union Leader.
For the Veterinarian-Cut Plug.
For the Debutante--Fashion.
For the Lovesick-Mail Pouch.
l-'a~e 2--i I
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The Book Room
The book room is a remnant of the Spanish Inquisition and a premonition of
coming torments,-the family skeleton which haunts the life of every Lawrence student.
The purpose of the book room, as set forth by the college authorities, is to furnish
students with lights to learning at the greatest possible cost, and to this end a lanternjawed Englishman, Misdall by cognomen, has been set to collect the tolls at the gate.
With all its philanthropic intent, the book room remains Lawrence's greatest
mystery,-said mystery being to tell at what time the ministerial clerk will be behind
the counter and the door unlatched to admit impatient customers. Many a fond lover
has been compelled to sit for an hour or more before the tightly baned door, blessing

CiOOK 11.00r\.
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VA1TING fOIT IT TO Of[N.
After Many Hours of Waiting
the Cerebus-like keeper, and his fate at being thus summarily deprived of the company
of his beloved. The peri who stuck around outside of Paradise for a few million years,
looking in through a crack in the fence, is more to be envied than the sad-eyed watcher
outside the book room door.
The book room is an education in extravagance, p1·ovided one can ever get in, and
also in the art of holding one's temper. If a college student can stand without the
barred doors for two or three hours without getting mad and biting the lead quarter
in his pocket in two he is ready to be translated to the mysterious unknown. And if he
hasn't such fabulous self-control he mislays his temper more thoroughly than ever
Farley mislaid a quiz paper or class record.
l'age 24 2
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Uncle Remus Congratulates Br' er Wittman
"Honey," said Uncle Remus, as the little boy sat down at his feet, "what
is yo' all gwine to be when yo' all gets to be a Junior?"
"I don't know, Uncle Remus," the little boy answered. "1 thought
maybe I would like to be editor of the Ariel, but another little boy got the
job."
"Don' yo' all let <lat worry yo' none," the old man replied, stooping to
light his pipe in the fireplace. "Ah reckon as how de editor ob de Ariel
does de mos' work an' gets the poores' pay ob any offishul in dis glorious
republick. Why <lat Iii Artie Wittman wan' <lat job is mo' dan ah knows.
Ah specs mebbe he all dunno what he's in fo', or mebbe agen he all's like
some udder folks an' reckon he all kin run de Yerth better dan de Lawd
what made hit."
"Don't you t hink he'll be happy next year, Uncle Remus?" said the
little boy, in some surprise.
"Happy? Laws, hon ey! Dere ain't nobuddy in sku le'II be mo' unhappier
dan dat Iii fat Artie Wittman. Fust place, he gwine try get back at Fred
McCleneghan fo' all de tings what got pas' dis yeah's editor when his back
was tuhned. Dat am a mighty dang'rous ting fo' Artie to do. Ziggy, he des
boun' to lay fo' anybuddy what say ::inyting agens' de D. L 's, an' win' dem
long, snaky arms ob he a11 roun' him. Den agen, honey, ah dunno but what
he all mought make some enemies aroun' 'mong de youn' ladies in <lat dere
skule. Dat Esther Wishek, she all des boun' to fight lak a turk of'n annybuddy belittle her fren's. Ah dunno but what Ah'ed ruther be Gen'! Huerta
hisself den dat Artie Wittman nex' yeah."
"But, Uncle Remus," said the little boy. "Won't Doc Sammy protect
him if they get too angry with him?"
"Ah reckon Bre'r Samuel gwine ter do he best, honey, an Ah reckon
Iii Evie gwine do she best, an' Ah reckon <lat Miss Zelie Ann an' all de yudder ladies up to de Hall gwine do dere bes', but dey ain't ennybuddy kin
help Iii Artie w'en he all comes into d;it 'sponsible an' tedisome posishun,
'deed cley ain't, hon ey."
Senior: "I want some good bird seed."
Freshman Clerk: "You fool, birds grow from eggs, not seed."
Cab by: "Do you like the new dances?"
Abe : "No, I prefer to do all my wrestling in the gym."
Man is the maker of history; woman the maker of mystery.
The inventor of Scotch i

dead, but his spirit is with us still.

Waterman: "Mary Garden has a good repertoire."
Freshie: "A little too stout, though, don't you think?"
Advice to the Dramatic Club after ten clays of starvation on the road:
Eat your roles.
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(A suggested epitaph. Guess who.)

I

Beneath this silent stone is laid,
A noisy, antiquated maid,
Who, from her cradle talked till death,
And ne'er before ran out of breath.
TVhither she's gone we cannot tell;
For if she talks not she's in - - !
If she's in - - , she's there unblest,
Because she hates a vlace of rest.
Here's to the Class of 1915,
The class of all others most keen;
One with a record fair and clean,
The equal of which none e'er did dream.
The man who marries for money
Is in danger of beiny sold,
For it's often the girl with nothing
Who is worth her weight in gold.
Lives of great men all remind us
If we'd make our lives sublime,
Fame and fortii.ne will not find us
Playing "solitaire" half the time.
I would not own a dogwood tree'Twould tease me after dark.
You ask how such a thing could be?
H' hy, sure, the dogwood bark.
The drowsy and dreamy Miss Strolld
Revolves in a nebulous cloud.
Don't touch her, don't shake her,
Don't laugh, or yo11'll wake her,
And ])lease don't address her out loud.
When Bob rang the door-bell below
The maid brought his card iip to Jo,
Remarking, "By hen,
He's at it again!
Yet some people say he is slow."
Page 2H
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The Evolution ot the Modern Dance
The modern dances are not genuinely new, as many ignorantly suppose. Ah, no,
they had their origin way back in Bible times when King Herod and Salome gyrated
and disported themselves in a medieval tango contest with the head of John the Baptist
as the grand prize.
Though Salome's dance has ever been one of the famous ear-ma1·ks of history and
has in more l'ecent years placed the halo of fame on the brow of Mary Garden, it has
suffered many variations at the hands of the populace. Ancient Scotland early came
to the fore with an unabridged edition of the famous Jewish gyrations, the only noticeable change being the addition of more pretentious costumes.
Coming down to more modern times, we find the minuet, slow and stately, charming
the petite Parisiennes, while on the hither side of the Atlantic the Virginia reel, Captain
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Jinks, and other light and frolicsome steps, exercised the terpsichorean proclivities of
the more active and excitement-loving American people.
But even these joysome efforts proved insufficient to satisfy for long the strenuous
cravings of the American populace for hair-raisers and thrillers, and the climax of
their clamors has been reached during the last twelvemonth.
This has been the greatest year on record for new dances. Scores upon scores of
them have been copyrighted, and in thousands of American homes and college dormitories eager young architects and civil engineers have been sketching the ground plans
for a still more elaborate intermingling of the pedal extremities of the two sexes along
the lines of g1·eatest resistance.
No more do the youngsters dance the tango and the turkey trot! Only the oldfashioned, aged, or feeble-minded indulge in such infantile pastimes. The latest and
most approved gyration is the Kangaroo Fantastic. In this dance the couple leap three
times over the heads of adjacent dancers, ending the movement with a triple backward
P age ~.1;;
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somersault. The only danger in executing this dance is that two couples will collide
in mid-air, or that the feet of the somersaulting danseuses will become solidly imbedded
in the solar plexus of one of the nearby couples.
Another favorite is the Baboon Flit. In this dance the couple hang by one hand
from the chandeli ers, embracing each other with the free hand, and keeping time to
the music with their feet.
The most graceful dance of the present New York season is the Roly Poly Jumble.
In this exceedingly fine step, alternate movements are performed. The dancers leap
lightly over the heads of the first couple to the 1·ight, and then, turning obliquely to the
left, make a headlong dive under the feei of the nearest couple in ihat direction. The
steps are then repeated if the dancers are still in condition.

For those who have lost one or even a part of one of their props, but little attention
has been paid hitherto. A new dance for these one-legged people obviates this difficulty.
This intricate movement is called the stork one-step.
The railroad rag is fast filling our hospitals with permanent inmates, and is affording the attending physicians a chan ce to retire within a year with several millions to
their credit in the bank. This dance is a fascinating rush on the part of all couples
in opposite directions without the precaution of turning out for any one who may be
in their path. To execute this step successfully, in the words of Coach Catlin, you must
"hit the line low".
The "collarbone glide" is a mixture of the loop the loop and the slide for life.
Banana peelings are carefull y cattered over the floor for this dance, the couples going
through the first eight movements on their f eet, and the remainder of the dance on
their shoulder blades and elbows.
"Science is so busy with the new dances that it looks as if aeroplane building and
other trivial pursuits would have to be abandoned until a more favorable time."
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Lawrence Conservatory of Music
STUDENTS' RECITAL
FREDER ICK VANCE EVANS, Dean

Ryder

Flee as a Bird
DOUBLE 0CTETTE, THE ARIEL BOARD

Elephant's Dance

Heins
FLORENCE HAGEN

Chasing the Butterflies

Kolling
CHASE Mix

First Kiss Waltz

Lamethe
FLORENCE PLANTZ

The Flatterer

Chaminade
EUGENE COLVIN

Gottschalk

The Last Hope
DUANE LANGE

Smith

Speed the Plow .
How ARD WENTWORTH

Streadbog

Two Little Shoes
BERTHA MORSE

Sweethearts True

Ryder

.

DUET-ZELLA KEENE, CLYDE EWERS

Lichner

Au Revoir, We Meet Again .
Lours GROSS

Chmninade

The Clown .
CARL MCKEE

Hocking

Fond Hearts Must Part
ESTHER BAUMGARTEN

Bohm

If Thou Thy Heart Will Give Me .
CARL WATERMAN

Smith

Queen of the Fairies
MABEL PLUMMER

.

Wandering Thoughts

Durand

ANNE STROUD
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l!Jttmsbl} l}all Bulletin Boattd
WANTED-Something to Wear.
ANNE STROUD.

PRIVATE VAUDEVILLE.
Open every P. M.
Faculty not admitted.
D. MERRILL.

RUMMAGE SALE-One hat, slightly mud-stained; one drenched coat;
one pair damaged shoes, and numerous other articles.
VERA SLY.

FOR RENT-My seat at Van's
during warm weather.
IDA MACKIN.

FOR SALE CHEAP-One troublesome F1·eshman .
DOROTHY VOELKER.

WANTED-Avoirdupois.
ADA COLBY.

LOST-My graft with the House
Council. Reward to finder.
EVA MOUNTFORD.

FOR SALE - Second-hand spitcurls, cheap.
C. COUMBE.

0

WANTED-An audience for my
solos.
V. JUDSON.

WANTED-Room to sleep.
OWENS, FISKE and RICHARDSON.

DOGS TRAINED FREE.
Inquire
M. STEVENSON.

INSTRUCTIONS IN INTELLECTUAL CONVERSATION.
Address all communications to
LAURA ANDERSON.

TO LET BY THE NIGHT-Subj ect to bribes. My Ariel Board
Key.
H. COTTON.

INFORMATION WANTED-The
fare to Shawano.
AIMEE BOARDMAN.

FOR SALE-Second-hand shoes.
No nine and one-halfs.
M. CASSIDY.

Catholicism Explained! Free.
GERALDINE MCMULLEN.

INSTRUCTIONS CHEAP.
"Teaching a Bear to Dance."
BESS CRAGOE.
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(he ]Judgment JDa\J
In distant years beyond our ken
·w hen men herald our 7,raises with to1rgue and pen;
When we 1w longer wither, crisp and brown,
Beneath Doc Sammy's vortentous frown;
When we fail to melt 'fore the honeyed guile
0 f Doctor Naylor' s class-room smile;
When Latin verbs have lost their charm
And Christian Ethics no longer harm;
TVhen the a1ithor's mill ref11ses to grind,
And meaningless platitudes are left behind;
TV hen history has closed its golden book
And Custer becomes a common crook;
1V hen Doc Wright condemus Lati11 to regions below,
And the Lawrentian Board on the Styx doth row;
When the chapel bell hath ceased to ring,
And Mariem Smith cloth no longer sing;
When Ida Mackin has met her doom,
And bright-eyed "Pete" is May Queen on the moon;
When Patterson flunks the divine exam,
Because on earth he never would cram;
Then, when these siyns portend approachi11g day,
Like Arabs they will decamp and steal silent away;
Upon the judgme11t throne will sit the Ariel Board,
And before them shall be gathered this motley horde;
Then, in accordance with ScriJJtural fate,
The goats from the sheep they will separate.
Tl'hen Zellmer and Nelson both called
Poor Mabel just sat down and squalled.
She said, " I f I'd dare,
I'd tear out my hair,
But !'cl hate to be utterly bald."
"Oh, Gag, if you'd only be good!
Y 011 do act so kiddish and rude
Thal the girls won't go out
When we are about.
l wish yo11 would do as you should."
"TTell, Bess, since I fear there's no cure,
illy actions I hope you'll end11re.
Though I may be a beast,
To you, dear, at least,
I'm politeness itself, I am s11re."
Page ~:il
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Tlui Passing Show

A Dream Fugue

This is a building. It stands upon a Beautiful, Breezy Bluff overlooking the majestic
Fox. In fact, it is mostly Bluff, like the new
Theta Phi frat house. In the Foreground is
the Campus. The building harmonizes with
the green of the foreground. It is a fine example of the Neurotic School of Architecture
of the late Twenties. What can it be-a velocipede garage, or the Outagamie County Insane
Asylum?
Neither, dear. It is Ormsby Hall, the finest dormitory in the Middle West. It is a lso
a famous literary landmark, the home of May
Esther Carter and Jessica Nelson North .
Wi thin its dungeon wall s are sheltered such
tyrants as Hetty Cotton, the bane of the fuss ers, and Zelia Ann Smith, the Cerebus of t he
Library. Ex-President Wi lliam H. Taft, he of
the sunny smile, on his recent visit in 1911,
said it was the best dormitory in America. T he
Hall has ever since been dedicated to W illiam's
memory. It does not specialize on food, and
inmates are requ i red to bri ng t heir own tooth
brushes, hair nets, and nail filers. Children
a nd dogs are a llowed on ly on May Day, and
then under the strict surveillance of the House
Council.
Then why is the Hall? My child, why is
Standard Oil ? W hy is the Bull Moose party?
An inscrutable Providence has ruled it.
But see, something is happening. Smoke
is co mi ng out of t he Chimney of the Hall. Can
it be from the kitchen? Certainly not; today
is only Friday. Then perhaps there is a fire in
the furnace, for it is but the middle of
May, and the thermometer is not yet one hundred in the shade. No, that is a logical, but
erroneous conclusion. The Hall is on fire. As
a matter of fact it has always been regarded
as a slumbering volcano. The fair coeds are
appearing at the doors carrying out Morris
chairs and alarm clocks, for they are rattled.
On the campus appears the sylph-like form of
Doc Sammy waving his best Sunday tile. Per-
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haps he, a lso, is a trifl le rattled. However, all is well now, for the boys of Brokaw are
turning out, singing, "We're coming, we're coming, our brave little band." Assuredly
there is now no cause for fear . Yes, all will be saved .
Here come the brave fellows with ladders, in charge of Doc Sammy. Now we shall
see. He tells them to place the ladders against the west wing. That is strange, for
the fire is in the east wing. Doc Sammy could not be expected to see that at first.
He sees it now, however. Immediately, with a magnanimity unbelievable, he acknowledges his mistake, and orders the ladders placed against the east wing. Once
more the heroes mount them; they are almost up to the windows; they are about to
enter. But Doc Sammy is not satisfied. If they go in some one may be killed. "Come
down off the ladders," he cries. Instantly the ladders are deserted. But something
yet remains to be done. The ladders are still against the wall. Some one might fall
up one by accident, so Doc Sammy, ever solicitous, says, "Down with those ladders.''
Now all is well, and no one is hurt.
Next come the Theta Phi and Beta boys. They do not wait for ladders; they go
right in the door and make for the kitchen . There is a case of ginger ale in the pantry. This must be removed at once, for it is highly inflammable. The frat boys are
soon busy emptying the bottles. As fast as they are emptied they are sent out on the
lawn. See with what perfect co-ordination the two bunches work at their self-imposed
task of humanitarianism. Now the Sigma boys appear, and they immediately are
posted as sentinels over the empty bottles. No Lawrentian would touch them, of course,
but with so many townspeople around, one must be careful.
But look what comes now. Has Barnum and Bailey's menagerie broken loose? No!
it is merely "Hap" Hooley and "Ziggy" Thompson leading the Delta boys to the rescue.
Now there is something doing. The Deltas are climbing up on the porch, carrying axes
and fire-hoses. They tear up everything in sight with the axes, and then turn the water
in. The theory is that when the Hall is too badly damaged to burn, the fire will go
out. How clever they are. No; not all the water goes inside. In fact, most of it follows the laws for the trajectory in air when the quadrant angle of departure is 90 degrees. Assuredly this is no place for Dorothy Merrill and her Parisian dresses.
Oh, mercy, see what is happening! Two gentlemen appear to be disagreeing. One
of them is Doc Sammy. The other appears to be a Bug home on a furlough from Matteawan. Oh, no, it is Professor Atkinson. The two gentlemen are not harmonious.
The professor says the affair is being Balled Up; that if he were the president of
the college the fire would not have occurred. Doc Sammy is visibly annoyed. He
does not think that the professor should criticize his superiors. He waves a small
stick. Somebody may be hurt in a minute. Oh, this is awful.
But here comes Coach Champlin, slow as ever. He says that if the professor does
not shut up he will be removed from the volley ball team. This dreadful threat suffices, and Atkinson departs, muttering and shaking his head.
In the meantime the Heroes have gotten the situation under control. All the mattresses, chafing dishes, and mirrors have been thrown out of the windows to safety,
and there are eight inches of water on the floor. The fire is beginning to look sick.
But stay! Something is still to do. Bob Wilson has waded into eight inche of water,
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and is chopping a hole in the floor. He wants to let the water thrnugh to the lower
regions where it is still hotter. That is what comes of being raised on the farm; it
gives one a Practical Mind, albeit a homely Face.
Very few people have Practical Minds. Here comes Art Wittman, and asks why
he wants to let the water through. He says this floor is soaked anyhow, and there is
no use in ruining the lower regions. Isn't that just like Art? He will be asking next
why the Heroes saved the Hall at all when it was the manifest will of Providence that
it should have been burned.
You must be in business with a man or in love with a woman in order to know
that you don't know them.
A man who is too lazy to earn a living may get a marriage license and annex one.
A woman worries more about her complexion than she does about her prospective
harp and crown.
Truth-Anything w hich happens, might have happened, or which will possibly
happen.
The reason that women kiss each other when they meet is because the Bible says
that we should love our enemies.
A girl can enjoy a kiss in the dark.
blush.

She doesn't have to worry for fear she can't

Nearly every woman who has been a wife for three years is willing to bet that
the devil is a married man.
Many a girl who thinks she is in love is merely jealous.
Minding other people's business requires neither capital nor responsibility.
A man changes his mind; a mule never.
Two heads are better than one-consider the barrel.

If a man is smart enough to fool a woman it is because she wants to be fooled .
The Alumni are the flowers the faculty did not pluck.
Truth is stranger than fiction, and generally more embarrassing.

The leopard should be circumspect,
And to the law should bow;
For if he should a crime commit,
He'd spotted be, I vow.
Page 2;;4
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Apologies
We tried to please everybody,-don't get the idea that this book represents all we think.
We tried to be serious all through our work, but the strain hurt our
looks,-witness, the staff picture.
Of course we could have done better if we had wished,-but we had to
leave some room for improvement in future Ariels.
You don't like this cover? Neither do we. Wallie wanted it bound in
Brussels. Chase suggested that onion skin would make a strong binding, but
one who was Whittier than the rest said, "Why not have it 'Snow Bound'"?
Signed:
THE WHOLE BLANK BOARD .

.Hay those who have su.tfered
That their foibles sho1tld be sprung
Take comfort; the omitted
A re the 7Jeople really stung.
ll' omen's faults are many,

Jlien have only tw~:
Everything they say,
Everything they do.
STILL H UNTING
ACT I.
Aristarchus (seeing Diogenes nosing around with a lantern): "Hey, there, old boy,
what are you doing with that lantern?"
Diogenes (stoically) : "I'm looking for an honest man."
ACT II .
Aristarchus (meeting Diogenes without the glim) : "Well, have you found your honest
man?"
Diogenes (wrathfully) : "No, I'm looking for the rogue that stole my lantern."
TEN THINGS EVERY MAN WOULD LIKE TO DO
1. Own $100,000 in his own right.
2. Be captain of the football team.
3. Take Gladys Paul out to dine.
4. Drive a car like Ernest Morse.
5. Be able to get good marks without working.
6. Be a "lion among ladies" (Pat Wright excepted).
7. Look like a "Thiede Good Clothes" ad.
8. Do the castle walk divinely.
9. Have a permanent Chapel excuse.
10. Embrace - - - - - - Page :2 5.)
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This is the tail of the anniial tale, the tale of our Ariel woes;
We bid adieu to the faithful few, at this our volume's close.
A reader kind perchance ?nay find some serious word or jest
To brighten and lighten our company and give oiir pages zest;
In prose or verse, for better or worse, to wake fiiture pleasures keen,
Embalmed in a smile for a little while, lie sweet memories of old 'Fifteen.
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HOUGH there may be other
objects, this is true, that the
life work of every man consists
largely in caring for those dependent upon him, and accumulating,
if possible, a competency for old
age. Some fail to provide even
during their lives for those whose
dependence they have created.
Others support their dependents
for a short time but, dying without
insurance, ]eave their wives and
children to struggle for themselves. Still others provide well for
their dependents during a long and
useful life only to find themselves
alone in a helpless old age, dependent upon the charity of strangers. Some form of life or endowment insurance will be found invaluable to every man in faithfully
discharging those duties of life
the performance of which called
forth the words, "Well done, thou
good and faithful servant."

~hv l1lottthwvstvttn J}lutuat J!tuv ]nsuttancv <to.
GIVES

THE

BEST

RESULTS

TO

POLICYHOLDERS

WETTENGEL & WETTENGEL
District Managers for Fo x River Valley

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDIKG

APPLETON, WIS.

;.itilatt !5,cbmibt & !5,on
HATTERS
AND

FURNISHERS
1\pµl.etott

A Store for gentlemen, where you
will always be treated in a
gentlemanly way
HIRSH-WJCK'WJRE-CO'S

,,JT\

WHY NOT TRY THE
SCHMIDT WAY?

Finest of Clothing
Ready- to -Vv car

The College Man
vs. Eating
It's a great game, boys, that takes place at all
times, at the well known and well liked
WHITE FRONT RESTAU RANT.
Nearly every College man knows this Popular Food Emporium, and those that don't,
are certainly missing something and will do
well to make themselves acquainted .
Those delicious, apctizing, mouth-watering
meals that are served there, do surely hit the
right spot.
Catering to the student wants is a special
feature with us.

Karl A. Schuetter
TAILOR

WE'RE ALWAYS OPEN. - COME IN ANY TIME

WHITE FRONT
RESTAURANT
811 COLLEGE AVENUE

NORTH OF PUBLIC LIBRARY

APPLETON OAR MOVER C'O~
JOHN S TREET

God heals and the doctor takes the money.
Kathryn Stevens' mouth costs her nothing, for she never opens it but at others'
expense.
Love, cough, and a smoke can't well be hid.
Blessed are they who make short speeches in chapel, for they will be asked to
speak again.
The lamb is the most wicked animal, according to a recent discovery of Dr. Vaughn,
for it gambols in youth; spends its life on the turf; and the best of them are
blacklegs.
You can never judge the depth of the well by the length of the pump handle.
The Lord made woman, but he is not responsible for her hat.
All any man wants is justice,-but he likes to be his own judge.
Keep an eye on your friends; you know what to expect from your enemies.
The good opinion you have of yourself will not pass you through the pearly gates.
When a man's nose is on the grindstone, it isn't in his neighbor's business.
Tradition is that which is handed down from mouth to mouth.
Work is what happens when you take a force and drop it.
Diplomacy is when you want to call a man a liar, but do it over the telephone.
Don't knock-there's a law against running with your cut-out open.
A motorcycle is a public nuisance propelled by a disturber of the peace.

Poor Theo looked awfully ill.
She took a big aconite pill.
She said, "Pray don't laugh,
It's a day and a half
Since I got my last letter from Bill."

OSITOR

THE new

depositor in this
bank may be assured oI
receiYing direct personal attention and SERVICE, for this has
been our policy for twenty
years. A banker's advice and
acquaintance is usually valuable;
his actual help certainly is. A
checking or savings account
will have our best attention.

CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

Crafer (in Business Law) : "Under what conditions could a wife
testify against her husband?"
Boase: "When he had murdered
her, sir."

Carl Nelson has caught a disease
That breaks out in brilliant ideas.
And even in slumber
They swarm without nmnber
Like millions of vestilent fleas.
Orr (coaching debate): "What is
the matter with you, Wilson? Can't
you speak any louder? Be more
enthusiastic! Open your mouth and
throw yourself into it.
It fills us with deepest distress
To learn of the absence of Bess;
TVhen our friend Mr. Youtz,
lVith his heart in his boots,
Ha s called, but has met no success.

HOTEL MENASHA
MENASHA, WISCONSIN

JOHN B.

STITGEN

PROPRIETOR

""'7"E'RE 'l.,HERE ! "
,vuE.:-. IT COMES
TO REAL CLOTIIR!S
A~]) FUR~I~HINGS

lour 1Brug ~torr
We enjoy nothing more than c:itering to the College trade.
Always known as the store with the College trade.
We intend, with your co-operation, to keep it so.

LAWRENCE STATIONERY
Frat Stationery- Sorority Stationery
Toilet Waters- Lowney's Candies

ROEMER & BELLING
The Store of Personal Attention

FOR
THE

C. F. SMITH LIVERY
AND

LATEST -

Foot
Wear

TRANSFER COMPANY
BOTH PHONES 105

LIVERY
Hack, Baggage and Transfer Line

SEE

HECKER T'S
THE COLLEGE
BOOT SHOP

Special Attention
given to Students.
Finest Equipment
i n
t h e
C i· t y .

773 College Avenue, Appleton

GIVE US A CALL

We Repair Shoes

LAWRENCE AND APPLETON STREETS

II

SCHLAFER HARDWARE Co.
A KODAK DIARY

6

of your College
days will be
most enjoyed
in later life.

WE HA VE EVERYTHING FOR
THE KODAKER.
FRESH
SUPPLIES ALWAYS ON HAND

Our Developing Department
IS THE BEST EQUIPPED IN
NORTHERN WISCONSIN.
PRINTING and ENLARGING
ARTISTICALLY DONE.

DEVELOPING 10c PER ROLL
MAIL US YOUR FILMS.

We invite your critical inspection of our line of Albums, Memory
Books, Folders, Suit Cases, Traveling Bags, Trunks, etc., Repairing.

Schlafer Hardware Co.
85-87-89 College Avenue

APPLETON

COMMERCIAL NATIONAL
BANK
APPLETON, WISCONSIN

Capital and Surplus, $250,000.00
~btte l0et ~mt ]ntete~t
l0aib mpon ~ailing~ EOepo~it~

H. G. FREEMAN, President

JAS. A.

,vooo,

Vice-President

C. S. DICKINSON, Cashier

APPLETON MACHINE Co.
Builders of all
kinds of

Pulp and Sulphite
Machinery
APPLETON, WISCONSIN

ROCEHI IES

1

BACHMAN

& MORIARITY

ll!a JJmpettiat
Boquet
WHEN YOU
NEED THEM
BUY OF

THU

DU DELL

R egarding our friend, Mr . B each,
We hear he has landed a peach.
So girls, take no chances!
A void ris advances I
His frat pin is quite out of reach.

PIPE

ONEIDA STREET

NOVELTY CLEANERS AND DYERS
J. 0. WOEHLER. Proprietor
735 College Avenue

Little Boy (watching choral leader
wave his baton around Mrs. Ledward's head) : "What is he beating
her for?"
Mother: "Why, he's not beating
her."
Little Boy: "Then why is she
screaming so?"

Again, we our courage must muster,
To admonish our friend, Mr. Custer,
That while far away
H e should write every day,
Or rlove will be robbed of its luster.
Atkinson: "How may the functions
of an ambassador be terminated?"
Amundson: "Well, er-I guess they
might be terminated by his death."

ENGRAVING

Bell Phone 623

Headquarters for College Girls and
We can clean, repair, press
and make yo ur clothes last twice
as lon g as they wo uld otherwise.
\Ve get the goods out promptly.
Bring your garments and glo ves in
and let us show you. We also remodel ladies' suits.
Boys.

NOVELTY CLEANERS
AND DYERS

H

H

<rhr ~ontinrntat
THE HOME OF

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
CLOTHES

H

H

H

H

H

Kodaks and Kodak Supplies
Developing
PRICES
Film, per roll, any size

IOc
20c

Film, per pack, any size

Printing

Enlargements

2J<ix2J<i and smaller ..... 3c each-35c per doz.
2Xx3J<i ..... ............ . 4c each-45c per doz.

3X x5 ~ from Vest Pocket Negatives . ...... 15c
5x7 ......................................... 25c
6'·hS~ ..................................... 35c
Sxto ....................................... 45c
10xl2 .. . .................................. 60c
llxH ...................................... soc
14xt7 ..................................... $1.00
16x20 ...................................... $1.50

2Xx4X-3Xx4X
•
3Xx5~4x5 (I ...... ~c
eac h -~·o c per d oz.
Sx7 ...................... Sc each-75c per doz.
Post Cards............. .. 5c each-SOc per doz.

VOIGT'S
Drug and Kodak Store

H

H

VAN WYK'S

You will show good taste whenever you select from our stock
of Pure Candies, Ice Cream, and Dainty Lunches.

VANWYK BROS.
726

COLLEGE

May we all unite
and never strike on
Mike's Grocery

MIKE
Everything to Eat

BOTH PHO

ES

AVENUE

There once was a person named Earl,
Who spent twenty cents on a girl.
Although he survived,
He has never revived;
He's abandoned society's whirl.

TheUnion Pharmacy
Back of New First National
Bank Building

Drugs
Crane's Stationery
Fountain Pens
Note Books
Inks, etc.
AT

Prices that Please

11 tttistic l}omr JIFuttnishings
Saecker- Diderrich- Rugs-are designed to meet individual taste
and to provide a floor covering which will harmonize with their
sunoundings. They are of great durability, exquisite in color, design, and
very moderate in price.
Saecker Diderrich- Furniture- is built by America's best craftsmen. It is always of choice design , of graceful lines, and is made of
thoroughly seasoned Oak and Mahogany, is beautifully finished by
artists who bring out every variation in the grain of the wood.
Saeker- Diderrich Draperies-are the result of many years of
practical experience. Harmony of color and design are here obtained in
their highest development. Every pleat and fold is carefully proportioned
to make the completed drapery perfect.

Saeker - Diderrich Co.
Furniture, Rugs, Draperies
App I et on, \\. is cons i n
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RANDOLPH HOTEL
2.50 AND

3.00 PER DAY

AMERICAN PLAN

One of the Leading Hotels
of the City
,ve

c ater to BanQuets nnd Private Dinn er Parties
Music Every unday Evening from 6 to 8 P. 1\1.
MA TON D. RANDOLPH, Proprietor

How is My Sweater Coat for Fall?
Sweater Coats will be worn more this summer
and fall than ever before.
The style will be the Shakcrknitt in the Ruff
Nack.
The best colors arc Silver, Maroon, ,Yhite,
running about in order named.
The standard of Quality is the coat " ·e make
under number 889, which is sold by the best
dealer in your town Ior 7.50.
If he docs not have it, write to us and we will
sec that your wants arc supplied.

Lake Superior Knitting Works

POTTS, WOOD & CO.
Pasteurized Milk, Cream and Butter
supplied to Ormsby Hall
WHOLESALE MILK AND CREAM SHIPPING
A SPECIALTY
Telephone 91

Appleton
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PROFESSIONAL School in its
sixty-third year, for thoroughgoing students . Ample equipment.
Experienced teachers of proven
ability. Complete courses leading
to diplomas or special work in
one of more branches as desired.
The College gives credit for music work done in the department. Pupils of all
grades received.
Faculty of noted specialists,
Choral Society of 150 voices, Orchestra, Recitals by
World's Artists, Music Festival, Faculty Concerts,
Superior Public School Music Course, Normal
Courses for Piano Teachers, Piano, Voice, Violin,
Harmony.
Dormitories for students·. Send for
catalog.
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Capital and Surplus $400,000.00

:ntr.aµrctfully J;olirit.a l\101tr i!lauking ihrninrss

llDll7-rtl1rr lGargr or iiutall
ALL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT
AND COURTEOUS ATTENTION

" TIA.-fE TRIED, TESTED AND FOUND SOL ID"

Plumbing, Steam and Hot
Water Heating

THICKENS
(!lauhy auh lire (!lream

Vacuum Cleaner Apparatus
and Water Supply
Systems

THE

BEST

OBTAINABLE

HOT DRINKS AND
LUNCHES

Fi71e Candies and I ce Cream
PARTIES A SPECIALTY

W. S. PATTERSON CO.
737 COLLEGE AVENUE

Appleton Wis.

Sa·ve your red tickets and get a box of
c!tocolates FREE

Tobacco

Cigars

~

CARR BROS.
Always Good Entertaining
Up-to-date Moral Pictures

BILLIARDS AND POCKET
BILLIARDS
COLLEGE AVENUE
Candy

Pipes

Roock's Barber Shop
IN ARMORY BLOCK
699 College Avenue

COLLEGE
765 College Ave.

Satisfactory Work

PRINTERS
Appleton, Wisconsin

SCNLINTZ:,

FERDINAND KOLETZKE

BROTHERS

DEALER IN

DRUG

STORE

Musical Instruments, Pictures
Frames and Mouldings

CORNER COLLEGE AVENUE AND
ONEIDA STREETS

733 COLLEGE A VENUE

1£awrrncr C!Collrgr
appleton, [filf$con$in

65 Years
of

Successful History
ADVANTAGES
1. Excellent Buildings. 2. Superior Faculty. 3. Large
and well selected Library. 4. Good Mu eum . 5.
Over two hundred courses offered. 6. Fine Dormitories for both men and women. 7. Moderate
Expenses. 8. Excellent Reputation for the highest
grade of college work. 9. Pleasant fellowship between students and teachers. 10. Special Cour es
in education for those desiring to teach.

SAMUEL PLANTZ,
PRESIDENT

THE

ONE~EABODY~~~~~~-.

'

co.

THE HOME OF
THE

PETTIBONE
PEABODY
COMPANY
APPLETON
The institution which has grown up
side by side with Lawrence College,
and which, with Lawrence College,
has made Appleton broadly known
throughout the state in educational
and commercial circles.
Of the hundreds of graduates of Lawrence who are living in all parts of the
world, a large percentage of them shop at Pettibones or deal with them by
mail. They still consider Pettibones the most satisfactory shopping place. If
you are one of those who live away, may we not have your name on our mailing list?

LOOK!

You .\Nill
Eventually

VYhy Not Now?

YE FANCY DRESSER.S I

For up~to~date, classy, neat
Laundry Wark, patronize

Let
THE

She black

CANTON

LAUNDRY

Our Motto:

Be

" Make yourself look neat "
Remember the name
and give us a trial

Your
ONEIDA

Druggist

STREET

Opposite Post Office

Nothing co11tri/)lltes more to the finished
hook than a well-printed picture

The College Annual touches closer the activities of the student
body and teachers than does any other publication of the school.
It is a reflector of the school life and all that it implies. To send
forth such a representative so that it will be a credit to the school
and a good advertisement, it must be dressed in a manner befitting its mission. It should never look common. It should mirror
in its make-up the best in quality of stock and binding, with pages
printed in such a manner as will emphasize the best achievement
of the printing art. Remember it is your printer who gives effect
to the labor of photographer and paper maker.
Therefore the selection of your printer is all important.

CASTLE-PIERCE PRINTING CO.
Printers oj Collete Annuals

PRINTERS AND BINDERS OF THE ARIEL

E.W. SHANNON
687-691 College Avenue
NEXT TO Al(MORY

Fox
Remington
SmithPremier
Emerson
Royal

Oliver
Monarch

L. C. Smith
Underwood
Hammond

Whether you go into Business or choose an
Academic or Professional Career you should
know how to use a typewriter. It is an easy
matter to own one and learn how to run it.
Let us demonstrate for you.

TVe Sell, l?.ent anrl Repair all .1Wakes
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
CASH OR EASY TIME PAYMENTS

WE SHIP WRITING MACHINES
ANYWHERE

OFFICE SUPPLIES
AND

EQUIPMENT
School Supplies a Specialty
DIAMOND BRAND
Ribbons

Carbons

Papers
ARE UNEXCELLED
IN QUALITY AND PRICE

Satisfaction Guaranteed
For student's use Card Index systems are the thing. Unsurpassed
for lecture note taking, laboratory
notes, etc. Classify by date or subject. Let us assist you in systematizing your work.

Get acquainted with Modern Business

E. W. SHANNON
687-691 College Ave.

Next to Armory
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1tte ELECTRIC

C11r ENGRAVING Co.

BUFFALO. N.Y.
----[ol----

WE MADE TtlE ENGRAVINGS FOR Ttl!S BOOK.
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